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Abstract
This thesis explores the properties of galaxies that reside in high density regions in the
local Universe. The driving motivation is to shed light on how galaxies stop forming stars
and the role played by the environment in this process. A wide variety of environmentally-
related quenching mechanisms have been proposed and the smoking gun proving that these
are actually transforming galaxies from being star forming to passive is the existence of a
population of galaxies in transition with intermediate features. In this Thesis I will mainly
focus on the properties of two population of galaxies: those that are forming stars at a
reduced level compared to other galaxies at similar mass, and those that have recently
and abruptly interrupted their star formation.
The data exploited in this Thesis come from surveys which focus on different envi-
ronments in the local Universe: the WIde-field Nearby Galaxy-cluster Survey (WINGS,
Fasano et al. 2006) with its recent extension OmegaWINGS (Gullieuszik et al., 2015a,
Moretti et al. submitted) and the Padova Millennium Galaxy and Group catalogue
(PM2GC, Calvi et al. 2011).
The Thesis starts with a characterization of the WINGS survey and then focuses on
the new OmegaWINGS data, illustrating the most important aspects of the photometric
and spectroscopic observations. I will describe in detail my personal contribution to the
survey, from the data analysis to the redshift and velocity dispersion measurements, to
the membership assignments. I will also present the complete galaxy catalog built from
the combination of the two cluster surveys considered.
While halo mass estimates are quite easily obtained for clusters, at the group regime it
is less straightforward to derive robust measurements. I will then present a procedure I de-
veloped to compute halo masses from observable quantities for the PM2GC. My approach
exploits mock galaxy catalogs extracted from the De Lucia & Blaizot (2007) semi-analytic
model, run on the Millennium Simulation (Springel et al. 2005).
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Subsequently, I will discuss the methods adopted to compute the galaxy stellar prop-
erties, exploiting both spectroscopic and photometric information.
Using the data from the WINGS+OmegaWINGS surveys, I will present an analysis of
the ongoing Star Formation Rate (SFR) and the Specific Star Formation Rate (SSFR) -
stellar mass (M∗) relations in field and cluster mass limited samples. I contrast trends in
the different environments and, in clusters, at different clustercentric distances. The main
result is that in clusters a population of galaxies with a reduced SFR is detected, named
transition galaxies, which is much rarer in the field. The spatial location of these galaxies,
together with the analysis of the star formation histories, colors and average ages, suggest
that transition galaxies have had a reduced SFR for the past 2-5 Gyr. This is compatible
with a strangulation scenario, even if other processes like ram pressure stripping can not
be excluded.
I characterize the properties of post starburst (PSB) galaxies, which are galaxies that
abruptly interrupted their star formation sometimes during the past < 1.5 Gyr and present
recognizable features in their spectra (no emission and Hδ in absorption). Exploiting an
observed magnitude limited sample drawn from WINGS+OmegaWINGS, I will present
the first complete characterization of PSBs in clusters and contrast their properties to
those of passive (PAS) and emission line (EML) galaxies. The main finding is that the
incidence of PSBs increases from the outskirts toward the cluster centers and, more gently,
from the least toward the most luminous and massive clusters. PSBs have stellar masses,
magnitudes, colors and morphologies intermediate between PAS and EML galaxies, typical
of a population that has recently become passive. The phase-space analysis and the
velocity dispersion profiles also suggest that PSBs represent a combination of galaxies with
different accretion histories. In particular, PSBs with the strongest Hδ are consistent with
being recently accreted. This analysis suggests that as a galaxy is accreted onto a cluster
and approaches the cluster virialized region, ram pressure stripping (or other interactions)
induces either a burst of the star formation with a subsequent fast quenching, or simply
a fast quenching and this is more efficient in more massive clusters.
I then characterize the PSB population also in smaller systems. Combining the
WINGS+OmegaWINGS and PM2GC data, I will show how the fraction of PSB galaxies
and the quenching efficiency depend on the halo mass, and increase from single galax-
ies, to binaries, groups and clusters. In the different environments, different physical
mechanisms are probably responsible for the production of PSB galaxies, but all of them
produce a truncation of star formation on short time-scales. If ram pressure stripping is
the most likely candidate in clusters, gravitational interaction between galaxies could be
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more efficient in lower density regions.
To conclude, the role of environment is undisputed in driving the galaxy evolution.
In this Thesis I identified two possible evolutionary pathways related to the end of star
formation in clusters: one requires a gradual reduction of star formation (long time-scale
quenching t>2Gyr), the other a rapid truncation of the star formation activity (t∼0.1Gyr).
Comparing the fraction of PSBs to the fraction of galaxies in transition, it appears that
the short timescale star-formation quenching channel contributes two times more than
the long timescale one to the growth of the passive population in clusters. The emerging
picture is that ram pressure stripping is probably the most successful process affecting
star formation in clusters, followed by strangulation. Other mechanisms might play a
role, even though they most likely take place in lower density environments.
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Riassunto
L’obiettivo del lavoro presentato in questa tesi e` la caratterizzazione osservativa delle pro-
prieta` delle galassie, per vincolarne gli scenari di formazione ed evoluzione. In particolare,
mi sono concentrata nel determinare come l’ambiente in cui evolvono le galassie influisca
sul processo di formazione stellare nelle regioni ad alta densita` nell’Universo locale.
Tra i diversi meccanismi proposti come responsabili del quenching, ovvero la tendenza
delle galassie a smettere di produrre stelle, quelli relativi all’ambiente sembrano svolgere
un ruolo cruciale. La prova che confermerebbe l’azione primaria di questi meccanisimi
dovrebbe essere l’esistenza, in ammassi e gruppi di galassie, di una popolazione di galassie
in transizione con caratteristiche intermedie.
Con lo scopo dunque di identificare questa nuova popolazione, mi concentrero` sullo
studio delle proprieta` di due particolari classi di galassie: quelle che stanno formando
stelle ad un livello ridotto rispetto ad altre galassie di massa simile, e quelle che hanno
recentemente, e molto probabilmente bruscamente, interrotto la loro formazione stellare.
Utilizzero` i dati provenienti da diverse campagne osservative: la WIde-field Nearby
Galaxy-cluster Survey (WINGS, Fasano et al. 2006) con la sua recente estensione OmegaW-
INGS (Gullieuszik et al., 2015a; Moretti et al., 2017), e il Padova Millennium Galaxy and
Group catalogue (PM2GC, Calvi et al. 2011).
La prima parte della tesi e` riservata alla descrizione delle survey WINGS e OmegaW-
INGS. Particolare attenzione sara` dedicata alla presentazione degli aspetti piu` impor-
tanti delle osservazioni fotometriche e spettroscopiche di OmegaWINGS, in cui sono stata
personalmente coinvolta. Descrivero` in dettaglio il mio contributo alla survey, che va
dall’analisi dei dati alle misurazioni di redshift e dispersione di velocita`, all’individuazione
delle galassie appartenenti agli ammassi. Presentero` dunque il catalogo completo costruito
dalla combinazione delle due survey considerate.
Mentre e` relativamente facile ricavare una stima della massa di alone per gli ammassi,
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e` piu` complicato ottenere misurazioni affidabili per i gruppi. Ho quindi sviluppato una
procedura per derivare le masse di alone per i dati PM2GC da quantita` osservabili, che
descrivero` in dettaglio. Tale procedura utilizza cataloghi di galassie estratti dai modelli
semi analitici di De Lucia & Blaizot (2007), applicati alla Millennium Simulation (Springel
et al. 2005).
Successivamente, descrivero` i metodi adottati per il calcolo delle proprieta` delle galassie,
sfruttando le informazioni provenienti da osservazioni spettroscopiche e fotometriche.
Utilizzando i dati WINGS+OmegaWINGS, discutero` l’analisi delle relazioni tra il tasso
di formazione stellare (SFR), il tasso specifico di formazione stellare (SSFR) e la massa
stellare di una galassia (M∗), nel campo e negli ammassi, in campioni limitati in massa.
Confrontero` gli andamenti nei diversi ambienti e, negli ammassi, a diverse distanze dal
centro. Il risultato principale e` l’individuazione di una popolazione di galassie in ammasso
con SFR ridotta, denominate galassie in transizione, che e` molto piu` rara nel campo.
La distribuzione spaziale di queste galassie, insieme all’analisi della storia di formazione
stellare, dei colori ed eta` medie, suggeriscono che le galassie in transizione abbiano avuto un
SFR ridotta per circa 2-5 Gyr. Questo e` compatibile con uno scenario di “strangulation”,
anche se altri processi come la ram pressure stripping non possono essere esclusi.
Successivamente caratterizzero` le proprieta` delle galassie cosiddette post starburst
(PSB), cioe` galassie che hanno bruscamente interrotto la loro formazione stellare all’incirca
1 miliardo di anni fa e che presentano caratteristiche ben riconoscibili nei loro spettri (nes-
suna emissione e Hδ in assorbimento). Sfruttando un campione limitato in magnitudine
apparente estratto dai dati WINGS + OmegaWINGS, presentero` la prima caratteriz-
zazione completa di galassie PSB in ammasso e confrontero` le loro proprieta` con quelle di
galassie passive (PAS) e con righe di emissione (EML). Il principale risultato riguarda il
numero relativo di galassie PSB, che aumenta leggermente dalla periferia verso il centro
degli ammassi e dall’ammasso meno luminoso/massiccio a quello piu` luminoso/massiccio.
Le galassie PSB hanno proprieta`, quali masse stellari, magnitudini, colori e morfologie,
intermedie tra le PAS e EML, tipiche di una popolazione che e` recentemente diventata pas-
siva. L’analisi dello spazio delle fasi e dei profili di dispersione di velocita` indicano anche
che le PSB rappresentano una combinazione di galassie con diverse storie di accresci-
mento. In particolare, PSB con forte Hδ sono consistenti con l’essere state recentemente
accresciute.
Questa analisi suggerisce che, nel processo di accrescimento di una galassia su un
ammasso, all’avvicinarsi alla regione virializzata, per effetto della ram pressure stripping
(o di altre interazioni) viene indotto un rapido quenching, preceduto o meno da un forte
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episodio di formazione stellare; inoltre quest’effetto e` piu` forte in ammassi piu` massicci.
Descrivero` successivamente la popolazione di PSB in sistemi piu` piccoli. Combinando
i dati WINGS+OmegaWINGS ai dati PM2GC, mostrero` come la frazione di galassie PSB
e l’efficienza del quenching dipendano dalla massa dell’alone e aumentino andando da
galassie singole, a sistemi binari, gruppi e ammassi. Nei diversi ambienti, diversi mecca-
nismi fisici sono probabilmente responsabili per la produzione di galassie PSB, ma tutti
producono un troncamento della formazione stellare su brevi scale temporali. Mentre negli
ammassi la ram presssure stripping sembra essere il candidato piu` probabile, l’interazione
gravitazionale tra galassie potrebbe essere piu` efficiente nelle regioni a bassa densita`.
Dal confronto tra la frazione di PSB e di galassie in transizione, si puo` dedurre che
il canale di quenching piu` rapido constribuisce circa due volte di piu` alla crescita della
popolazione di galassie passive rispetto al canale di quenching piu` lento. Il quadro che
emerge e` che la ram pressure stripping e` probabilmente il processo che maggiormente incide
sul quenching della formazione stellare negli ammasi, seguito dalla strangulation. Altri
meccanismi potrebbero influire, anche se probabilmente con effetto maggiore in ambienti
a minore densita`.
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Introduction
1.1 Galaxy formation
Understanding the evolution of the Universe, and how matter evolved from a relatively
homogeneous primordial gas after the Big Bang into the diversity of galaxies and cosmic
structures seen today, remains a major goal of modern astronomy.
Over the past decades, constraints on the properties of galaxies over cosmic time have
remarkably improved, as our understanding of the processes that shape galaxies. Despite
this, several new questions remain to be answered: How do galaxies build up their stellar
mass by forming stars? What physical processes drive the star-formation in galaxies and
how does the star formation rate change over cosmic time, galaxy properties, and the type
of environment a galaxy inhabits? How are galaxies affected by these physical processes?
In the local Universe, where galaxies represent the end-products of all cosmic pro-
cesses, galaxies exhibit a staggering diversity of properties. These diverse properties are
exemplified in the Hubble Sequence classification scheme (Hubble, 1926), which illustrates
the various morphologies of galaxies according to a tuning fork diagram (see figure 1.1).
Even today galaxies can be grouped into four broad classes:
• Elliptical galaxies are spheroidal systems dominated by old stellar populations, lack
significant ongoing star formation, and are generally massive and red.
• Lenticulars or S0s have a smooth light distribution, show a disk/lens and a predom-
inant spheroidal component and may have structural bars.
• Spiral galaxies have disks, are bluer due to young stellar populations from ongoing
star formation, and are divided into barred and normal spirals, depending on whether
1
2Figure 1.1: Schematic representation of the Hubble tuning fork for galaxy classification (from
cyberneticinc.com). Galaxies are grouped as ellipticals (E), lenticulars (S0s), spirals (S and Sb if
a bar present) and irregulars.
or not a bar is detected. They are usually ordered according to the bulge to disk
brightness ratio.
• Irregular galaxies are characterized by an irregular shape, sometimes with evidence
of gravitational disruption in the form of tidal tails.
The assembly of the Hubble Sequence is one of the most widely studied phenomena, as
extensively discussed for example in the review of Sandage (2005) and van den Bergh
(1998), and yet it has not been fully understood. Many properties of the galaxy popula-
tion change along the sequence, indicating that it actually reflects a sequence in physical
properties of galaxies whose variation has to be linked to different channels of formation
and evolution.
In an attempt to address this issue, statistical studies of galaxy populations in the local
Universe have revealed correlations between galaxy properties and provided constraints on
their evolution. These studies have found that red elliptical “early-type” galaxies are the
oldest and most massive galaxies, and preferentially inhabit dense regions of the Universe
such as galaxy clusters, while blue star-forming “late-type” galaxies are less massive and
more frequent in emptier regions of space (see section 1.2 and Dressler, 1980). Early
interpretation of these differences resulted in a simple model in which elliptical galaxies
formed early in the Universe’s history and rapidly evolved, until their star formation
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ended. However, the reason for this early and rapid evolution is not obvious. This simple
“monolithic collapse” model places the formation of galaxies at high-redshift from a rapid
burst of star formation when massive gas clouds collapse (Eggen et al., 1962; Larson, 1974,
1975), and then requires a passive evolution to the present day with little to no additional
star formation or morphological changes.
More recent advances based on observations and cosmological simulations of a cold
dark matter (CDM) dominated Universe point to the paradigm of hierarchical structure
formation, where galaxies form, owing to the cooling of hot gas, within dark matter halos
that form from the gravitational collapse around peaks in the initial density field (Mo and
Fukugita, 1996; Sheth and Tormen, 2002). Despite the several evidences supporting this
“bottom-up” model, with smaller structures forming first and later merging into larger
systems, there are still some unresolved problems. Indeed, it has long been known that
galaxies do not share this trend, at least in their star formation history. Massive galaxies
are dominated by old stellar populations, in contrast to spiral galaxies, that appear to
have actively formed stars over the last billion years, and are dominated by young stellar
populations. Moreover, the average mass of star forming galaxies declines with decreasing
redshift. This trend, named “downsizing” by Cowie et al. (1996), is not necessarily in
contrast with the hierarchical clustering of dark matter halos. It has been suggested that
internal feedback mechanisms could reconcile this anti-hierarchical behavior of galaxies
with the standard dark matter bottom up model (Bower et al., 2006; Croton et al., 2006):
the suppression of late gas condensation in massive halos due to the AGN activity gives rise
to shorter formation time-scales for more massive galaxies (De Lucia et al., 2006), while
supernovae could efficiently delay the star formation in low mass systems, in qualitative
agreement with the observed trends.
After the assembly, halos and galaxies evolve simultaneously and the evolution of a
galaxy is driven by the evolution of its host halo. If the halo is accreted by a larger one,
the galaxy will be affected as well, experiencing, for example, the stripping of the hot gas
reservoir that served as fuel for the star formation. More generally, the various properties
of galaxies are strictly related to the environment in which they are evolving. In the next
sections I will give an overview of the main observational evidences of the environmental
effects and of the physical processes that are involved, driven by the motivation that a
fraction of galaxies will be processed at some point through dense environments.
41.2 Observational evidence for environmental effect
Much of the early thinking about the effect a galaxy’s environment has on its properties
was driven by a few key observations. I review these early results and some of the most
recent correlations.
The morphology-density relation
In his pioneering work based on photographic plates of 55 rich galaxy clusters, obtained
using the Las Campanas 2.5-m and the Kitt Peak 4-m telescopes, Dressler (1980) found
that in clusters the fraction of early type galaxies increases with the galaxy density and/or
clustercentric radius (Whitmore et al., 1993) (see Fig.1.2). This correlation between galaxy
morphology and its environment, called the morphology-density relation, appeared univer-
sal, as it holds in both structurally regular (dynamically ‘relaxed’) and irregular (clumpy,
‘non-relaxed’) nearby clusters and also in groups and in the field environment (Bhavsar,
1981; de Souza et al., 1982; Postman and Geller, 1984). Whitmore and Gilmore (1991),
re-examining the 55 clusters studied by Dressler, argued that the morphology-radius rela-
tion -the correlation between morphology and clustercentric distance- is tighter than the
morphology-density relation thus being more fundamental (see also the recent results of
Fasano et al., 2015). Moreover, when the morphology-density relation was proved to hold
also for clusters at intermediate redshifts (z ∼ 0.3 − 0.5) (Dressler et al., 1997; Fasano
et al., 2000), the viewpoint of Whitmore and collaborators was almost bailed out. In this
redshift range, however, the relation was found very weak or even absent for irregular
clusters.
In the subsequent decade, several authors studied the morphology-density relation in
different ranges of redshift and stellar masses. Most of them agreed that this relation is
already in place at z ∼ 0.5, also in groups, and out to z ∼ 1 in clusters (Treu et al., 2003;
Postman et al., 2005; Desai et al., 2007; Wilman et al., 2009) and that the evolution of
the morphological fractions strongly depends on galaxy mass (Nuijten et al., 2005; Oesch
et al., 2010; Vulcani et al., 2011).
Besides the dependence on redshift, some authors have also analyzed the morpholog-
ical fractions as a function of the global cluster properties. In particular, Desai et al.
(2007) found a mild dependence of the morphological fractions on the cluster velocity dis-
persion, while the growth of the spiral/S0 fraction with redshift was found by Poggianti
et al. (2009) to be stronger for low-mass than for high-mass clusters. Fasano et al. (2015),
studying the nearby cluster population, found that the link between morphology and local
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Figure 1.2: The morphology-density relation reproduced from Dressler (1980). The fractions of
E, S0, and spiral plus irregular galaxies are shown as functions of the projected local density (in
galaxies per square megaparsec). The upper histogram shows the number distribution of galaxies
found in these environments, for a sample of over 6000 galaxies in 55 rich clusters. The fraction
of spiral galaxies falls steadily for increasing local density, compensated by a corresponding rise
in the fraction of elliptical and S0 galaxies. Identical trends have been found to hold for galaxies
in poorer groups, but the dependence weakens or disappears in groups where the crossing time is
comparable to the age of the universe.
density is preserved just in dynamically evolved regions. A specific effect of the cluster
environment on the spiral/S0 fraction is claimed by Calvi et al. (2012), based on the sharp
enhancement/dearth of S0s/late types found in clusters at low redshift, compared to other
environments (single galaxies, binary systems, poor/rich groups). The SDSS and 2dF sur-
veys made it possible to extend the study to low density regions, confirming the increase
of the fraction of red, bulge dominated galaxies with galaxy-density (Goto et al., 2003;
Hogg et al., 2003; Balogh et al., 2004a).
Color-Magnitude relation
Galaxy clusters have proven to be very useful laboratories for the study of galaxy for-
mation and evolution. Indeed, it is well established that many galaxy properties in the
nearby Universe correlate strongly with their environment. Beside the morphology-density
relation described in the previous section, at low redshift a clear bimodality in the colors
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works of Conselice 2006; Wang et al. 2007). The “blue cloud” is dominated by spirals and
irregular galaxies, and the prominent ridge of red galaxies (the so-called “red sequence”) is
mainly populated by E/S0 galaxies. This implies that morphology correlates at some level
with the stellar population content (and hence color). Early works by Baum (1959); Faber
(1973) and Caldwell (1983) established the existence of a red sequence of cluster ellipticals
in the local Universe and showed that these galaxies have systematically redder colors
with increasing luminosity. Later on, Visvanathan and Sandage (1977) and Sandage and
Visvanathan (1978a,b) found that this color-magnitude relation (CMR) is universal. In
the past decade, a number of studies have shown that the CMR of elliptical galaxies holds
at progressively higher redshifts, at least up to z= 1.4 (e.g. Ellis et al., 1997; Stanford
et al., 1998; van Dokkum et al., 2000; van Dokkum and Stanford, 2001; Blakeslee et al.,
2003; Mei et al., 2006; Lidman et al., 2008; Mei et al., 2009; Jaffe´ et al., 2011). As a
consequence, the CMR is, arguably, one of the most powerful scaling relations obeyed by
the early-type galaxy population at the cores of clusters, encoding important information
about their formation history.
Innumerable studies have investigated the origin of this relation, and the reasons why
a galaxy either belongs to it, or falls below in the blue cloud. The CMR is usually
characterized by a linear relation, defined by a zero point, slope and color scatter. Its slope
has traditionally been interpreted as the direct consequence of a mass-metallicity relation
(e.g. Faber, 1973; Larson, 1974; Gallazzi et al., 2006). The common underlying idea is
that this mass-metallicity sequence originates from the fact that more massive galaxies
have deeper potential wells and retain metal enriched stellar ejecta more effectively than
less massive ones (Larson, 1974; Dekel and Silk, 1986; Tremonti et al., 2004; De Lucia
et al., 2004; Kobayashi et al., 2007; Finlator and Dave´, 2008).
An alternative interpretation in which the CMR is predominantly an age sequence
would imply that the relation changes significantly with redshift as less massive galaxies
approach their formation epochs. This possibility was ruled out by observations of clusters
at intermediate redshift that showed that the slope of the CMR evolves little with redshift
(Kodama and Arimoto, 1997; Kodama et al., 1998).
Nevertheless, weak age trends along the CMR have been claimed (e.g. Ferreras et al.,
1999; Poggianti et al., 2001; Nelan et al., 2005), even though it seems clear that they
are not the main physical driver. The small observed scatter can result from a small age
difference at given galaxy mass, as suggested by Bower et al. (1992).
The tightness of the relation then implies an early formation epoch (z > 2–3; e.g.
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Bower et al., 1992; Mei et al., 2009). and a very synchronized star-formation histories for
these galaxies.
This homogeneity of histories of early-type galaxies in clusters needs to be contrasted
with a number of other results and considerations. An example is the so-called “progenitor
bias”. Given that the population of early-type galaxies observed in distant clusters does
not necessarily comprises all the early-type galaxies existing at z = 0, morphological
transformations might occur in clusters (see below) and change later-type star forming
galaxies into some of the early-type galaxies present in clusters today. Because of this, in
distant clusters only those galaxies that were already assembled as early-type and stopped
forming stars at high redshift would be observed.
This, together with other findings, suggest that the color-magnitude sequence of clus-
ters today must be composed of a variegated population of galaxies that had a variety of
star formation histories. Though probably the mass-metallicity relation remains the main
driver of the CM relation, intricate age and metallicity effects must be at work.
Star formation suppression in cluster galaxies
The first attempt to study the star formation activity in clusters was carried out back in
the 80’s by Kennicutt and Kent (1983) who showed that Virgo cluster galaxies have, on
average, a lower star formation activity, redder colors and lower HI gas content than their
field counterpart. Since then, several authors proved that strongly star-forming galaxies
are mostly found in low-density environments, while the cores of massive clusters are full of
massive, early-type galaxies dominated by old stellar populations both in the local universe
(e.g. Baldry et al., 2006; van den Bosch et al., 2008; Gavazzi et al., 2010; Peng et al., 2010;
Wetzel et al., 2012; Rasmussen et al., 2012; Haines et al., 2013) and out to z∼ 1 (e.g., Patel
et al., 2009; Cooper et al., 2010; Muzzin et al., 2012; Raichoor and Andreon, 2012; Mok
et al., 2013; Woo et al., 2013; Nantais et al., 2013; Kovacˇ et al., 2014; Tal et al., 2014). In
a hierarchical universe, clusters grow by accreting galaxies from less dense environments.
This picture clearly emerges from numerical simulations in the ΛCDM cosmology (e.g.
the Millennium simulation, Springel et al. 2005), where satellite galaxies continuously
feed regions of higher density (central galaxies, groups, clusters) at the intersection of
multiple filaments. Thus, in order to form/maintain this star formation density relation,
galaxy properties need to be altered upon infall into a cluster: star formation needs to
be suppressed. This is in turn believed to be causally linked to the lack of cold star
forming gas (e.g. Haynes and Giovanelli, 1984; Gavazzi et al., 2006; Fabello et al., 2012;
Catinella et al., 2013; Hess and Wilcots, 2013; Boselli et al., 2016). The combination of
8Hα and HI data has been crucial for understanding the nature of the underlying physics
for the quenching of the star-formation activity in cluster galaxies (see e.g. Gavazzi et al.,
2013a,b). These works have indeed shown that the quenching of the star formation activity
follows the stripping of the atomic gas.
Various physical mechanisms have been proposed over the years to remove (or consume)
gas and quench star formation in galaxies within massive clusters, but there is currently
no clear consensus on the cause of this gas depletion. More gentle mechanisms, which are
more difficult to observe directly, could also lead to the quenching of star formation, as
will be discussed in the following section.
It is important to observationally specify the environment where galaxy properties
start to change and how much they change. While galaxies within clusters strongly ex-
hibit the above environmental dependencies, such trends can extend to galaxies beyond
the virial radius. Important hints on the origin of the observed trends could come also
from the study of the periphery of clusters and of groups. Recently, several authors have
noted an enhanced quiescent fraction and reduced HI emission in galaxies out to two-four
virial radii (Balogh et al., 2000; von der Linden et al., 2010; Wetzel et al., 2012) as well
as for dwarf galaxies around lower mass groups.
The luminosity function of galaxies in clusters
For understanding the formation history and evolution of the galaxies in galaxy clusters,
the galaxy luminosity function (LF), i.e. the number density of galaxies at a given lu-
minosity, is a powerful tool for describing the fundamental properties of galaxies. In the
early studies, a single Schechter function was suggested as an analytic form to describe the
“universal” LF of galaxies in clusters (Schechter and Peebles, 1976) and field environment
(Madgwick et al., 2002; Blanton et al., 2005).
The study of the LF in clusters has two main purposes: the comparison of the LF shape
in clusters and in the field, to obtain information on the influence of environment on the
formation and overall statistics of cluster galaxies; and the investigation of differences in
the LFs of different clusters, both at similar or different redshifts, as markers of the effect
of evolution in the star formation of galaxies.
The effect of evolution on the shape of the LF was investigated already by Dressler
(1978a,b,c), who noted that clusters with massive cD galaxies tend to have a steeper bright
end of the LF and suggested that galaxy cannibalism in cluster cores could help in shaping
the LF. Since then, many studies have been carried out to establish the properties of the
LF for field and cluster galaxies, based either on individual clusters or on stacked cluster
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samples (see Boselli and Gavazzi 2006 for a comprehensive review). The results of these
studies have been discordant. While several investigations have brought a picture of an
universal cluster LF (Lugger, 1986; Colless, 1989; Paolillo et al., 2001; Popesso et al., 2005),
other studies have highlighted clear differences in the LF of cluster and field -indicating
that the faint end slope of the LF is steeper in clusters- or of different clusters (Dressler,
1978c; Lo´pez-Cruz et al., 1997; Garilli et al., 1999; Goto et al., 2002; De Propris et al.,
2003; Hansen et al., 2005; Trentham et al., 2005).
A change in the LF shape with cluster-centric distance was also observed in numerous
studies (e.g. Beijersbergen et al., 2002; Goto, 2005) and mainly ascribed to the effect of
galaxy harassment on dwarf galaxies (see Moore et al., 1996, and the following section). In
particular, these studies found that the LF becomes shallower and dimmer with decreasing
cluster-centric distance, which is attributed to the interaction between infalling galaxies
and the intracluster medium (ICM) via ram-pressure stripping and tidal disruption in the
cluster core.
Recent studies on clusters LFs have therefore been focused on galaxies LFs at fixed dis-
tance from the cluster center in terms of R200 (Popesso et al., 2006; Moretti et al., 2015),
finding somewhat contradictory results. In particular Moretti et al. (2015), studying the
WINGS clusters LF out to 0.5 × R200 found that the steepening at fainter luminosities
is less pronounced than the one found for SDSS clusters. WINGS clusters display a wide
variety of LFs shapes, but this does not seem to correlate with cluster properties (traced
by the X luminosity and by the clusters velocity dispersions.)
Evolution of cluster galaxies
There have also been direct evidence for cluster galaxy evolution. Galaxy morphology
is one of the most fundamental properties of galaxies subject to change with redshift.
Dressler et al. (1997) found that the morphology-density relation varies with redshift: in
clusters the fraction of elliptical galaxies is as large or larger than in low redshift clusters,
but the S0 fraction in 2-3 times smaller, with a proportional increase of the spiral fraction.
Fasano et al. (2000) showed that the S0 to elliptical ratio is 5 times larger at z=0 than at
z∼0.5, while no further evolution of the S0 fraction in clusters at z ∼ 1 has been found
(Postman et al., 2005; Desai et al., 2007; Wilman et al., 2009). In contrast, the elliptical
fraction appears to remain constant (Desai et al., 2007). This have been interpreted as
evidence of the transformation of star forming spirals into passive S0s by the effect of the
environment. Other galaxy properties also change with time. Butcher and Oemler (1978,
1984) found that fractions of blue galaxies are larger in the past, showing that cluster
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galaxies evolve from blue to red (so-called the Butcher-Oemler effect, see also Dressler
et al. 1994; Couch et al. 1994, 1998; Poggianti et al. 2006). The Butcher-Oemler effect
may not be an exclusively cluster specific effect and cannot be used as an explanation
of the different population inhabiting cluster and field environments. Indeed, it has also
been shown that in the field the star formation rate increases with z as well (Lilly et al.,
1995; Rowan-Robinson et al., 1997; Tresse and Maddox, 1998; Bell et al., 2005); galaxies
were producing far more stars at intermediate redshift than they are doing at z=0 inde-
pendently on environment.
Several other observational evidences of the role of the environment have been studied
since the pioneering work of Dressler, concerning both tracers of the stellar component and
the gas content. Important clues come for example from the study of the mass function
(Baldry et al., 2006; Bamford et al., 2009; Bolzonella et al., 2010; Vulcani et al., 2012; von
der Linden et al., 2010; Calvi et al., 2013), of the mass-size relation (Huertas-Company
et al., 2013a,b; Weinmann et al., 2009; Poggianti et al., 2013; Cooper et al., 2012; Mei
et al., 2012; Raichoor and Andreon, 2012; Delaye et al., 2012) and of the atomic gas
content of galaxies (Haynes and Giovanelli, 1984; Giovanelli and Haynes, 1985; Gavazzi,
1989; Boselli, 1994; Solanes et al., 2001; Gavazzi et al., 2005; Chung et al., 2009; Cortese
et al., 2011; Serra et al., 2012). .
All these observations prove that galaxies evolve moving from the field to cluster,
changing their color from red to blue, and their morphology from late-type to early-type.
A complete review of all these correlations is beyond the scope of this introduction, that
aimed only at highlighting the importance of the external quenching in shaping the life of
a galaxy.
1.3 The physical processes acting in clusters
Theoretical understanding of the possible mechanisms responsible for the observed en-
vironmental correlations is critical. While there are many possible explanations, below
I describe the most plausible and well developed ideas, as summarized by Boselli and
Gavazzi (2006) and De Lucia (2010). Three main classes of processes are considered:
(1) interplay between galaxies and intra-cluster medium (2) galaxy-galaxy gravitational
interaction. (3) gravitational interaction between a galaxy and the cluster potential.
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1.3.1 Interplay between galaxies and intra-cluster medium
• Ram pressure stripping Galaxies traveling through a dense (10−3−10−4atoms/cm3)
and hot (107−108K) intra-cluster medium (ICM) suffer a strong ram-pressure strip-
ping that sweeps cold gas out of the stellar disc (Gunn and Gott, 1972). Ram-
pressure stripping can effectively remove the interstellar medium (ISM) if it over-
comes the gravitational pressure anchoring the gas to the disk:
ρICMV
2
gal ≥ 2piGΣstarΣgas (1.1)
where ρICM is the density of the ICM, Vgal the galaxy velocity inside the cluster,
Σstar is the stellar surface density and Σgas the gas surface density. The role of
ram pressure gas stripping on early and late type galaxies has been extensively
modeled by N-body and SPH simulations (e.g. Abadi et al., 1999; Quilis et al., 2000;
Vollmer et al., 2001). Despite the intrinsic differences, these models established that
ram pressure is sufficient to remove part of the ISM on time scales of the order
of the cluster crossing time (a few 109 yr), when typical ICM density and cluster
velocity dispersion are assumed. The efficiency of this process depends on several
factors, such as the inclination of the galaxy disk with respect to trajectory (face-on
interaction are more efficient) or the type of orbit, with radial orbits being more
efficient due to the higher velocities. Moreover, ram pressure is expected to be more
efficient at removing gas from low mass objects than from massive spirals. The
interaction between the hot ICM and the cold ISM could also be responsible for an
enhanced star formation activity in cluster galaxies, increasing cloud-cloud collision
and cloud collapse (Evrard, 1991; Bekki and Couch, 2003).
The models of Elmegreen and Efremov (1997) show that the star formation activity
can increase up to a factor of 2 in high density, rich clusters on time scale of the
order of 108 yr, while on longer time scales galaxies become quiescent. The old
stellar component is unperturbed during ram pressure interaction.
Extreme examples of gas stripping are the so-called “jellyfish galaxies” (e.g. Fuma-
galli et al., 2014; Fossati et al., 2016; Ebeling et al., 2014; Poggianti et al., 2016).
Before leading to a complete gas ablation, ram pressure produces significant com-
pression ahead of the galaxy and the possible formation of “tentacles” of material
behind the main body of the galaxy (see figure 1.3). Jellyfish galaxies have been
known in nearby clusters for many years. Usually, only a few galaxies per clus-
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Figure 1.3: This image combines NASA/ESA Hubble Space Telescope observations with data from
the Chandra X-ray Observatory. As well as the electric blue ram pressure stripping streaks seen
emanating from ESO 137-001, a giant gas stream can be seen extending towards the bottom of the
frame, only visible in the X-ray part of the spectrum. Credit: NASA, ESA, CXC.
ter have been studied, in a handful of clusters (e.g. Virgo, Coma, A1367, A3627,
Shapley Kenney and Koopmann, 1999; Sun et al., 2006; Yoshida et al., 2008; Yagi
et al., 2010; Smith et al., 2010; Hester et al., 2010; Merluzzi et al., 2013; Kenney
et al., 2014). A few examples have been identified in clusters at z∼0.2-0.4 (Cortese
et al., 2007; Owers et al., 2012; Ebeling et al., 2014; Rawle et al., 2014), and there is
accumulating evidence for a correlation between the efficiency of the stripping phe-
nomenon and the presence of shocks and strong gradients in the X-ray ICM (Owers
et al., 2012; Vijayaraghavan and Ricker, 2013).
• Strangulation or starvation Current theories of galaxy formation suggest that
when a galaxy is accreted onto a larger structure, the gas supply can no longer be
replenished by cooling that is suppressed by the removal of the hot gas halo associated
with the infalling galaxy (Larson et al., 1980; Font et al., 2008; McCarthy et al.,
2008). This process, introduced by Larson et al. (1980) to explain the transformation
from spirals to S0s, has been given the quite violent name of ‘strangulation’ (or
‘starvation’ or ‘suffocation’) and it represents one important element of semi-analytic
models of galaxy formation. On time scales of a few Gyr, the star formation would
exhaust the available gas, quenching further star formation activity. If this process
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is combined with a relatively efficient supernovae feedback, galaxies that fall into a
larger system consume their cold gas very rapidly, moving onto the red-sequence on
quite short time-scales.
• Thermal evaporation Another mechanism to slow down the star formation rate of
galaxies is thermal evaporation of the cold gas in disk galaxies via heat conduction
from the surrounding hot ICM (Cowie et al., 2003). If the ICM temperature is high
compared to the galaxy velocity dispersion, at the interface between the hot ICM
and the cold ISM, the temperature of the ISM rises rapidly and the gas evaporates.
The mass loss rate is proportional to the dimension of the galaxy and to the density
and temperature of the ICM. A typical galaxy (of radius 15 kpc and 5 · 109M⊙ of
atomic gas) can be completely stripped on time-scales of the order of some 107−108
yr.
All of the above mechanisms need relatively high density hot intra-cluster gas, and thus
are likely to happen in the central region of clusters. Although several authors indicated
that these mechanisms cannot explain the suppression of star formation as far as several
Mpc from the center of a cluster (Balogh et al., 1997; Kodama and Smail, 2001; Lewis
et al., 2002), Fujita et al. (2003) pointed out that these mechanisms can happen in cluster
sub-clump regions (small groups around a cluster). The above mechanisms mainly affect
the star formation rate of a galaxy, compared with the following dynamical mechanisms
which directly affect the (stellar) morphology of a galaxy.
1.3.2 Galaxy-galaxy gravitational interaction
• Mergers Galaxy mergers and more generally strong galaxy-galaxy interactions, act
on all the constituents of the galaxy, including gas, stars, dust and dark matter, with
an efficiency that depends on the gravitational bounding of the different systems.
They are commonly viewed as a rarity in massive clusters: due to the high relative
velocities of galaxies in the dense cluster cores, tidal interactions are more frequent
but have a shorter duration than in the field (t ∼ 108 yr). Simulations (Byrd
et al., 1990) showed that the typical perturbation induced by a single high speed
encounter among cluster galaxies is too small to significantly affect the star formation
rate. Mergers are certainly more efficient in the infalling group environment and
may therefore represent an important ‘preprocessing’ step in the evolution of cluster
galaxies. Mergers drive gas towards the center of galaxies, where it can trigger a
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Figure 1.4: This striking image, taken with the FORS2 instrument on the Very Large Telescope,
shows a beautiful yet peculiar pair of galaxies, NGC 4438 and NGC 4435, nicknamed The Eyes.
The larger of these, at the top of the picture, NGC 4438, is thought to have once been a spiral galaxy
that was strongly deformed by collisions in the relatively recent past. The two galaxies belong to
the Virgo Cluster and are about 50 million light-years away. This photograph was produced by
European Southern Observatory (ESO).
burst of star formation and fuel the central black hole whose feedback can heat
the remaining gas and eventually quench star formation. Numerical simulations
(see Mihos, 2004) have shown that close interactions can lead to a strong internal
dynamical response driving the formation of spiral arms and, in some cases, of strong
bar modes. Sufficiently close encounters can completely destroy the disc, leaving a
remnant whose properties resemble those of an elliptical galaxy. Hence, late type
galaxies can be transformed into early types with a central bulge component (Driver
et al., 2006; Drory and Fisher, 2007). Typical examples of cluster galaxies which
recently underwent a merging are NCG 4438 and NCG 4435, the eyes galaxies in
Virgo (figure 1.4).
• Harassment Galaxy harassment (Moore et al., 1996; Boselli and Gavazzi, 2006) is a
mechanism that strips a galaxy of part of its mass and drives morphological transfor-
mation as a consequence of the combined effect of multiple high-speed galaxy-galaxy
close (∼50 kpc) encounters and the interaction with the potential of the cluster as
a whole. Harassment has the potential to change any internal property of a galaxy
within a cluster, within several crossing times (multiple encounters needed). Anyway,
numerical simulations indicate that the efficiency of this process is largely limited to
low-luminosity hosts, due to their slowly rising rotation curves and their low-density
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cores (Moore et al., 1999). Therefore harassment might have an important role in
the formation of dwarf elliptical galaxies and S0s, while it is less able to explain the
evolution of bright cluster galaxies.
1.3.3 Gravitational interaction between a galaxy and the cluster poten-
tial
Not only tidal interactions between galaxies can induce some relevant perturbation, but
also tidal interactions between galaxies and the whole cluster potential, inducing gas in-
flow, bar formation, nuclear and perhaps disk star formation. Models by Fujita (1998);
Valluri (1993) and Henriksen and Byrd (1996) showed that tidal compression of galac-
tic gas via interaction with the cluster potential can accelerate molecular clouds of disk
galaxies falling towards the core, increasing the star formation rate. The efficiency of this
process naturally depends on the cluster to galaxy mass ratio, the distance of the galaxy
from the center and the galaxy radius. The first galaxies to experience this kind of inter-
action are large galaxies passing within few hundreds of kpc of the cluster center. The net
result could be a first increase of the nuclear activity of cluster galaxies and eventually
a decrease of the total gas consumed through star formation events, while a complete
removal of the gas due directly to the interaction in unlikely.
Obviously, other processes are needed to complete this scenario (e.g. AGN feedback,
preprocessing), but the ones listed above are expected to produce the most important
changes in the cluster galaxy population.
1.3.4 Comparison between the various processes
The identification of the perturbing mechanism responsible for quenching star formation
activity of galaxies in high density regions has become one of the major challenges of
modern extragalactic astronomy. Different mechanisms may have different effects and act
on different time scales. Following Boselli and Gavazzi (2006); Boselli et al. (2016), I
conclude this introduction comparing the various processes and their effect on the galaxy
population in clusters, discussing the relative time scales necessary to affect star formation,
their probability and efficiency as a function of clustercentric distance.
Indeed, the three classes of processes discussed in the previous sections have signifi-
cantly different effect on gas and/or stellar component of a galaxy. Gravitational interac-
tions can on one hand be at the origin of the nuclear activity, inducing nuclear gas infall,
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but also contribute to heating up stellar disk and increase the bulge to disk ratio. These
interactions are thus able to transform spirals into lenticulars even if, as already discussed,
given the high velocity dispersion of clusters, the probability of galaxies to be perturbed by
such processes is very low. The tidal interactions with the cluster potential are expected
to be even less efficient in stripping the gas from the galaxy. On the contrary, interactions
with the hot ICM can efficiently remove the outer gas and quench star formation, directly
-ram pressure - or via strangulation but can hardly increase the bulge to disk ratio, as
requested to explain the morphological segregation.
The time scales necessary to reduce the star formation activity obviously depend on
the kind of interaction. Galaxy-galaxy interactions have typically long time scales, some
Gyr (the relaxation time of the cluster). Galaxy harassment is more efficient due to the
contribution of the potential well of the cluster, but still several 109 yr are needed. Time
scales for ram pressure stripping instead are shorter, ∼109 yr (one crossing time), and are
even shorter for gas removal due to thermal evaporation (108 yr). Models (Bekki et al.,
2002; McGee et al., 2014) indicate that the time scale for galaxy strangulation is of the
order of some Gyr.
Note that, in this scenario, these timescales should be considered as lower limits since
the star formation activity gradually decreases once the gas is removed, thus extending
the time during which a galaxy can form stars.
Figure 1.5: Schematic diagram showing the the radial range of action of the different environmental
processes than can affect the star formation in galaxies. Solid and dashed lines correspond to the
two clusters studied by Moran et al. (2007).
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The identification of the clustercentric radius at which the various processes occurs is
another critical point in this picture (see figure 1.5 for a schematic representation of the
radial range of different processes.) The galaxy-ICM interactions are most efficient close
to the cluster center, where the density and the temperature of the ICM, as well as the
velocity of galaxies, reach their maxima. In these regions also the perturbation induced
by the cluster potential are most efficient. Although the duration of the interactions
might be shorter than in the cluster outskirts, the frequency of galaxy-galaxy interactions
reaches the maximum in the densest central regions. Because of the combined action of
galaxy-galaxy and galaxy-cluster gravitational interactions, galaxy harassment might also
be effective at the cluster periphery. For similar reasons, starvation and preprocessing
might be effective well outside the cluster core and even outside the virial radius.
1.4 This thesis
As discussed above, the motivation to simultaneously study galaxies and the structures
that host them is strong. Observations show overwhelming evidence for a dependence of
galaxy properties and evolution on environment. Surveys of the galaxy population in the
local universe have found that the distribution of many galaxy properties, including color,
morphology and star formation rate (SFR), are bimodal. Galaxy bimodality is likely a
consequence of star formation in some galaxies being quenched, shut off. A wide variety of
quenching mechanisms have been proposed to match the observed distributions of galaxy
properties and among these the ones related to the environment seem to play a crucial
role. The smoking gun proving that these are actually transforming galaxies -moving them
form the blue cloud to the red sequence- would be the existence of a population of galaxies
in transition with intermediate properties. The purpose for the work carried out in this
thesis is precisely to investigate the galaxy population in groups and clusters to identify
these transitional galaxies. In this framework, trying to understand how, where and when
quenching occurs, I present an analysis of both galaxies and their hosting structures, from
the most extreme tail of the distribution of halo masses, that is galaxy clusters, to groups
and low-mass halos. To do so, I will exploit mainly two different data sets: the WIde-
field Nearby Galaxy-cluster Survey (WINGS) (Fasano et al., 2006) together with
its recent extension OmegaWINGS (Gullieuszik et al., 2015a; Moretti et al., 2017) and
the Padova-Millennium Galaxy and Group Catalogue (PM2GC) (Calvi et al.,
2011), which are described in detail in Chapters 2 and 3. In those Chapters I will
mainly focus on my personal contribution to the projects.
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Chapter 4 is dedicated to the presentation of the properties of the galaxy population,
derived either from the spectroscopy or the photometry. Galaxy stellar masses, star for-
mation histories and average stellar ages are derived by analyzing their integrated spectra
by means of the spectrophotometric code SINOPSIS (Fritz et al. 2007, 2011, 2014). Mor-
phologies are obtained from the MORPHOT tool (Fasano et al. 2012) applied to B and
V images.
Chapters 5 and 6 include the main scientific results of my analysis. In Chapter 5
I study how the ongoing star formation rate (SFR) and the specific star formation rate
(SSFR) vary with stellar mass and environment within the cluster sample. I present
an analysis of the incidence of each population (star forming, passive and galaxies in
transition) and a characterization of their star formation histories, colors and average ages.
Trends of the different galaxy populations are described as a function of the clustercentric
distance and of the cluster properties.
In Chapter 6 I focus on galaxies that have recently quenched their star formation
and investigate the processes that led to this suppression. I investigate the occurrence and
properties of post starburst galaxies (PSB) in clusters and compare them to those of passive
and star forming galaxies. Trends are investigated as a function of both clustercentric
distance and global cluster properties. Including also the PM2GC data sample, I study
the dependence of the PSB fraction on the halo mass of the system. At the end of
the Chapter, I also compare the population of galaxies in transition to that of PSBs, to
characterize the different channel that lead galaxies on the road to quenching.
Finally, the conclusions of this thesis are summarized in Chapter 7, where future
work prospects are also described.
Throughout this thesis, I assume the Hubble constant H0 = 70 km s
−1Mpc−1, the total
matter density Ωm = 0.30, the density of dark energy at the present day ΩΛ = 0.70. All
magnitudes used in this thesis are Vega magnitudes, unless otherwise stated.
The work presented in this thesis was carried out in close collaboration with Dr. Bianca
Maria Poggianti, my thesis Supervisor. Moreover, part of this thesis reflects the work that
I have carried out during my visit to the KAVLI Institute for the Physics and Mathematics
of the Universe (JP) in collaboration with Dr. Benedetta Vulcani; and during my visit
to the Australian Astronomical Observatory (AUS), in collaboration with Dr. Warrick
Couch.
2
The cluster samples
In this chapter I give an overview of the cluster samples I used in my analysis. I present
the main characteristic of the WINGS survey and focus on the new OmegaWINGS data,
describing the most important aspects of the photometric and spectroscopic observations.
I describe the data analysis and redshift measurements that allowed to assign membership
and estimate the velocity dispersion. I also derived the spectroscopic completeness correc-
tions as a function of both magnitude and clustercentric distance. Finally, I present the
complete galaxy catalog built from the match of the two cluster surveys.
The work I carried out on the OmegaWINGS data has been included in Gullieuszik
et al. (2015a); Moretti et al. (2017).
2.1 WINGS
The WIde-field Nearby Galaxy-cluster Survey (WINGS) (Fasano et al., 2006; Moretti
et al., 2014) is an all-sky (|b| > 20◦) multi-wavelength survey of clusters of galaxies with
0.04 < z < 0.07, X-ray selected from ROSAT All Sky Survey data (Ebeling et al., 1996,
1998, 2000). The goal of the project is the systematic study of the local cosmic variance
of the cluster population and of the properties of cluster galaxies as a function of clus-
ter properties and local environment. The cluster sample includes 77 clusters (41 in the
Southern Hemisphere and 36 in the Northern Hemisphere), covering a wide range of ve-
locity dispersion (σcl ∼500-1300 km/s) and X-ray luminosity (LX ∼ 0.2− 5× 1044 erg/s).
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The core of the WINGS project is the optical (B, V) imaging survey (Varela et al., 2009).
It provides photometric data for a huge sample of galaxies (∼550,000) covering a 34′× 34′
field of view, corresponding to at least about a clustercentric distance of 0.6R200, as well as
structural and morphological information for a sub-sample (∼50,000) of relatively bright
galaxies.
R200 is defined to be the radius delimiting a sphere with interior mean density 200
times the critical density and is used as an approximation for the cluster virial radius.
The R200 values for the WINGS clusters are computed from the velocity dispersion using
the formula from Poggianti et al. (2006):
R200 = 1.73
(
σcl
1000(km/s)
)
1√
(ΩΛ +ΩM (1 + zcl)3)
h−1 (Mpc) (2.1)
where σ and z are the cluster’s velocity dispersion and median redshift, respectively.WINGS
observations were taken with the Wide Field Camera mounted at the prime focus of the
INT-2.5m telescope in La Palma (Canary Island, Spain) and with the Wide Field Imager
mounted at the Cassegrain focus of the MPG/ESO 2.2 m telescope in La Silla (Chile)
for the northern and southern clusters, respectively. The optical imaging has been com-
plemented by a spectroscopic survey for a subsample of 48 clusters, obtained with the
spectrographs WYFFOS@WHT and 2dF@AAT (Cava et al., 2009), by a near-infrared (J,
K) survey for a subsample of 28 clusters obtained with WFCAM@UKIRT (Valentinuzzi
et al., 2009), and by U broad-band (Omizzolo et al., 2014) and Hα narrow-band imaging
for a subsample of 17 clusters, obtained with wide-field cameras at different telescopes
(INT, LBT, Bok).
The spectroscopic selection was based on the (B, V) WINGS photometry. The aim
of the target selection strategy was to maximize the chances of observing galaxies at the
cluster redshift without biasing the cluster sample. Galaxies with total magnitude V≤20,
a fiber aperture V≤ 21.5 and with a color within a 5 kpc aperture of (B − V ) ≤ 1.4 were
selected. These selection limits were applied so as to reject background galaxies, much
redder than the cluster red sequence and to avoid any bias in the colors of the selected
galaxies. The exact cut in color was varied slightly from cluster to cluster in order to
account for the redshift variation and to optimize the observational setup.
A spectroscopic completeness correction for each cluster was determined as the ratio of
the number of spectra yielding a redshift to the total number of galaxies in the photometric
catalog, as a function of both V-band magnitude and clustercentric distance.
These observations have yielded redshifts for 6137 galaxies, which have been used to
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Cluster z Nz σW log(LX) R200
kms−1 1044ergs−1 Mpc
A0119 0.0444 158 866 ±55 44.51 2.10
A0151 0.0532 92 762 ±57 44.00 1.84
A0160 0.0438 40 784 ±111 43.58 1.90
A0193 0.0485 40 761 ±86 44.19 1.84
A0376 0.0476 66 949 ±90 44.14 2.29
A0500 0.0678 89 729 ±55 44.15 1.75
A0671 0.0507 20 956 ±130 43.95 2.31
A0754 0.0547 132 961 ±57 44.90 2.32
A0957x 0.0451 65 704 ±52 43.89 1.70
A0970 0.0591 117 771 ±42 44.18 1.85
A1069 0.0653 40 690 ±68 43.98 1.65
A1291 0.0509 27 413 ±65 43.64 1.0
A1631a 0.0461 126 717 ±38 43.86 1.73
A1644 0.0467 176 1051 ±58 44.55 2.54
A1795 0.0633 53 658 ±81 45.05 1.58
A1831 0.0634 17 444 ±68 44.28 1.07
A1983 0.0447 45 522 ±36 43.67 1.26
A1991 0.0584 35 625 ±73 44.13 1.50
A2107 0.0410 36 626 ±83 44.04 1.52
A2124 0.0666 30 596 ±58 44.13 1.43
A2169 0.0578 37 524 ±60 43.65 1.26
A2382 0.0641 152 835 ±58 43.96 2.00
A2399 0.0578 125 716 ±46 44.00 1.72
A2415 0.0575 98 698 ±52 44.23 1.68
A2457 0.0584 56 648 ±51 44.16 1.56
A2572a 0.0390 21 546 ±103 44.01 1.33
A2589 0.0419 35 830 ±98 44.27 2.01
A2593 0.0417 53 627 ±67 44.06 1.52
A2622 0.0610 38 732 ±68 44.03 1.76
A2626 0.0548 36 679 ±60 44.29 1.64
A3128 0.0600 207 900 ±38 44.33 2.16
A3158 0.0593 177 1090 ±53 44.73 2.62
A3266 0.0593 225 1389 ±66 44.79 3.34
A3376 0.0461 92 814 ±56 44.39 1.97
A3395 0.0500 125 755 ±49 44.45 1.82
A3490 0.0688 83 660 ±47 44.24 1.58
A3497 0.0680 82 724 ±48 44.16 1.73
A3556 0.0479 114 584 ±45 43.97 1.41
A3560 0.0489 118 717 ±43 44.12 1.73
A3809 0.0627 104 561 ±40 44.35 1.35
IIZW108 0.0483 27 549 ±42 44.34 1.33
MKW3s 0.0444 32 539 ±37 44.43 1.31
RX0058 0.0484 22 696 ±119 43.64 1.68
RX1022 0.0548 25 582 ±91 43.54 1.40
RX1740 0.0441 20 540 ±66 43.70 1.31
Z2844 0.0503 33 529 ±84 43.76 1.28
Z8338 0.0494 53 686 ±71 43.90 1.66
Z8852 0.0408 53 696 ±67 43.97 1.69
Table 2.1: WINGS-List of the 48 clusters in the spectroscopic sample, their mean redshift, number
of member galaxies, velocity dispersion, X-ray luminosity and R200.
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derive cluster velocity dispersions and membership for the cluster galaxies. Table 2.1 lists
the 48 WINGS clusters and the main properties derived from the available spectroscopy.
To maximize the scientific outcome of the data, the whole WINGS dataset and products
have become publicly available using the Virtual Observatory tool (Moretti et al., 2014).
2.2 OmegaWINGS
The WINGS sample is unique, as none of the low-z surveys investigate a large sample of
clusters and cluster galaxies in such detail. Its greatest limitation is that it covers only the
cluster cores, missing the more external regions. Crucially, what is missing is coverage out
to at least the virial radius and into the outer regions, to link clusters with the surrounding
population and the field.
To go beyond this limitation, a new observational program has been performed, fol-
lowing the previous work, but with a field of view four times larger (1 deg2 )than that of
WINGS: OmegaWINGS. The great asset of OmegaWINGS is not just to quadruple the
WINGS area, but to cover the virial region and extend to the infall region out to 2.5R200.
This allows to investigate the transition environment between the cluster cores, with their
dense and hot intracluster medium, and the filaments and groups feeding the cluster.
The survey includes a photometric campaign for 48 clusters that were randomly se-
lected from the WINGS targets observable from Paranal and a spectroscopic follow-up for
a subsample of 33 clusters. The position of the target clusters observed by the OmegaW-
INGS survey are shown in Fig. 2.1.
Figure 2.1: OmegaWINGS target clusters are shown as filled circles, all WINGS clusters are shown
as open circles.
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2.2.1 Photometric observations
The cluster sample has been imaged in the optical Johnson filters (B,V) with OmegaCam,
the wide-field imager for the Cassegrain focus of the VLT Survey Telescope (VST). The
VLT is a 2.6m wide field optical telescope equipped with OmegaCAM (Kuijken, 2011), a
camera that samples the ∼1 deg2 VST field of view with a mosaic of 32 4k×2k CCDs.
OmegaWINGS target clusters were randomly selected from the 57 WINGS clusters that
can be observed from VST (δ < 20 deg). Observations started in October 2011 and were
concluded in September 2013.
All clusters were observed for 25 minutes in each band, with a median seeing of 1′′
in B and V band, and 1.3′′ and 1.2′′ in 80% of the B- and V-band images, respectively.
The observations, data reduction and photometric catalogs are described in Gullieuszik et
al. (2015). The data were reduced with a modified version of the ESO-MVM ALAMBIC
reduction package (see Vandame 2004, Bouy et al., 2015), developing ad hoc cross-talk
and gain harmonisation and CCD control procedures. Special care was taken for illumi-
nation correction, using OmegaCAM observations of standard stellar fields. The source
extraction and measure of photometric and structural parameters was performed using
SEXTRACTOR (Bertin and Arnouts, 1996).
Photometric calibration was made using WINGS stars as local standards fitting the dif-
ference between calibrated WINGS photometry (BSTD, VSTD) and instrumental Omega-
CAM magnitudes (b, v) as a function of the (B-V)STD color through equations:
BSTD − b = aB(B − V )STD + bB
VSTD − v = aV (B − V )STD + bV
The results for all OmegaWINGS clusters are listed in Table A.1 of Gullieuszik et al.
(2015a). The star-galaxy classification was done following the criteria used for the original
WINGS survey, as described in Varela et al. (2009). Some of the faintest objects, with
properties between those of stars and galaxies, have been classified as unknowns. The
quality of the source classification mostly depends on the seeing conditions during the
B- and V-band observations and decreases at increasing magnitudes: at a magnitude
V ∼ 22.0 mag the 50% of the sources in each cluster has been classified.
In order to perform a consistency check of both the photometric calibration and
the star/galaxy classification, I compared OmegaCAM data with those provided by the
WINGS photometric survey matching the two catalogs with a tolerance of 1.5′′. I deter-
mined the photometric differences (V −VWINGS) and (B−BWINGS) for the objects that
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are classified as galaxies in both catalogs, and found that they do not depend on either
magnitude or color with a 3-σ clipped standard deviation smaller than 0.1 mag. I also
checked if there is a dependence of these differences on the position on the mosaic, finding
no significant offset. An external check to test the relative accuracy of OmegaWINGS
photometry across the OmegaCAM FoV and the spatial stability was also performed by
comparing OmegaWINGS photometry with that of SDSS. In the V band the relative pho-
tometric accuracy is ≤∼ 0.03 mag for all clusters. The dispersions of ∆B are 0.04-0.06
mags. The photometric zero-point in all calibrated catalogs has been found to also be
constant across the whole mosaic and no residual systematic effects were detected.
Figure 2.2: Fraction of objects classified as galaxies in OmegaWINGS that have been classified
as galaxies (upper panel), stars (central panel), or with unknown classification (lower panel) in
WINGS. In each panel, the solid blue, green, and black histograms show objects in three different
magnitude bins, as indicated in the legend. Figure from Gullieuszik et al. (2015a).
I also compared the OmegaWINGS source classification to that of WINGS, in order
to check its reliability. Figure 2.2 illustrates the results. For each cluster I divided the
sources classified as galaxies in OmegaWINGS into three magnitude bins: V < 20 mag,
20 < V < 21 mag, and 21 < V < 22 mag and calculated how many OmegaWINGS
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galaxies were classified as galaxy, star, and unknown in WINGS. In all but two clusters, the
fraction of bright (V < 20 mag) OmegaWINGS galaxies classified as galaxies in WINGS
is >97.5%. In more than 50% of the clusters the number of faint OmegaWINGS galaxies
with unknown classification in WINGS is negligible; in all other clusters, this fraction is
still lower than 10%. There are no OmegaWINGS galaxies with V < 20 mag classified as
stars in WINGS in any cluster. The fraction of galaxies misclassified as stars in WINGS
is also negligible (<5%) for fainter galaxies (20 < V < 22 mag). This analysis proves that
the OmegaWINGS galaxy classification is highly reliable for objects with V < 20 mag.
This is the magnitude range used to select the targets for the spectroscopic follow-up
survey (see section 2.2.2).
The astrometric accuracy of the catalogs was tested against the 2MASS and SDSS
DR8 (when available) stellar catalogs. The distributions of the differences in α and δ
coordinates have always negligible mean values and typical dispersions of 0.2′′ (2MASS)
and 0.07′′ (SDSS).
Figure 2.3: Dispersion of the distributions of sky-coordinate differences between OmegaWINGS and
WINGS positions of all stars in each 46 OmegaWINGS fields. Only stars brighter than V = 20were
used. Figure from Gullieuszik et al. (2015a).
As an additional test of the astrometric calibration accuracy, I compared the sky-
coordinates of all stars in OmegaWINGS and WINGS catalogs. The dispersion of the ∆α
and ∆δ distributions is a robust indicator of the accuracy of the astrometric calibration,
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as WINGS was calibrated independently. The results are presented in fig. 2.3 and confirm
that the internal astrometry calibration is accurate at a level always better than 0.2′′. The
mean values of the distributions are 0.1′′ for both right ascension and declination.
Figure 2.4: V-band magnitude distribution of all objects in the OmegaWINGS and WINGS
database. WINGS magnitude distribution was re-normalised to match the total number of sources
with 16 < V < 21 mag. The ratio of OmegaWINGS to WINGS magnitude distributions is shown
as a dotted line; the corresponding scale is shown on the right-hand axis. The vertical lines are
traced at the magnitude corresponding to a ratio of 0.5 and 0.8 (50% and 80% completeness level).
Figure from Gullieuszik et al. (2015a).
The OmegaWINGS photometric completeness was estimated as the ratio of OmegaW-
INGS to WINGS magnitude distributions (see Fig. 2.4): the 50% completeness level is
reached at V = 23.1 mag, the 80% level at V = 22.4 mag. This result is based on the
assumption that WINGS photometry is complete at least up to V ∼ 23 mag. I therefore
performed an additional test by fitting an exponential relation to the bright tail of the
OmegaWINGS histogram in Fig. 2.4. The completeness factor was obtained as the ratio
of the observed magnitude distribution to the best-fit exponential model. Following this
approach, 50% and 80% completeness are found at V = 23.3 and 22.7 mag, respectively,
confirming the previous results within reasonable uncertainties.
Sextractor photometric catalogs were produced and are released by Gullieuszik et al.
(2015a) at CDS (Gullieuszik et al., 2015b). Catalogs and reduced images will also be part
of the next release version of the WINGS database. The B- and V-band OmegaCAM
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images have provided the targets for the following spectroscopic follow-up.
2.2.2 Spectroscopic data: observations and data reduction
A spectroscopic follow-up for a subsample of 33 clusters imaged by OmegaCAM has been
carried out at the 3.9m Anglo Australian Telescope (AAT) using the AAOmega spectro-
graph (Smith et al.2004; Sharp et al. 2006). The main strategy for selecting spectroscopic
targets was similar to the one applied to the WINGS survey and has been made on the
basis of magnitude and color. First of all, objects classified as galaxies and with a total
magnitude brighter than V=20 mag were selected; the sources were subsequently divided
into bright and faint according to their V aperture magnitude inside the fiber diameter
(2.16′′). Bright sources have Vfib ≤ 20.5 mag, faint sources have 20.5 ≤ Vfib ≤ 21.5.
For (almost) each cluster there are two configurations, hereafter bright and faint, with
integration times of 1 and 2 hours respectively. Some observations have been carried out
under non optimal weather conditions and the total exposure time was increased to reach a
sufficient signal-to-noise ratio for all targets. A color cut approximately at (B−V ) = 1.20
mag was also considered to minimize the contamination from background galaxies and
exclude extremely red sources. The exact cut in color was varied slightly from cluster to
cluster in order to account for the redshift variation and to optimize the observational
setup. The further selection was random, with the only priority assigned according to the
location of the targets with respect to the original WINGS regions: the targets located
outside the original WINGS analyzed regions had the highest priority, followed by the
targets located inside the WINGS images but without a spectrum (intermediate priority),
and by the targets located inside the WINGS region and with a previously determined
redshift (lowest priority).
The spectroscopic observations were obtained over the course of 5 different runs, started
in August 2013 and completed in September 2015, using the AAOmega dual-beam spec-
trograph at AAT. This instrument is designed to allow the acquisition of up to 392 simul-
taneous spectra of objects anywhere within a two degree field on the sky. It consists of
a wide-field corrector, an atmospheric dispersion compensator and a robot gantry which
positions optical fibers on the sky. Science fibers are arranged into a pseudo-slit which
feeds into a single collimator and then separates into the blue and red arms of the system
via a dichroic beam splitter.
AAOmega can be configured, using different grisms, to observe the entire optical spec-
trum over the wavelength range 3800-9000 A˚, with a small overlap between the red and
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blue arms. In particular the 580V and the 385R grisms were used, which have a resolution
of 1300 (FWHM=3.5-6 A˚).
For all configurations, 25 sky fibers were allocated, and 6 for the guide stars, adding ∼
360 possible science fibers per observing configuration. The position of the sky fibers were
defined by visually inspecting OmegaWINGS images and looking for 25 regions with no
sources uniformly distributed over the entire field of view. Science targets have then been
positioned on the field by using the configuration software, which takes into account the
priorities described in the previous section using a Simulated Annealing (SA) algorithm.
A tumbling mechanism with two field plates allows the next field to be configured while
the current field is being observed.
Table 2.2 contains the median seeing of each run, along with the number of nights, the
number of observed targets and the total success rate (i.e. the rate of successful redshift
measurements over the total of assigned fibers in the run). For the detailed observing log
of each configuration refer to Moretti et al. (2017) where the seeing and the percentage of
observed galaxies with reliable redshift measurements are also listed.
Science exposures lasted 20 min, so the one hour exposure for the bright configura-
tions consisted of 3×20 minutes single ones, and the faint configurations were observed
for 6×20 minutes. Prior to each sequence, an arc frame and a fiber flat were taken. The
arc frame is used to calibrate the wavelength scale of the spectra and the fiber flats are
used to determine the locations of the spectra on the CCD. Bias frames and dark frames
were taken daily. The data reduction was performed using the dedicated pipeline 2dfdr,
which properly handles science and calibration (flat–field and arc) exposures, producing
wavelength calibrated spectra for each arm. After having produced the single blue and
red arm corrected spectra, the procedure spliced them together in order to get a single
spectrum covering the entire observed spectral range. The sky subtraction was performed
using the dedicated algorithm by Sharp and Parkinson (2010), that implements the Prin-
cipal Component Analysis to derive an optimal sky estimate starting from dedicated sky
exposures.
The signal to noise of AAOmega spectra averaged over the entire spectrum goes from
≈ 11-22 (median and mean, respectively) for the bright configurations and ≈ 6-6 for the
faint configurations. Fig. 2.5 shows the distributions of the median signal to noise (top
panel), and the 68% confidence limit for the observed configurations (lower panel). Left
plot refers to the bright configurations, right plot to the faint configurations. The total
number of observed spectra is 18995.
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Figure 2.5: Overall signal to noise distributions for the bright (left) and faint (right) configurations.
Top panels show the distributions of the measured signal–to–noise in the observed configurations
(32 are bright and 32 are faint with superimposed the gaussian fit to the distributions. The num-
bers in the inset indicate the mean and median signal to noise. The lower panels show for each
configuration the mean (red) and median (black) signal–to-noise together with the 68% confidence
limits. Figure from Moretti et al. (2017)
Run nights targets success rate
August 2013 6 10+2 97.2
December 2013 3 5+3 89.0
July 2014 2 2+2 97.4
January 2015 5 4+4 92.8
September 2015 2 3+5 95.6
Table 2.2: Number of observing nights, number of observed targets with both faint and bright
configurations plus the number of configurations not completed, and average success rate of redshifts
measurements for each observational run.
2.2.3 Redshifts
Galaxy redshifts were measured on the spliced spectra, i.e. those extending over the entire
wavelength range, in order to have information both from the blue part of the spectra,
where most optical absorption lines are present at the sample redshifts, and from the
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red part of the spectra, where the Hα+NII region is located. The night sky residuals,
present in specific regions of the spectra, have been replaced by interpolated values before
measuring the redshifts.
A semi-automatic procedure based on the IRAF’s Radial Velocity Package RVSAO
(Kurtz and Mink, 1998) has been applied to these cleaned spectra. Two independent
redshift estimates were obtained from the two main tasks in the package: XCSAO and
EMSAO. XCSAO, using mainly absorption lines, cross-correlates the Fourier transform
of an object’s spectrum against the transforms of a set of template spectra with known
spectral shifts to obtain a velocity and error. EMSAO finds emission lines in a spectrum
and computes the observed centers, getting individual shifts and errors for each line as
well as a single velocity combining all of the lines. The redshifts are measured as radial
velocities in units of cz and are subsequently converted to heliocentric values. I, along with
other 4 people, inspected a subset of the spectra by eye to verify the redshift measurements
and to ensure that the best matching template was chosen. The results were averaged if
the two values from the two packages were compatible, while emission line redshifts were
preferred in case of different determinations or if the absorption line redshift could not be
measured. Spectra without emission lines were assigned a redshift on the basis of the cross-
correlation technique only. Errors on the redshifts (see Kurtz and Mink, 1998) are the
errors of the combined measurements of both absorption and emission features if the two
have been averaged together to get the redshift, and are single errors on the measurements
that do not have emission lines, or where the absorption line cross-correlation is uncertain.
This procedure allowed to assign a redshift determination to 17985 of the 18995 AAOmega
observed spectra in 33 clusters, with an average success rate of ∼ 95%.
With these observations the number of WINGS clusters with spectroscopic follow-
up was greatly enlarged, adding the clusters A85, A168, A2717, A2734, A3530, A3532,
A3528, A3558, A3667, A3716, A3880 and A4059 and new redshifts to 21 clusters within
the old WINGS spectroscopic survey. To build the final catalogs and assign memberships,
I matched the fields covered by both the WINGS and the OmegaWINGS observations and
identified common objects based on a positional match within 3.6 arcsec (I checked that
this distance value allowed to recover common objects -those with the lower priorities,
see section 2.2.2- without including close-by galaxies). Given the selection criteria and
the priorities described before, common objects account only for approximately the 10%
of the galaxies in each field. When the difference between the two redshift measures was
greater than the given tolerance of 0.002, the OmegaWINGS value was chosen as the final
redshift.
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To further complete the redshift sample, I searched for objects in different literature
catalogs (SDSS, NED, SIMBAD, NOAO and DR7) that are present in the parent pho-
tometric catalog used to select the spectroscopic targets and added them to the final
catalog.
Figures 2.6 summarize the results of this process for the 33 OmegaWINGS clusters:
RA DEC position of the spectroscopic targets in WINGS (blue crosses), OmegaWINGS
(green squares), common objects (red triangles) and literature targets (black stars) are
shown.
Figure 2.6: RA DEC position of spectroscopic targets in WINGS only (blue crosses) and AAOmega
only (green squares). Red triangles mark the common objects while black stars are the targets from
the literature.
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Fig.2.6 continued.
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Fig.2.6 continued.
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2.2.4 Velocity dispersion and membership
Due to projection effects, any cluster kinematic data sample inevitably contains galaxies
that are not bound to the cluster and therefore are not good tracers of its gravitational
potential. This issue is even more problematic for the OmegaWINGS observations, given
the very large field of view of the observations, that may be heavily contaminated by
objects in the external regions. It is very important to determine as accurately as possible
which galaxies belong to the clusters and which ones have to be considered as non members.
In order to give a reliable estimate of these parameters, I therefore adopted an iterative
procedure, as in Cava et al. (2009), following an improved ±3σ clipping algorithm (Yahil
and Vidal, 1977), which includes the weighted gap method (e.g. Girardi et al., 1993)
and interactively removes galaxies outside R200. The procedure starts by eliminating
candidates whose velocities, given by v = cz, are outside a given fixed range (in our case
those with |v − vcl| > 0.015, corresponding to ∼ 4000 km/s), where a first estimate of vcl
is obtained looking at the mean cluster redshifts in the WINGS catalog. I proceeded as
follows. Starting from the galaxies in this redshift range and in the whole field of view,
I applied the weighted gap method. Gaps are defined as gi = vi + 1 − vi for the sorted
velocities and weights as wi = i(N− i) for i = 1, .., N−1 for N galaxies. The weighted gap
is defined as
√
g·w
MM(
√
g·w) where MM is defined to be the mean of the central 50% of the data
set. The presence of gaps greater than 3 suggests the possibility of substructures that can
alter the velocity dispersion determination. I visually inspected the velocity histograms
to decide whether or not the gap found highlights the presence of a substructure and, if
this is the case, galaxies to one side of the weighted gap were removed.
After the redefinition of the main structures, I computed the mean redshift zcl and
the rest frame velocity dispersion σcl for each cluster using the biweight robust location
and scale estimators (based on the ROSTAT routine, Beers et al., 1990) and an iterative
3σ clipping until convergence in σ is reached. I used the projected spatial distribution to
define a further radius-dependent cut, meaning that at each iteration I determined R200
and considered only galaxies within this radius to compute the velocity dispersion.
The final values (listed in table 2.3) are then used to select member galaxies as those
having |zi− zcl| < 3σcl. No selection has been applied on the distance of member galaxies
from the cluster center, here defined as the brightest cluster galaxy (BCG).
Our estimates of cluster redshifts and velocity dispersions are in good agreement with
those given by Cava et al. (2009), except for A3395, where I measured a much larger
velocity dispersion (1206 km/s instead of 755 km/s). This could be due to the larger extent
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of the OmegaWINGS fields, that reach in this case R200, while the WINGS spectroscopic
survey just reached ∼ 0.5R200.
The redshifts and velocity dispersions that are given in Tab.2.3 were derived by using
only redshifts from the OmegaWINGS and WINGS surveys, therefore excluding additional
redshifts present in the literature. The errors quoted were obtained using the classical
jackknife technique (Efron, 1982). In four of our clusters the procedure suggests the
Figure 2.7: Histograms of the data sample in the redshift range 0.03 ≤ z ≤ 0.09 where
fore/background objects are visible (black histograms). In red are histograms for cluster members
defined using a 3σ cut.
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Figure 2.8: RA DEC position of member galaxies. The circle of radius R200 is plotted in red,
centered on the old WINGS center coordinates. In green RA DEC position of galaxies in the
substructure, when detected.
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Figure 2.9: Redshift diagrams of the data sample in the range 0.03 ≤ z ≤ 0.09 as a function
of the normalized radius (R/R200). Blue points indicate cluster members, green points possible
substructures, the horizontal line is the mean cluster redshift. Black points are back/foreground
galaxies.
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presence of a secondary structure, with a slightly different velocity (shown in Tab.2.3, last
column). More details will be given in Biviano et al. (in preparation) where the presence
of substructures will be analyzed with a dedicated algorithm. Table 2.3 lists the number
of targets observed with AAOmega with a reliable redshift determination (col. 2), the
number of new cluster members (col. 3), the total number of members (including the
ones present only in the WINGS spectroscopic catalog) that contributed to the velocity
dispersion determination (col. 4), the velocity dispersion and its error in col. 5. The R200
(in Mpc, col. 6) and M200 (10
13 M⊙, col. 7) were derived following Poggianti et al. (2006)
using equation 2.1 and
M200 = 1.2 · 105
(
σcl
1000(kms−1)
)3 1√
(ΩΛ +ΩM (1 + zcl)3)
h−1 (1010M⊙) (2.2)
using the cluster velocity dispersion σcl and the cluster redshift zcl.
Figure 2.10: Comparison between WINGS and OmegaWINGS cluster redshifts (left panel) and
velocity dispersions (right panel).
2.2.5 Completeness
It is very important to know the completeness level of the spectroscopic observations as this
is a factor that must be accounted for anytime one wants to use the spectroscopic sample
to study magnitude-dependent properties. I calculated the spectroscopic completeness
as a function of both magnitude and radial distance (to account for the crowding of the
fibers spectroscope near the clusters center) based on the selection made from the available
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Cluster Nz Nmemb,OW Nmemb,tot zcl σ ± σerr R200 M200 zgap
A1069 496 107 130 0.0651 695±54 1.7 55.9 0.058
A151 623 165 248 0.0538 738±32 1.8 52.4 0.0
A1631a 673 288 369 0.0465 760±28 1.8 64.8 0.0
A168 459 141 141 0.0453 546±38 1.3 178.9 0.0
A193 239 72 101 0.0484 764±57 1.8 382.4 0.0
A2382 594 271 322 0.0639 698±30 1.7 73.7 0.069
A2399 678 234 291 0.0577 729±35 1.7 44.1 0.0
A2415 482 144 194 0.0578 690±37 1.7 98.4 0.0
A2457 535 232 249 0.0587 679±36 1.6 51.3 0.0
A2717 610 135 135 0.0498 544±46 1.3 172.4 0.0
A2734 556 220 220 0.0618 780±48 1.9 294.0 0.0
A3128 584 333 480 0.0603 838±28 2.0 54.4 0.0
A3158 621 243 357 0.0594 102±37 2.5 28.3 0.069
A3266 877 479 678 0.0596 131±39 3.2 67.2 0.0
A3376 519 229 263 0.0463 844±42 2.0 27.4 0.0
A3395 652 244 369 0.0507 120±55 2.9 169.3 0.0
A3528a 627 262 262 0.0545 101±46 2.4 82.3 0.0
A3530 530 275 275 0.0548 674±38 1.6 102.6 0.0
A3532 250 107 107 0.0555 805±61 1.9 99.4 0.0
A3556 625 328 359 0.048 668±34 1.6 101.1 0.0
A3558 706 442 442 0.0486 100±33 2.4 129.9 0.0
A3560 580 244 283 0.0491 840±35 2.0 100.4 0.0
A3667 687 386 386 0.0558 101±42 2.4 87.2 0.0
A3716 609 327 327 0.0457 848±26 2.0 38.3 0.0
A3809 695 189 244 0.0626 553±38 1.3 74.8 0.0
A3880 543 216 216 0.058 688±56 1.7 27.0 0.0
A4059 686 229 229 0.049 752±38 1.8 71.4 0.055
A500 478 187 227 0.0682 791±43 1.9 54.9 0.0
A754 423 250 338 0.0545 919±36 2.2 79.2 0.0
A85 359 172 172 0.0559 982±55 2.4 158.4 0.0
A957x 154 48 92 0.0451 640±47 1.5 175.6 0.0
A970 331 136 214 0.0588 844±49 2.0 56.6 0.0
IIZW108 504 162 171 0.0486 611±38 1.5 50.1 0.0
Table 2.3: OmegaWINGS main results: column (2), (3) and (4) give the number of redshifts derived
from OmegaWINGS spectroscopy, the number of OmegaWINGS members and the total number of
members (including WINGS results), respectively. Column (5) gives the estimated mean cluster
redshift, while column (6) gives the velocity dispersion and its error, as derived from the number of
members listed in column (4). Columns (8) and (9) are the R200 (in Mpc) and M200 (in units of
1013M⊙) derived from eq. 2.1 and 2.2 respectively. The last column lists the secondary redshift.
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optical B and V photometry. Following the selection criteria described above, the exact
cut in the color-magnitude diagram varied slightly from cluster to cluster. Moreover, given
that the spectroscopic catalogs of 21 out of the 33 clusters include the WINGS redshift
measurements, I had to join the WINGS and OmegaWINGS photometric catalogs used
to select the spectroscopic targets. To be consistent, I considered for the whole cluster
sample the complete photometric catalog.
The magnitude completeness is defined as:
C(m) =
Nz
Nph
(m) (2.3)
where Nz is the number of galaxies with measured redshifts and Nph is the number of
galaxies in the parent photometric catalog, taking into account the cuts in color and
magnitude, for each given magnitude bin of width 0.5 mag.
Recall that the candidates have to obey to the following conditions:
1. Vtot ≤ 20
2. 20.5 ≤ Vfib < 21.5 for the faint configuration or Vfib < 20.5 for the bright configuration
3. (B -V)tot bluer than the one defined by the cluster red sequence
where Vfib is the V-band magnitude inside the 2.
′′16 aperture, Vtot is the total V magni-
tude and (B-V)tot is the color computed from the total B and V magnitudes. The radial
completeness function is defined, analogously as the ratio between the number of targets
with redshift with respect to the number of candidates in the parent photometric catalog
in the same radial bin:
C(r) =
Nz
Nph
(r) (2.4)
where radial bins have been chosen to have the same area. Radial bins have been defined
in terms of R/R200, and the subtended area is pi/4. For the most spatially extended
observations/lowest R200 clusters we were able to define up to 13 bins. Fig.2.12 shows the
single clusters radial completeness, where the external bins with lower statistics (less than
20 members) have been outlined with larger dots. The total weight for each galaxy in the
catalog is defined as:
W (m, r)i =
1
C(m)i · C(r)i (2.5)
In the clusters having also the WINGS redshift measurements, the net result is a pretty
flat behavior of both the magnitude and radial completeness functions. For the remaining
sample the central area is not properly covered by the data and the radial completeness
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function decreases.
Finally, I computed the two completeness functions merging the catalog with the lit-
erature redshifts.
Figures 2.11 and 2.12 show for each OmegaWINGS field the magnitude and radial
completeness computed without (blue circles) and with (red squares) literature. Big sym-
bols indicate bins with low statistics (fewer than 20 points). Dashed lines (blue and red)
indicate the total completeness for the two samples.
2.3 Summary
In this Chapter I have described in detail the cluster sample I will use in this thesis. I
have briefly presented the WINGS survey, whose data served as the starting point for
the new survey OmegaWINGS that extends the previous project. The OmegaWINGS
photometric and spectroscopic observations have been described, with particular focus on
my contribution to the different steps of the data reduction and analysis. Combining these
data with those already available in the WINGS database, I compiled the complete cluster
catalog. A summary of the important quantities can be found in table 2.4.
Using an iterative 3σ clipping scheme, I derived rest frame velocity dispersions for the
33 OmegaWINGS clusters and assigned membership. A total of 8891 galaxies turn out
to be members of the OmegaWINGS cluster sample, thereby almost two and a half times
the number of known members in the WINGS survey.
I will discuss the properties of the galaxy population in Chapter 4.
Starting from to these data, together with the general field sample that will be pre-
sented in Chapter 3, I will carry out a systematic study of all the main galaxy properties
in relation to their environment.
Name Ncluster,phot Ncluster,spec Ngalaxies,z Nmembers
WINGS 77 48 6137 3647
OmegaWINGS 48 33(21) 17985 8891(1394)
Table 2.4: The numbers of clusters and galaxies in the WINGS and OmegaWINGS surveys. The
number of clusters in the photometric (col. 1) and spectroscopic (col. 2) campaigns are given.Col.3
list the number of galaxies with successful redshift determination and col. 4 the number of member
galaxies. For OmegaWINGS, the quantities within brackets indicate common objects with WINGS
.
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Figure 2.11: Completeness as a function of the V magnitude for the 33 OmegaWINGS clusters.
Blue dots represent the OmegaWINGS+WINGS catalog, red squares the full catalog that includes
the literature. Large dots represent bins with low statistic (fewer than 20 points). Dashed lines
indicate the total completeness for the two samples
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Figure 2.12: Completeness as a function of the distance from the cluster center (BCG) for the 33
OmegaWINGS clusters. Blue dots represent the OmegaWINGS+WINGS catalog, red squares the
full catalog that includes the literature. Large dots represent bins with low statistic (fewer than 20
points). Dashed lines indicate the total completeness for the two samples.
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The general field sample: PM2GC
In this Chapter I present the general field sample extracted from the PM2GC database:
galaxies are selected according to their B rest frame magnitude and assigned to groups,
binary or single systems thanks to a Friend of Friend algorithm. Exploiting a mock galaxy
catalog built from semi-analytic models run on the Millennium Simulation I derived a
simple method to broadly distinguish high and low contaminated groups and obtained a
functional formulation to compute halo masses from observables quantities.
The results of the analysis presented in this Chapter have been used by Guglielmo
et al. (2015), Vulcani et al. (2015), Poggianti et al. (2016) and Calvi et al. (2016, in prep.)
and will be presented in Paccagnella et al. (2017, in prep.).
3.1 Introduction
One of the challenges of this work is that of building a continuous distribution of halo
masses going from isolated galaxies to pairs, groups and clusters to link the properties
of galaxies to those of their halo. As already discussed in Chapter 1, while the effects
induced by the environment on the properties of the galaxy population have been widely
studied in massive clusters, where they are strongest, they have been found to persist at
least down to virial masses of ∼ 1012M⊙ (e.g. Weinmann et al., 2006; Wetzel et al., 2012).
A few studies in the past have investigated the correlation between galaxy properties and
halo mass using group catalogs (e.g. Mart´ınez et al., 2002; Yang et al., 2005; Balogh et al.,
2004b) but a detailed analysis spanning the entire halo mass range in an homogeneous
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sample is still missing.
Indeed, while halo masses are easy to estimate for massive systems, such as clusters or
very rich groups, based on the velocity dispersion of their member galaxies, this method
is not very reliable for small groups with only a few members or for even smaller systems
such as binaries and single galaxies. A different approach to estimate halo masses needs
to be considered. I have developed a technique that exploits mock galaxy catalog from
semi analytic models to link the distribution of galaxies to that of dark matter halos. As
demonstrated in Yang et al. (2003, 2007, 2008), the mass of a dark matter halo associated
with a group is tightly correlated with both the total stellar mass of member galaxies
and to the mass of the most massive galaxy in the system. Based on this idea, I derived
two different estimates of the halo mass. This method has the advantage that is equally
applicable to groups spanning the entire range in richness, including single galaxies and
binaries.
3.2 The PM2GC catalog
The Padova Millennium Galaxy and Group Catalogue (PM2GC) (Calvi et al., 2011) is
a database representative of the general field population in the Local Universe that was
created to satisfy the requirements of high quality imaging and spectroscopic completeness.
The galaxy sample was built on the basis of the Millennium Galaxy Catalogue (MGC)
(Liske et al., 2003; Cross et al., 2004; Driver et al., 2005), a deep and wide B-imaging survey
along an equatorial strip of 0.6deg×73deg covering an area of ∼ 38deg2 obtained with the
Isaac Newton Telescope (INT) and consists of 144 overlapping fields. The catalog contains
about one million of objects, spanning the magnitude range 16 ≤ BMGC ≤ 24, reduced
by the Cambridge Astronomy Survey Unit (CASU) (Irwin and Lewis, 2001) and classified
using SEXTRACTOR. A sample of galaxies was selected from the MGCz catalog, the
spectroscopic extension of the MGC. It was built on the Two-Degree Field Galaxy Redshift
Survey (2dFGRS, Colless et al., 2001) and the Sloan Digital Sky Service-EDR (SDSS-
EDR/DR1 York et al., 2000), in which the MGC survey region is fully contained, and
complemented with redshifts taken at the AAT using the 2dF facility (Driver et al., 2005),
as well as redshifts from the NASA Extragalactic Database (NED), the 2dF QSO Redshif
Survey (2QZ), the Paul Francis’ Quasar Survey and some low surface brightness galaxies.
The total spectroscopic completeness is greater than 96% for BMCG < 20, therefore a
statistical completeness correction to the sample is not needed.
The description of the selection and the properties of galaxy groups, as well as a
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detailed characterization of the different environments constructed by means of a Friends-
of-Friends (FoF) algorithm is fully described in Calvi et al. (2011). Here I summarize the
key steps made to build the catalog. A restricted sample of galaxies brighter than MB =
−18.7 and with a spectroscopic redshift in the range 0.03 ≤ z ≤ 0.11 (3210 galaxies) was
selected. Absolute magnitudes were obtained K-correcting the observed SEXTRACTOR
magnitudes, with K-corrections taken from Poggianti and Barbaro (1997).
The approach used to identify galaxy groups is based on a plain FoF algorithm accord-
ing to which two galaxies are physically related and join the same group if their distances
in the projected direction and in the line of sight are less than some fixed thresholds,
called ‘linking lengths’, that connect together all galaxies within a particular linking vol-
ume, chosen to be a cylinder. Starting from a trial group found by the described algorithm
for galaxies brighter than MB = −18.7, with defined median geometric center, redshift
and velocity dispersion, an iterative procedure was performed that assign memberships
based on a 3σ clipping routine and a distance dependent cut. This process was repeated
until convergence. Only those galaxies that are within 1.5R200 from the group center and
3σ from the group redshift were considered as members of the final groups. The result
is a catalog of 176 groups of galaxies with at least three members, in the redshift range
0.04 ≤ z ≤ 0.1, containing in total 1057 galaxies and representing 43% of the total general
field population at that redshift.
In general, most of the groups contain fewer than 10 members, 63% have less than 5
members and 43% have only three members. The median redshift and velocity dispersion
of the sample are z = 0.0823 and σ = 191.8 km/s respectively. The range of velocity
dispersion is between 100 km/s and 800 km/s.
Galaxies that do not satisfy the group membership criteria at 0.03 ≤ z ≤ 0.11 and with no
friends (1141) were classified as field-single, those with only one friend within 1500 km/s
and 0.5 h−1Mpc (490) were called field-binary. All galaxies in the environments described
above are collected in the ”general field” sample.
I will discuss the properties of the galaxy population in Chapter 4. Here I anticipate
that stellar masses have been computed following the Bell and de Jong (2001) formulation
(see 4.2.2). The methods and the presentation of the catalogs are described in Calvi et al.
(2011), and the samples are available on-line on the web page of the MNRAS paper and
of the MGC.
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3.3 Estimates of the halo masses from simulations
Here I describe how I exploited mock catalogs to test the performance of the FoF algorithm
and to assign halo masses to the systems in the PM2GC.
3.3.1 The Millennium Galaxy Run
I took advantage of publicly available galaxy catalogs from semi-analytic models run on the
Millennium Simulation (Springel et al., 2005). The Millennium simulation is based on a
cold dark matter (ΛCDM) cosmological model of structure formation, with a dark energy
field. The basic assumptions are those of an inflationary universe, dominated by dark
matter particles, leading to a bottom–up hierarchy of structure formation, via collapsing
and merging of small dense halos at high redshifts, into the large virialized systems such as
groups and clusters that contain the galaxies that we observe today. The simulation was
carried out using a modified version of the publicly available code GADGET2 (Springel
et al., 2001), evolving 1010 particles of an individual mass 8.6 × 108h−1M⊙, in a cubic
region of the Universe of side 500h−1Mpc, from redshift z = 127 to the present day and
with a spatial resolution of 5h−1kpc.
The cosmological parameters assumed are Ωm = Ωdm + Ωb = 0.25, Ωb = 0.045, ΩΛ =
0.75, h = 0.73, n = 1, and σ8 = 0.9. The Hubble constant is characterized as 100 h kms
−1
Mpc−1, while σ8 is root mean square linear mass fluctuation within a sphere of radius
8h−1Mpc extrapolated to z = 0, n is the spectral index of the primordial power spectrum.
These cosmological parameters are consistent with a recent combined analysis from first
year WMAP data (Sa´nchez et al., 2006) and the 2dF Galaxy Redshift Survey.
The derived dark matter halo catalogs include halos down to a resolution limit of 20
particles, which yields a minimum halo mass of 1.72×1010h−1M⊙. Halos in the simulation
are found using a FoF group finder, tuned to extract halos with overdensities of at least
200 relative to the critical density. Within a FoF halo, substructures are identified using
the SUBFIND algorithm (Springel et al., 2001) as locally overdense regions in the density
field of the background halo. In the Millennium simulation, 64 time-slices of the locations
and velocities of all the particles were stored, spread approximately logarithmically in time
between z = 127 and 0. From these timeslices, merger trees are built by combining the
tables of all halos found at any given output time, a process which enables to trace the
growth of halos and their subhalos through time within the simulation. More detailed
descriptions of the simulation itself and of the post-processing can be found in Springel
et al. (2005).
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3.3.2 The semi-analytic model
The Millennium Simulation has had enormous success in matching the large-scale structure
seen in observational surveys of the Universe, but it does not provide any information
on how the “normal matter” behaves within this dark matter framework. The analytic
treatment of the baryonic component is quite complex, involving nonlinear physics and
several mechanisms such as the cooling of gas onto galaxies, the conversion of gas into stars
and the feedback produced by supernovae or Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN). Because of
this, in the framework of the cosmological simulations, there are still major difficulties in
the modeling of the physics involved in galaxy formation. One successful approach that has
been developed to circumvent this problem is the so-called “semi-analytic modeling”. This
technique attempts to construct a coherent set of analytic approximations which describe
the nonlinear equations governing the physical processes inherent to galaxy formation.
The aim is to predict the properties of galaxies and how they evolve with cosmic time,
starting from dark matter Monte Carlo merger trees.
Some of the earliest attempts to construct a self-consistent semi-analytic model of
galaxy formation began with White and Frenk (1991); Cole (1991) and Lacey and Silk
(1991). Since then, numerous studies (Baugh et al., 1999, 1998; Somerville and Primack,
1999; Cole et al., 2000; Hatton et al., 2003; Monaco et al., 2007) have extended and
improved this original framework.
Semi analytic models rely on simplified assumptions and require the treatment of the
various processes only through parametric forms and the introduction of free parameters
that have to be set through the comparison with observational data. This formulation in
general takes the form of differential equations for the time evolution of the galaxies that
describe, with the mentioned level of approximation, radiative cooling of gas, star forma-
tion, AGN feedback and the effects due to the re-ionization due to the UV background.
The morphological transformation and the process of metal enrichment are modeled as
well. Moreover, to be consistent with observations, population synthesis models are applied
to predict spectra and magnitudes for the stellar light emitted by the galaxies, including
simplified models for the dust attenuation.
In this work the semi-analytic model of De Lucia and Blaizot (2007) has been chosen.
This model is applied onto the halo merger trees constructed using the halo catalogs of the
Millennium Simulation introduced earlier following the method described by Springel et al.
(2005) and Croton et al. (2006) and has been the first variant of the “Munich” models fam-
ily that has been made publicly available. It includes prescriptions for supernova-driven
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winds, follow the growth of supermassive black holes, and include a phenomenological
description of AGN feedback. The model is calibrated to reproduce the z = 0 luminosity
function in the K- and J -bands. It also provides stellar masses and rest-frame Vega mag-
nitudes, which include the effect of the dust in the Buser (1978) system, calculated using
the models of Bruzual and Charlot (2003).
The extractions presented in Vulcani et al. (2014) were used to reproduce the observed
field selecting portions of “simulated sky” corresponding to square boxes of ∼ 38deg2
(30×30Mpc) at z=0.06. To match the observed field sample, the boxes extracted are 323
physical Mpc deep. To account for cosmic variance, 10 simulated field samples were se-
lected and will be used separately. No pre-selection on halo mass was applied to these
boxes. At the resolution of the Millennium Simulation, halos with M200 ∼ 1013M⊙ con-
tain on average about 15 galaxies within the virial radius, with stellar masses larger than
M∗ ∼ 109M⊙. For each halo or sample of galaxies, information on the halo mass, the
virial radius, the xyz coordinates in the box and the velocity dispersions are available.
Velocity dispersions have been computed using all galaxies within R200 and more massive
than M∗ ∼ 5 × 108M⊙, that is the resolution limit of the simulation. Each galaxy is
characterized by a unique ID, the type (central,satellite or orphan) , the position in the
box, the stellar mass and rest-frame Vega magnitudes. The observed-frame Sloan ugriz
were also extracted. Instead of using the stellar masses provided by the models, following
Vulcani et al. (2014), I used the stellar masses estimated using the Bell & de Jong for-
mulation.1 As a consistency test, Vulcani et al. (2014) performed a comparison between
these stellar masses and the ones provided by the De Lucia and Blaizot (2007) catalog,
based on the Bruzual and Charlot (2003) model. They found a good agreement, with an
absolute median difference of 0.08.
Since the main aim of this analysis is to exploit the information obtained from the
simulation to predict the halo mass of the systems in the PM2GC, a “sim-projected”
sample was also extracted: all quantities were computed from the 10 simulated fields
with the same methods that have been applied on the PM2GC data. Simulated galaxies
were projected on the xy plane and those with absolute magnitude above the PM2GC
limit (MB=-18.7) were selected. The same FoF algorithm used to define the systems in
the PM2GC sample was also applied to this “sim-projected” galaxy sample in order to
identify groups, binary systems and single galaxies.
This sample will be compared to the 10 “simulated” fields that includes the 3D esti-
mates provided by the simulation. The number of systems in the two different samples,
1Details on the procedure are given in section 4.2.2
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Catalog Groups Binaries Singles
simulated 851 1345 18923
sim-projected 1647 2115 9682
Table 3.1: Number of groups, binary systems and single galaxies in the simulated and sim-projected
samples.
summed over the 10 fields, are given in Tab. 3.1.
This analysis also allows to check the performance of the FoF algorithm, estimating
its incompleteness and contamination.
3.3.3 The contamination of the sim-projected groups
Any selection of group members will have some fraction of false positives, i.e. interlopers
selected as members that do not belong to a group, and false negatives, i.e. true member
galaxies missed by the selection.
The comparison between the sim-projected groups identified by the PM2GC FoF al-
gorithm and the simulated groups whose properties (e.g. member galaxies, velocity dis-
persion etc.) are provided by the simulation, allowed to estimate the contamination of the
PM2GC group catalog.
The contamination is defined as the fraction of interlopers. Formally, it corresponds
to fi = Ni/N , where N is the number of selected members and Ni is the number of
interlopers Ni = N −Ntrue. For the sim-projected sample I found that more than 50% of
the groups have a contamination higher than 50%.
To properly account for this contaminated population, I looked for a relation that links
observable quantities and distinguish between “real” groups and “fake” ones. I found that
the velocity dispersion of sim-projected groups σ, that is an output of the FoF algorithm,
and the total stellar mass of member galaxies logMMS∗,tot, correlate well for groups with
fi < 0.3 that arrange themselves in a well-defined region in the σ − logMMS∗,tot plane (Fig.
3.1). To distinguish these groups, I divided the σ − logMMS∗,tot plane in two regions with a
line whose equation is meant to maximize the fraction- bigger than 85%- of real groups
on one side (left):
LogM∗ = 0.003 · σ + 10.40 (3.1)
In Figure 3.2 the distributions of the fraction of interlopers for the two classes of
groups are shown: the majority of groups lying on the left side of eq. 3.1 (> 60%) have
a low fraction of interlopers, while almost all (∼80%) groups on the right side are highly
contaminated. Given that highly contaminated groups would naturally induce a huge
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Figure 3.1: LogM∗(total stellar mass)-σ for the FoF simulated groups. Blue and red dots indicate
respectively group with a fraction of interlopers smaller and bigger than 30%. The black line dividing
the plane in two is the one defined by equation 3.1.
scatter in the determination of the halo mass, in the following analysis I will consider only
those groups having logMMS∗,tot > 0.003 · σ + 10.40.
3.3.4 Halo mass of the sim-projected sample
The starting point is to assign halo masses to the groups in the sim-projected catalog. Even
if in principle the mass of the halo in which each simulated galaxy is embedded is known,
linking FoF groups to one halo mass is not straightforward. In the simulated sample
one can take advantage of all the information coming from the Millennium Simulation
thus having a unique correspondence between galaxies and the dark matter halo of the
system to which they belong. On the contrary, in the sim-projected catalog, because of
projection effects, galaxies located in different simulated halos seem to belong to the same
sim-projected group. Thus, some fraction of the group members are not true members
but are central galaxies that exist within a smaller simulated halos.
To get the most reliable halo mass for groups with more than 3 galaxies, I first chose
the mass corresponding to the simulated halo to which the majority of the sim-projected
group galaxies belongs. Then, I calculated the number of lost members Nlost: if N is the
total number of galaxies in the simulated halo, Ntrue is the number of true members that
are selected as members of the sim-projected group, Nlost = N − Ntrue. If the number
of galaxies in the sim-projected group is Ntot and Nlost > Ntot, I chose the next halo in
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Figure 3.2: Counts and cumulative distribution of the contamination fi in ”real groups“ (upper
panel) and ”fake“ groups (lower panel). fi is defined as the fraction of interlopers in the sim-
projected groups.
frequency and recalculated the different quantities. If the number of galaxies in this new
simulated halo N ′ is closer to Ntot, I rejected the first halo and considered the second one
as the one corresponding to the sim-projected group and iterated the process, otherwise I
kept the first one (see figure 3.3 for a schematic representation of these quantities). In the
case that all galaxies in the group belong to different simulated halos, (38% of the groups)
I assigned to the sim-projected group the mass of the halo corresponding to the most
massive galaxy (hereafter MMG) and flagged the group (see below for further discussion).
Regarding galaxies in binary systems, if the two members did not belong to the same
simulated halo, I assigned to the sim-projected binary the mass of the halo of the MMG.
For single galaxies the associated halo mass is the one of the simulated halo that contains
the galaxy. For the sake of clarity, in the following I will refer to this estimate of the halo
mass as MMShalo. For each sim-projected system three main quantities are now available:
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Figure 3.3: Schematic representation of the simulated and sim-projected groups with the relative
quantities: N is the number of galaxies in the simulated halo, Ntot is the number of galaxies in
the sim-projected group selected by the FoF algorithm, Nlost and Ntrue are respectively the number
of galaxies of missed and successfully identified by the FoF algorithm and Ni is the number of
interlopers.
halo mass MMShalo, the stellar mass of the MMG M
MS
∗,MMG and the total stellar mass M
MS
∗,tot,
defined as the sum of the stellar masses of the galaxies in the FoF system selected above
the PM2GC magnitude limit (MB = −18.7).
The Stellar-to-halo Mass Relation
The dark halo mass can be connected to the stellar mass of the MMG of a system by
assuming a one-to-one and monotonic relationship between the two. Figure 3.4 illustrates,
for the 10 sim-projected samples, that indeed a strong correlation between these two
variables exists. Despite the fact that the scatter of MMS∗,MMG at a fixed halo mass is
significant, there is an overall trend for the MMG stellar mass to increase with total the
halo mass MMShalo. If we adopt the functional form suggested by Yang et al. (2003) and
Moster et al. (2010), this relation can be approximated to high accuracy by:
MMS∗,MMG
Mhalo
=
(
M
M0
)
0
[(
Mhalo
M1
)−β
+
(
Mhalo
M1
)γ]−1
(3.2)
This relation has four free parameters: the normalization of the stellar-to-halo mass
(SHM) ratio (m/M)0, a characteristic mass M1, where the SHM ratio is equal to (M/M)0,
and two slopes β and γ which indicate the behavior ofMMS∗,MMG/M
MS
halo at the low and high
mass ends, respectively. The values of these parameters are strongly related to the stellar
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mass function. Varying M1, we expect a drastic change in the shape of the relation, with
higher/lower values corresponding to many more/less massive galaxies and too few/many
low massive galaxies. This is because M1 is the characteristic mass corresponding to the
highest stellar-to-halo mass ratio. Keeping M1, β, and γ fixed and only varying (m/M)0
corresponds to changing the stellar mass of the galaxy that lives inside each halo by a
Figure 3.4: Stellar mass of the most massive galaxy as a function of the main halo for groups in
the 10 sim-projected fields (red).
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Figure 3.5: Fitted curves for Stellar-to-halo Mass Relationship in the 10 sim-projected samples.
constant factor, being directly linked to the value of the normalization of the stellar mass
function. The values of β and γ are given respectively by the low-mass and high-mass
slope of the stellar mass function. To constrain these parameters and account for the
MS Field M/M0 logM1 β γ
1 0.076 11.987 -0.512 0.727
2 0.081 11.933 -0.736 0.711
3 0.082 11.812 -1.023 0.674
4 0.083 11.849 -0.910 0.665
5 0.081 11.874 -0.866 0.699
6 0.076 11.688 -1.251 0.582
7 0.079 11.734 -1.267 0.618
8 0.079 11.971 -0.587 0.717
9 0.080 11.841 -0.859 0.671
10 0.081 11.790 -1.031 0.660
Table 3.2: Fitting results for Stellar-to-halo Mass Relationship in the 10 sim-projected samples.
cosmic variance I fitted the 10 sim-projected samples extracted from the 10 simulated
fields implementing a nonlinear least-squares Marquardt-Levenberg algorithm. This gives
ten different sets of parameters, listed in table 3.2, yielding the same number of fitted
curves, shown in Fig. 3.5.
Equation 3.2 needs to be inverted in order to get the halo mass from the stellar mass
of the MMG. I therefore applied the bisection method: I generated an input array of halo
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masses that covers, with a high sampling, the whole interval of MMShalo and from equation
3.2 got the array of stellar masses. I searched in this last array for the stellar mass that
is closer to our input mass and linked it to the corresponding halo mass. This numerical
solution generates errors that are completely negligible with respect to both the precision
of the stellar mass estimate (0.2 dex) and the internal scatter of the fit, which is discussed
below. Hereafter I refer to halo masses derived through this technique as MMMGhalo .
Figure 3.6: Residual standard deviation of the MMS
halo
−MMMG
halo
relation plotted as a function of
MMMG
halo
.
Clearly, the assumption of a one-to-one relation between the stellar mass and the halo
mass is oversimplified. In reality, due to the several factors (i.e. the intrinsic scatter in
the relation between the halo mass and the true most massive galaxy of the system or the
incompleteness and contamination introduced by the group finder) this relation contains
some scatter, which results in errors in the inferred group masses. Figure 3.6, shows the
scatter of the MMMGhalo -M
MS
halo relation obtained as the mean of the ten residual standard
deviations calculated in bins of logarithmic fitted halo mass. The results indicate that
the scatter increases with the halo mass, as expected given the change in the slope of the
SHM relation at the high-halo mass end.
The Total Stellar-to-halo Mass Relation
As demonstrated in Yang et al. (2005), the mass of a dark matter halo associated with
a group is tightly correlated with the total stellar mass of all member galaxies down to
some luminosity. This is further illustrated in Figure 3.7, where the correlations between
the halo mass MMShalo assigned to the mock systems and the total stellar mass for the 10
sim-projected fields are shown. I remind here that galaxies located in groups, binaries
and single systems were considered all together (excluding highly contaminated groups,
see sect. 3.3.3) and that the total stellar mass has been computed including only galaxies
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brighter than the PM2GC magnitude limit of MB = −18.7. Obviously, for single galaxies,
the mass of the MMG and the total stellar mass coincide.
To fit the data, I used an analytic equation with four free parameters that reproduces
Figure 3.7: Total stellar mass as a function of the main halo for groups in the 10 sim-projected
fields (red). The blue lines are the best fit results obtained using equation 3.3.
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quite well the relation:
logMhalo = a+ d
[
arctan
(
MMS∗,tot − b
c
)]
(3.3)
The same nonlinear least-squares fitting algorithm described in the previous section
has been applied to the sim-projected samples in order to get the ten different sets of
parameters (see Fig. 3.7 and table 3.3). To quantify the scatter of this relation, as done
before, I compared the assigned halo mass, hereafter M tothalo and the mock halo mass M
MS
halo
and computed the mean standard deviation for the residuals. The results are plotted
against the fitted halo mass M tothalo in Fig. 3.9. The scatter increases with halo mass, but
is limited to 0.4 dex along the whole mass range.
Figure 3.8: Fitted curves for total stellar mass to halo relationship in the 10 sim-projected samples.
Finally, Figure 3.10 compares the distribution of halo masses MMShalo (black) to the
values inferred from the MMG stellar mass MMMGhalo (red) and from the total stellar mass
M tothalo (blue). The median values of the distributions are listed in table 3.4 with the
errors. Both relationships provide good estimates of the halo mass, the median values
being always compatible within the errors with the estimates derived from the simulation.
I recall that the whole fitting procedure has been applied to groups identified by the
same group finder algorithm run on the observations, thus already contains the scatter
introduced with projection effects and interlopers on the estimation of the final halo mass.
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MS Field a b c d
1 13.429 11.734 1.858 2.6
2 12.796 11.241 1.221 1.678
3 12.832 11.32 1.438 1.83
4 12.859 11.364 1.518 1.893
5 12.831 11.326 1.683 2.02
6 13.139 11.54 1.739 2.289
7 13.206 11.554 1.63 2.278
8 13.652 11.967 2.073 2.859
9 13.352 11.64 1.651 2.403
10 13.056 11.402 1.281 1.905
Table 3.3: Fitting results for Total Stellar-to-halo Mass Relationship in the 10 sim-projected sam-
ples.
Figure 3.9: Residual standard deviation of the MMS
halo
− M tot
halo
relation plotted as a function of
M tot
halo
.
3.4 The PM2GC halo masses
3.4.1 Correcting for the survey edges
An important effect that needs to be accounted for before applying equation 3.3 to the
observed sample is due to the survey geometry. A group whose projected area straddles
one or more survey edges may have members that fall outside of the survey, thus causing
an incompleteness which affects our mass estimate of the group. The geometry I used to
quantify this issue is a simplification of the real one that is quite complicated. In particular,
I chose to correct for the rectangle that contains the whole field of view and proceed as
in Yang et al. (2007). First, I estimated the total stellar mass for each group without
taking edge effects into account thereafter, 200 points were randomly distributed within
the corresponding halo radius R200. Next I applied the rectangular mask and removed
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Figure 3.10: Halo mass distributions for the 10 sim-projected samples as derived from the simula-
tion (black), from eq.3.2 (red) and eq.3.3 (blue).
those random points that fall outside of the field region. For each group I computed the
number of remaining points, Nr, and define fedge=Nr/200 as a measure for the volume of
the group that lies within the survey edges. Finally, I multiplied the total stellar mass
with 1/fedge to correct for the “missing members” outside the edges. This correction, as
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Med(MMMGhalo ) Med(M
tot
halo) Med(M
MS
halo)
11.63 ± 0.02 11.65 ± 0.02 11.66 ± 0.02
11.66 ± 0.02 11.67 ± 0.02 11.67 ± 0.02
11.64 ± 0.02 11.65 ± 0.02 11.64 ± 0.02
11.63 ± 0.02 11.64 ± 0.02 11.63 ± 0.02
11.62 ± 0.02 11.64 ± 0.02 11.63 ± 0.02
11.63 ± 0.02 11.66 ± 0.02 11.64 ± 0.02
11.63 ± 0.02 11.64 ± 0.02 11.64 ± 0.02
11.63 ± 0.02 11.65 ± 0.02 11.64 ± 0.02
11.63 ± 0.02 11.64 ± 0.02 11.65 ± 0.02
11.64 ± 0.02 11.66 ± 0.02 11.66 ± 0.02
Table 3.4: Median values of the halo mess estimates for the 10 sim-projected samples obtained with
eq.3.2 and eq.3.3 and as given by the simulation. The uncertainties on the medians are estimated
as 1.253σ/
√
N .
discussed in Yang et al. (2007) works well for groups with fedge > 0.6, that in the PM2GC
sample constitute the 96% of the whole sample.
Taking into account the edge correction, I recalculated the stellar mass for each group
and flag the ones with LogM∗ > 0.003 · σ + 10.4 that, according to the statistics derived
in section 3.3.4, should be the ones with the lower fraction of interlopers.
3.4.2 Halo masses
Finally, I calculated the dark matter halo masses for the whole PM2GC catalog (groups,
binaries and single galaxies) exploiting equations 3.2 and 3.3. Due to the different cos-
mology adopted in the PM2GC and in the Millennium Simulation, I converted the stellar
mass estimates of the PM2GC sample by summing a factor of 0.09 to the magnitudes that
enter the Bell & DeJong formula, that translates into a factor of ∼ 0.032 on the mass.
To take into account the cosmic variance (or, more accurately, sample variance), I
computed the final halo mass as the mean of the ten halo masses obtained using the fit
parameters listed in tables 3.3 and 3.4 and considered the scatter among them in the errors.
The final catalog thus includes the two different halo mass estimates and relative errors.
Figure 3.11 shows the results obtained for the group sample: colored crosses represent the
values obtained for each set of parameters listed in tables 3.3 and 3.4, while the red dots
mark the final mean values.
Figure 3.12 finally shows the distribution of halo masses obtained from eq.3.2 (left)
and eq.3.3 (right) for single galaxies (blue), binary systems (red) and groups (green) in
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Figure 3.11: Halo masses obtained for the PM2GC group sample exploiting equation 3.2 (lower
panel) and 3.3 (upper panel). Colored crosses represent the values obtained for each set of param-
eters listed in tables 3.3 and 3.4, while the red dots mark the final mean values.
the PM2GC. The median halo masses are marked with arrows and the values are listed
in table 3.5.
Given the results of the comparison between the halo masses estimated for the mock
catalogs, the relation linking the total stellar mass to the dark matter halo mass seems to
produce a better estimate of the true halo mass and thus I consider the mass computed
from equation 3.3 for the following applications.
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Figure 3.12: Mass distribution of halo masses obtain from eq.3.2 (left) and eq.3.3 (right) for single
galaxies (blue), binary systems (red) and groups (green) in the PM2GC.
Sample Medsin ± σ Medbin ± σ Medgr ± σ
logMMMGhalo 11.59 ± 0.02 11.88 ± 0.04 12.47 ± 0.08
logMtothalo 11.58 ± 0.02 12.03 ± 0.03 12.68 ± 0.05
Table 3.5: Median values of the halo mess estimates obtained with eq.3.2 and eq.3.3 for single
galaxies (col. 2), binary systems (col.3) and groups. The uncertainties on the medians are estimated
as 1.253σ/
√
N .
Below an example of the final catalogs is shown. The complete catalogs will be fully
presented in Paccagnella et al. in preparation. The main new properties of a subsample
of groups are given in table 3.6. The different columns indicate: (1) PM2GC group
serial number; (2) median group redshift; (3) velocity dispersion with its error (km/s);
(4) number of member galaxies; (5) R200 in Mpc; (6) edge flag; (7) edge correction; (8)
Logarithm of the total stellar mass; (9) Logarithm of the stellar mass of the MMG; (10)
B-V for the MMG; (11) Logarithm of the halo mass obtained form equation 3.2; (12)
Logarithm of the halo mass obtained form equation 3.3; (13 and 14) errors on the halo
mass estimates.
In table 3.7 we list the properties of a subsample of binaries. The different columns
indicate: (1) PM2GC binary ID; (2) Logarithm of the total stellar mass; (3) Logarithm
of the stellar mass of the MMG; (4) B-V for the MMG; (5) Logarithm of the halo mass
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obtained form equation 3.2; (6) Logarithm of the halo mass obtained form equation 3.3;
(7 and 8) errors on the halo mass estimates.
Table 3.8 gives an example of the catalog for single galaxies. The different columns
indicate: (1) MGC ID; (2) redshift; (3 and 4) right ascension and declination at epoch
J2000 (5) Logarithm of the stellar mass; (6) Logarithm of the halo mass obtained form
equation 3.2; (7) Logarithm of the halo mass obtained form equation 3.3; (8 and 9) errors
on the halo mass estimates.
3.5 Summary
In this Chapter I introduced the general field sample extracted from the PM2GC galaxy
catalog, a database of groups and galaxies in the local Universe. The sample includes
galaxies in the redshift range 0.03 < z < 0.11 and brighter than MB = −18.7, whose
environment (i.e. groups, binaries and single galaxies) was characterized by means of a
Friend of Friend (FoF) algorithm.
In order to estimate the halo mass of these systems, I exploited a detailed mock
galaxy catalog built from the De Lucia and Blaizot (2007) semi-analytic models run on
the Millennium Simulation. To compare simulations to observations, a sample as similar
as possible to the observed ones was assembled, selecting portions of “simulated sky” at
z = 0.06 corresponding to square boxes of ∼ 38deg2. To account for cosmic variance,
10 simulated field samples were selected. A sim-projected catalog was built from these
extractions, applying the same FoF algorithm run on the PM2GC sample and all quantities
were computed with the same methods that would be used observationally. Halo masses
were assigned to these systems exploiting the information given by the simulation. This
catalog was used to constrain the parameters of two simple functional forms connecting
respectively the mass of the most massive galaxy and the total stellar mass to the dark
matter halo mass.
Even if both these relationships are found to produce a good estimate of the true halo
mass, the one connecting the the total stellar mass to the halo mass introduces a lower
scatter, thus lower errors in the inferred halo masses. I therefore decided to adopt the
latter estimate in the following analysis.
From these equation I was able to derive the halo masses of the PM2GC systems,
spanning the entire range in richness. In order to assign halo masses to the groups of the
PM2GC I first had to correct for edge effect and then recalculate the total stellar mass.
The comparison between the sim-projected and simulated quantities further allowed to
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test the performance of the group finder algorithm in terms of contamination by interlopers
and distinguish between low and high contaminated groups. I presented the final catalogs
for groups, binaries and single galaxies including both values for the halo mass with relative
errors.
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PM2GC z σ ± σerr N R200 edge fedge LogM∗ LogMMMG B − VMMG Mhalo,1 Mhalo,2 σ1 σ2
1000 0.1004 358 ± 46 24 0.844 2 0.87 12.2 11.66 0.938 14.634 13.969 0.18 0.126
1001 0.0813 143 ± 77 5 0.341 1 1.0 11.069 10.74 0.742 12.174 12.532 0.019 0.028
1003 0.0921 43 ± 41 3 0.101 1 1.0 11.278 11.1 0.839 12.936 12.801 0.041 0.043
1004 0.0632 432 ± 58 19 1.037 2 0.98 11.832 11.32 0.899 13.584 13.53 0.06 0.087
1007 0.0944 196 ± 150 6 0.462 1 1.0 11.238 10.96 0.831 12.581 12.749 0.038 0.04
1008 0.0948 423 ± 87 18 0.999 2 0.78 12.127 11.64 0.893 14.572 13.887 0.172 0.117
1009 0.0732 184 ± 176 3 0.438 1 1.0 11.138 10.94 0.938 12.536 12.62 0.036 0.033
1011 0.0912 545 ± 53 56 1.29 2 0.89 12.51 11.65 0.914 14.603 14.289 0.176 0.173
1012 0.0927 171 ± 38 6 0.406 1 1.0 11.4 11.0 1.073 12.675 12.963 0.04 0.053
1013 0.0666 234 ± 57 4 0.56 1 1.0 11.604 11.37 0.812 13.737 13.235 0.074 0.069
1015 0.0977 398 ± 95 20 0.94 1 1.0 11.626 10.88 0.907 12.411 13.264 0.03 0.071
1016 0.0811 233 ± 72 12 0.555 1 1.0 11.843 11.51 0.881 14.17 13.544 0.122 0.088
1021 0.0949 431 ± 66 24 1.018 2 0.915 11.88 11.15 0.764 13.077 13.59 0.04 0.091
1024 0.0597 198 ± 140 5 0.476 1 1.0 11.356 11.03 0.885 12.75 12.904 0.041 0.049
1025 0.05 88 ± 45 5 0.213 1 1.0 11.027 10.58 0.845 11.972 12.48 0.014 0.025
1027 0.0961 153 ± 91 4 0.361 1 1.0 11.455 11.08 0.823 12.881 13.036 0.041 0.057
1031 0.0823 662 ± 81 3 0.146 1 1.0 10.847 10.61 0.544 12.006 12.264 0.014 0.016
1033 0.0952 662 ± 59 61 1.565 2 0.92 12.472 11.78 0.895 15.007 14.252 0.227 0.167
1036 0.0889 266 ± 165 6 0.63 2 0.725 11.805 11.49 0.823 14.108 13.496 0.115 0.085
1037 0.0399 106 ± 99 3 0.258 1 1.0 11.162 10.94 0.896 12.536 12.65 0.036 0.035
Table 3.6: The main new properties of a subsample of groups. The different columns indicate: (1) PM2GC group serial number;
(2) median group redshift; (3) velocity dispersion with its error (km/s); (6) number of member galaxies; (5) R200 in Mpc; (6) edge
flag; (7) edge correction; (8) Logarithm of the total stellar mass; (9) Logarithm of the stellar mass of the MMG; (10) (B-V) for the
MMG; (11) Logarithm of the halo mass obtained form equation 3.2; (12) Logarithm of the halo mass obtained form equation 3.3;
(13 and 14) errors on the halo mass estimates.
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IDbin LogM∗ LogMMMG B − VMMG Mhalo,1 Mhalo,2 σ1 σ2
1.0 10.581 10.38 0.819 11.782 11.974 0.007 0.011
2.0 10.193 9.93 0.653 11.457 11.622 0.018 0.009
3.0 10.954 10.91 0.518 12.472 12.39 0.034 0.021
4.0 10.831 10.8 0.81 12.267 12.245 0.023 0.015
5.0 10.241 10.18 0.326 11.626 11.661 0.005 0.009
6.0 10.096 9.99 0.585 11.495 11.546 0.015 0.007
7.0 10.752 10.48 0.845 11.871 12.156 0.011 0.013
8.0 11.271 11.07 0.874 12.854 12.792 0.041 0.043
9.0 9.959 9.86 0.524 11.412 11.446 0.025 0.005
10.0 9.8 9.61 0.262 11.26 11.341 0.043 0.005
11.0 10.552 10.51 0.728 11.9 11.945 0.012 0.011
12.0 10.707 10.68 0.711 12.091 12.107 0.016 0.012
13.0 10.918 10.83 0.832 12.318 12.347 0.026 0.019
14.0 10.931 10.9 0.826 12.451 12.363 0.033 0.02
15.0 10.227 10.11 0.558 11.576 11.649 0.008 0.009
Table 3.7: An example of the catalog for a subsample of binaries. The different columns indicate:
(1) PM2GC binary ID; (2) Logarithm of the total stellar mass; (3) Logarithm of the stellar mass
of the MMG; (4) B-V for the MMG; (5) Logarithm of the halo mass obtained form equation 3.2;
(6) Logarithm of the halo mass obtained form equation 3.3; (7 and 8) errors on the halo mass
estimates.
IDMGC zMGC RA DEC LogM∗ Mhalo,1 Mhalo,2 σ1 σ2
61514.0 0.084 215.954 -0.248 10.57 11.961 11.963 0.013 0.011
27280.0 0.097 179.891 -0.026 10.2 11.639 11.627 0.004 0.009
11383.0 0.064 161.514 0.147 10.11 11.576 11.557 0.008 0.007
66778.0 0.108 220.11 0.01 9.91 11.443 11.413 0.02 0.004
52268.0 0.108 207.99 -0.188 10.47 11.861 11.865 0.01 0.011
56234.0 0.105 211.446 0.02 10.13 11.589 11.572 0.007 0.008
16076.0 0.081 167.171 0.193 10.56 11.951 11.953 0.013 0.011
13606.0 0.108 164.023 -0.039 9.95 11.469 11.44 0.018 0.005
57725.0 0.08 213.087 -0.158 9.8 11.377 11.341 0.027 0.005
25661.0 0.059 178.081 -0.186 10.21 11.647 11.636 0.004 0.009
60827.0 0.074 215.59 -0.177 9.7 11.314 11.28 0.032 0.008
46480.0 0.098 201.688 -0.17 9.26 11.062 11.051 0.065 0.026
25285.0 0.096 177.455 -0.261 9.6 11.255 11.222 0.04 0.011
60138.0 0.064 214.843 -0.08 9.42 11.15 11.127 0.056 0.019
55832.0 0.047 211.398 0.185 10.76 12.203 12.165 0.02 0.013
Table 3.8: Catalog example for single galaxies. The different columns indicate: (1) MGC ID; (2)
redshift; (3 and 4) right ascension and declination at epoch J2000 (5) Logarithm of the stellar
mass; (6) Logarithm of the halo mass obtained form equation 3.2; (7) Logarithm of the halo mass
obtained form equation 3.3; (8 and 9) errors on the halo mass estimates.
4
The galaxy properties
In this chapter I discuss the method adopted to compute the properties of the galaxy
samples studied in the following analysis.
Stellar masses, star formation histories and average stellar ages of galaxies were derived
by analyzing their integrated spectra by means of the spectrophotometric code SINOPSIS.
The code includes also an automatic routine to measure the equivalent width of the spectral
lines. I briefly and schematically recall the main features and parameters of the code.
I also present the MORPHOT tool that have been applied to B and V images in order
to get the morphological classification. Photometric information are finally exploited to
compute stellar masses through the Bell and de Jong (2001) prescription and define the
mass completeness limit of the samples.
4.1 Galaxy properties from spectroscopic information:
SINOPSIS
SINOPSIS (SImulatiNg OPtical Spectra wIth Stellar population models) (Fritz et al.,
2007, 2011, 2014) is a significantly improved and extended version of the spectrophoto-
metric code developed by Poggianti et al. (2001) to derive the star formation histories of
a sample of Luminous Infrared galaxies from their average spectrum. The goal of this
model is to reconstruct the star formation history (SFH, hereafter) of galaxies, hence the
amount of stars formed at each epoch throughout the galaxy evolutionary history. To
this aim, the code measures the mean features of an optical spectrum, namely the average
flux in significant portions of continuum–dominated spectral regions, and the equivalent
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width (EW) of emission and absorption lines, and tries to find a model that minimizes
the differences with these observable features in the data.
This model assumes that an observed spectrum is a combination of simple stellar
population spectra, and therefore a galaxy model spectrum is computed by adding the
synthetic spectra of Single Stellar Populations (SSPs) of different ages built with a Salpeter
(1955) initial mass function (IMF) with stellar masses in the range 0.15 ≤ M ≤ 120M⊙.
To compose the final model, each spectrum is first of all multiplied by an appropriate mass
value according to the SFH and, before being added, it is extinguished to simulate dust
in a uniform screen geometry. The final synthetic spectrum will hence have the form:
Lmod =
NSSP∑
i=1
Mi · Li(λ) · 10−0.4(A(λ)RV E(B−V )i) (4.1)
where NSSP is the number of SSPs used, Mi and Li(λ) are the values of stellar mass and
luminosity per unit of stellar mass of the i SSP respectively, A(λ) represents the extinction
law, E(B-V)i is the color excess assigned to the i SSP and finally RV is the ratio of total
to selective absorption AV /E(B − V ). Notice that only positive values for extinction
are allowed. A significant characteristic of this spectrophotometric model concerns the
treatment of dust obscuration. For the sake of generality the Galactic extinction curve
(RV = 3.1, Cardelli et al. (1989)) is adopted, but the value of color excess, E(B-V) is
left free to vary from one population to another, according to the hypothesis of selective
extinction: the youngest stellar populations are expected to be still embedded within the
dusty molecular clouds where they formed, thus generally dust extinction will be higher for
younger stellar populations (Calzetti et al., 1994; Poggianti and Wu, 2000). This treatment
of dust obscuration is not only a more realistic description of the real situation but is also
required when one wants to reproduce also the intensity of emission lines, which are the
most prominent features of the youngest stars and the most prone to dust extinction.
Concerning metallicities, one of the main hypotheses of the model is that all the stellar
populations in a galaxy have a common metallicity value at any age. So a homogeneous
value for the metallicity of theoretical spectra is adopted and the model is left free to
choose between three different sets of metallicities: sub-solar (Z = 0.004), solar (Z =
0.02) and super-solar (Z = 0.05). Fitting an observed spectrum with a single value of the
metallicity is equivalent to assuming that this value belongs to the stellar population that
is dominating its light. It is clear that assuming a single value for the SSP’s metallicity
is a simplifying assumption since, in practice, the stellar populations of a galaxy span
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Age interval [yr] ∆T [yr]
(0÷ 2) ×106 2.0× 106
(2÷ 4) ×106 2.0× 106
(4÷ 7) ×106 3.0× 106
(7÷ 20) ×106 1.3× 107
(2÷ 6) ×107 4.0× 107
(6÷ 20) ×107 1.4× 108
(2÷ 6) ×108 4.0× 108
(6÷ 10) ×108 4.0× 108
(1÷ 3.2) ×109 2.2× 109
(3.2÷ 5.6) ×109 2.4× 109
(5.6÷ 10) ×109 4.4× 109
(1÷ 1.41) ×1010 4.1× 109
Table 4.1: The ages and durations (∆T ) of the set of averaged SSP spectra used in SINOPSIS, as
it was built according to the criteria explained in the text. Here ∆T is the time interval over which
the SFR is assumed to be constant.
a range in metallicity value. A check on the reliability of the mass and star formation
histories derived using this method has been performed analyzing synthetic spectra of
different SFHs with metallicity that varies as a function of stellar ages, so to simulate the
chemical evolution of the galaxy, and it turns out that the way metallicity is treated does
not introduce any bias in the recovered stellar mass or SFH (Fritz et al., 2007).
The synthetic spectra for the model were taken from a combination of two different
sets that both use Padova evolutionary tracks (Bertelli et al., 1994) and with stellar ages
ranging from 105 to 20 × 109 years. The first set uses the Jacoby et al. (1984) library
of observed stellar spectra in the optical domain for ages younger than 109 years and is
composed of spectra of 108 different ages, while for older SSPs spectra were taken from
the MILES library (Sa´nchez et al., 2006). Both sets were degraded in spectral resolution,
in order to match that of the observed spectra.
The stellar age resolution of this initial set of SSP had to be reduced in order to make
it adequate to the capabilities of the spectral analysis. To this aim a new set of stellar
population spectra was built, starting from the 108 SSPs, averaging all the SSP spectra
with ages within 12 given time intervals. This time intervals were chosen on a physical
basis, considering the stellar ages at which the main spectral features change significantly.
The chosen age and time intervals are listed in table 4.1. Finally, the emission from
ionized gas in the interstellar medium was included by means of the photoionisation code
CLOUDY (Ferland, 1996), so that the youngest SSPs display hydrogen and forbidden
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emission lines, mainly of oxygen, nitrogen and sulfur. Furthermore, dust emission from
circumstellar envelopes of AGB stars has been added as in Bressan et al. (1998).
The code aims to find the combination of 12 mass and extinction values that better fits
the observed spectrum. The comparison is done on the flux measured on a certain number
of bands in the continuum and on the values of equivalent width of spectral lines both
in emission and in absorption. A technique for the automatic measure of the lines EW
both in emission and in absorption has hence been developed by Fritz et al. (2007) (see
section 4.1.1). The observed errors on the flux are computed by taking into account the
local spectral signal-to-noise ratio, while uncertainties on the equivalent widths are derived
mainly from the measurements method. Due to the presence of extinction, the search of
the combination of parameters that minimizes the differences between the observed and
model spectrum is a non-linear problem and it is also under-determined, which means
that the number of constraints is lower than the number of parameters. In order to find
it, an Adaptive Simulated Annealing algorithm randomly explores the parameters space,
searching for the absolute minimum of a standard χ2 function which is given by:
χ2 =
N∑
i=1
(
Mi −Oi
σi
)
2
where Mi and Oi denote the quantities measured from the model and observed spectra,
respectively, σi the observed uncertainties and N the total number of observed constraints.
The solution given with this method is non-unique, due to the limited wavelength range
under analysis, together with the age-metallicity degeneracy and the already mentioned
non-linearity and underdetermination. To account for this, error-bars are associated to
mass, extinction and age values.
4.1.1 Equivalent width computation
When trying to reconstruct the characteristics of the stellar populations in a galaxy, a
very important information is carried by the spectral lines. Not only equivalent width
values are used as constrains for the model spectrum described in the previous section
(note that not all of the line are used as constraints, some are just measured), but are also
crucial for the science coming from the analysis of the spectra. For example, the presence
and strength of the emission and absorption lines can be used to derive the spectral
classification and investigate the frequency of the various spectral types as a function of
both the clusters’ properties and the galaxies’ characteristics (see Chapter 6). Given the
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huge number of spectra of the original WINGS sample, Fritz et al. (2007) developed an
automatic technique which is capable of measure the EW of lines both in emission and
in absorption, being also able to distinguish if the line is absent or if it is dominated by
features such as bad sky subtraction or spectral noise. The main issue when computing
the EW of a line is an appropriate choice of the continuum level that translates into the
correct choice of the value of the full width at zero intensity, ∆λ, which is symmetric
with respect to the nominal (theoretical) line’s center. To find the proper EW value, the
algorithm first measures the line over a very short interval ∆λ, which under samples the
real value; then, various values of the EW are computed as a function of ∆λ, which is
increased at steps of 1A˚, starting from an initial width of 4 to 8 A˚, depending on which line
is measured, up to ∼80 A˚. The correct value of the EW is found, among those measured
in this way, by analyzing the EW trend curve. The absolute value of the EW, in general,
monotonically increases with ∆λ and the point where the trend curve has its first change
in slope is generally where the line should ideally be measured for both emission and
absorption lines. An important exception is the case of an absorption + emission profile,
which can be easily found in lines such as Hβ, or Hγ. In this case, the first change in
the slope of the trend curve happens in correspondence to the change from sampling the
emission and the absorption profile and is the second change in slope that identifies the
correct EW value. The Hα line is treated in a different way to consider, when the line
is in emission, also the effect of the close two Nitrogen forbidden lines. In this case the
trend curve analysis may become too complicated and a fixed ∆λ ∼ 70 A˚ is adopted, to
safely include both Hα and the Nitrogen lines. The characteristics of the EW trend curve
are also used to estimate the error that this method can, at least in principle, introduce
to the EW estimate. As already pointed out, the choice of the continuum is critical, given
that the EW measurement is quite dependent on its fluctuations, hence, on the local S/N.
To account for this an errorbar is defined by taking the semidifference of the EW values
measured with a ∆λ of 5 A˚ smaller and larger, respectively, than the value used for the
line measurement. This, together with a factor that depends on the line intensity, is used
to compute the error on EW.
4.1.2 The properties of stellar populations
Fitting the main features of an optical spectrum allows to derive the characteristics of the
stellar populations whose light we see in the integrated spectrum. Here I briefly describe
how the properties of the stellar populations, that will be used for the following analysis,
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are derived from the spectrophotometric synthesis. A full description of the measurements
and stellar population properties is given in Fritz et al. (2011), together with the validation
of the results and the presentation of the complete catalog.
As far as the OmegaWINGS and WINGS spectra are concerned, the galaxy masses
and star formation rates have been derived by fitting the fiber spectra and thus suffer
from aperture effect: the fiber diameters were 2.16′′ (AAT) and 1.6′′ (WHT), therefore
the spectra cover only the central 1.3 to 2.8 kpc of our galaxies depending on the cluster
redshift (see Cava et al. 2009 for details). To recover the galaxy-wide integrated properties,
all the derived quantities have been scaled from the fiber to the total magnitude, using
the ratio of total to aperture fluxes.
Moreover, due to the configuration of the 2dfdr spectrograph, which is a dual-beam
system with two arms overlapping around 5700 A˚, for each object observed with this
instrument two spectra were obtained, which were spliced into the full final spectrum.
Despite the overlap that is quite extended, the region of the spliced spectrum often results
quite noisy, due to normalization issues and might significantly alter the SFRs and mass
estimates. To avoid this problem, only of the blue part of the continuum, ranging from
about 3600 A˚ to 5700 A˚, was fitted. This does not affect the EW measurements used
in the following analysis (at our redshifts the interesting lines fall outside the overlapped
region) and in this case the spliced spectra were used.
Stellar mass
As already made clear by Longhetti and Saracco (2009) and Renzini (2006), the use of
spectral synthesis techniques leads to three different definitions of the stellar mass, namely:
1. the initial mass of the SSP, at age zero; this is nothing but the mass of gas turned
into stars;
2. the mass locked into stars, both those which are still in the nuclear-burning phase,
and remnants such as white dwarfs, neutron stars and stellar black holes;
3. the mass of stars that are still shining, i.e. in a nuclear burning phase.
It should be noticed that the difference between these three definitions is a function of
the stellar age and of the IMF. The code provides masses calculated using all of the
aforementioned definitions, but only the masses defined according to definition 2. will be
used in the next chapters. Given that the theoretical spectra are given in luminosity per
unit of solar mass, to compute the values of stellar mass the model spectrum is converted
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to flux by accounting for the luminosity distance factor and the K-correction (which is
naturally performed by fitting the spectra at their observed redshifts).
Star formation rate and Star formation history
The search for the best fit-model, as already discussed in section 4.1, is performed using 12
SSPs of different ages, obtained, in turn, by binning a much higher age-resolution stellar
age grid. The star formation history is then given as the star formation rate in the 12 bins
that is computed by dividing the stellar mass of a given age bin by its duration. Definition
1 of the mass was applied in this calculation. However, there is an intrinsic degeneracy in
the typical features of spectra of similar age, hence, an intrinsic limit to the precision of
this method in determining the age of the stellar populations that compose a spectrum.
This means that we may be not able, in general, to distinguish between patterns of SFH
and extinction that differ in the ages of the dominant stellar populations by small amounts,
and also that similar spectral features can be obtained with different linear combination
of parameters.
I will hence consider as meaningful only the estimates of the SFR in bigger main age
bins depending on properties of the stellar populations I aim to describe and I will discuss
in the relative sections. Moreover, the current SFR value is taken to be the one referring
to the time interval ranging from 0-20My and is calculated by fitting the equivalent width
of emission lines, namely Hydrogen (Hα and Hβ) and Oxygen ([OII] at 3727 A˚). The lines’
luminosity is entirely attributed to star formation processes neglecting other mechanisms
that can produce ionizing flux.
The SFRs given as output by SINOPSIS only refer to values normalized to the fiber-
aperture magnitude. In order to compute the global value, one should multiply the fiber-
SFR by the ratio of total and aperture fluxes.
Starting from the global SFR, I defined as specific star formation rate (SSFR) the
SFR per unit of galaxy stellar mass, i.e. SSFR = SFR/M∗. By definition, the SSFR
dimensionally is the inverse of the timescale of the formation of the entire stellar mass of a
galaxy ([SSFR] = yr−1). This quantity is an indicator of the contribution of the current
star formation process to the stellar mass growth of galaxies. Low SSFRs indicate that
the processes of star formation were more active in the past, while high SSFRs mean that
a significant fraction of the stellar mass of the galaxy is currently being built.
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Average ages
The code provides also an estimate of the average age of a galaxy, weighted on the stellar
populations that compose its spectrum. Given that the mass-to-light ratio changes as a
function of the age, there are two different definitions that can be given: the mass-weighted
and the luminosity-weighted age (see also Fernandes et al., 2003). The latter is directly
derived from the spectrum, being weighted in this way towards the age of the stellar
populations that dominate the light, while the first definition requires the knowledge of
the mass distribution as a function of stellar age, i.e. the SFH. The logarithm of of the
luminosity weighted age is given by:
〈log(T )〉L = 1
Ltot(V )
×
NSSP∑
i=1
Li(V )× log(ti) (4.2)
where Li(V ) and Ltot(V ) are the restframe luminosities of the i-th SSP and of the total
spectrum, respectively, in the V-band, and ti the age of the i− th SSP.
〈log(T )〉M = 1
Mtot
×
NSSP∑
i=1
Mi × log(ti) (4.3)
and, similarly, Mtot and Mi are the total mass and the mass of the i-th SSP, respectively.
Hence, while the luminosity-weighted age gives an estimate of the age of stars that domi-
nate the optical spectrum, being in this way more sensitive to the presence of young stars,
the mass-weighted value is more representative of the actual average age of a galaxy’s
stellar populations. To compute these values the finest age grid (12 ages) are averaged.
4.2 Galaxies properties from photometric information
4.2.1 Morphologies
For both the WINGS and the PM2GC samples, morphological types were derived from
V-band and B-band images respectively using MORPHOT, an automatic tool purposely
devised in the framework of the WINGS project (Fasano et al., 2012). MORPHOT was
designed with the aim to reproduce as closely as possible visual morphological classifica-
tions. It extends the classical Concetration/ Asymmetry/clumpinesS (CAS) classification
(Conselice 2003) by using 20 different image-based morphological diagnostics, 14 of them
have never been used, while the remaining six (besides the CAS parameters, the Sersic
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index, the Gini and M20 coefficients (Lotz et al., 2004)) are actually already present in the
literature, although in slightly different forms. We refer the reader to Fasano et al. (2010)
and Fasano et al. (2012) for an outlining of the logical sequence and the basic procedures
of MORPHOT and an exhaustive description of the tool.
MORPHOT assigns a morphological type (TM ) to each galaxy from -6 (cD) to 11
(irregulars).
The morphological classification of the OmegaWINGS sample is currently underway
(Fasano et al. in preparation). For the purposes of this thesis, G.Fasano visually classified
the morphologies of the post starburst galaxies in our sample (see Chapter 6) which are
not in the original WINGS sample, by inspecting the V-band images.
In the following, I will consider three main morphological classes: ellipticals (MOR-
PHOT type −5 ≤ TM < −4.25), S0s (−4.25 ≤ TM ≤ 0 ) and late-types (TM > 0).
4.2.2 Galaxy stellar masses
For the WINGS and the PM2GC samples, stellar masses were estimated also following
the method proposed by Bell and de Jong (2001). The authors, using spectrophotometric
model in conjunction with simplified spiral galaxy evolution models, found a strong cor-
relation between stellar M/L ratio and optical colors of the integrated stellar populations
for a wide range of star formation histories. They found that, under the assumption of a
universal IMF, relative trends in model stellar M/L with color are robust to uncertainties
in stellar population and galaxy evolution modeling, including the effect of modest bursts
of star formation. In addition, errors in the dust-reddening estimates do not significantly
affect the final derived stellar masses.
Stellar masses were computed by Calvi et al. (2011) and Vulcani et al. (2011) for
the PM2GC and WINGS catalogs respectively, using the relation between M/LB and
rest-frame (B-V) color and the equation given by Bell and de Jong (2001):
log10(M/LB) = aB + bB(B − V ). (4.4)
For the Bruzual & Charlot model with a Salpeter (1955) IMF (0.1-125 M⊙) and solar
metallicity, aB = −0.51 and bB = 1.45.
For the WINGS sample the total luminosity LB was derived from the total (SEXTRAC-
TOR AUTO) observed B magnitude (Varela et al., 2009), corrected for distance modulus
and Galactic extinction, with k-correction given by Poggianti and Barbaro (1997). The
rest frame (B − V ) color is the observed color derived from magnitudes measured within
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Figure 4.1: Comparison between the masses estimated following the spectrophotometric code
SINOPSIS (Fritz et al., 2007, 2011) and those derived from the Bell and de Jong (2001) for-
mulation for the WINGS sample. The blue dashed line is the 1:1 relation, the solid line represents
the least square fit for galaxies above the mass completeness limit. The bottom panel shows the
difference between the two mass estimates.
a diameter of 10 kpc, corrected for Galactic extinction and k-corrected as the total mag-
nitude.
For PM2GC galaxies, B-band photometry from the MGCz was taken. Rest frame
(B − V ) color has been computed from the Sloan g − r extinction corrected color. A
typical error of∼0.2-0.3 dex was estimated performing a comparison with masses estimated
through other methods. In the following, for consistency with the literature, I will use
for the PM2GC sample stellar masses estimated following this technique, while I will take
advantage of the estimates given by SINOPSIS for the OmegaWINGS+WINGS sample.
Figure 4.1 shows the comparison of the Bell and de Jong (2001) masses and the SINOP-
SIS stellar masses (computed according to definition n.2, see section 4.1 and converted to
the appropriate IMF) for the WINGS sample. Discrepancies are ∼0.2 dex, which corre-
sponds to the typical error on the mass estimates. The same test has been performed on
the PM2GC stellar masses in Calvi et al. (2011) who found a similar dispersion.
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Mass completeness limit
Equation 4.4 has been used also to derive the mass completeness limit of both the OmegaW-
INGS and PM2GC catalogs (see Vulcani et al., 2011; Calvi et al., 2012). The mass-limited
samples ensure completeness, that is, include all galaxies more massive than the limit, re-
gardless of their morphologies and colors. This is the best choice to properly characterize
galaxy masses and related properties. The galaxy stellar mass limit was computed as the
mass of an object whose observed magnitude is equal to the faint magnitude limit of the
survey, and whose color is the reddest color of a galaxy at the higher redshift considered.
For the WINGS and OmegaWINGS sample the magnitude limit is V = 20. Consider-
ing the distance module of ∼ 37.5 of the most distant cluster and the reddest rest-frame
color the magnitude limit corresponds to a mass limit of M∗ = 109.8M⊙ in a Salpeter
(0.15-120) IMF, above which the sample is unbiased.
As for the PM2GC, the spectroscopic magnitude limit isMB = −18.7. Considering the
reddest rest-frame color (B − V ) = 0.9, the mass limit is M∗ = 1010.38M⊙ for a Salpeter
IMF.
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Galaxies in transition in different
environments
In this chapter I present a study of the ongoing star formation rate as a function of stellar
mass in different environments. I compare the SFR-M∗ relation of star forming galaxies
in clusters and in the field and look at variations as a function of the clustercentric dis-
tance and of the cluster properties. I also investigate the properties of the different galaxy
populations and their star formation histories. This allows to put constraints on both the
range of local environments where star formation is quenched and the average timescale
over which it happens.
The analysis that follows has been published in Paccagnella et al. (2016) and a second
paper is in preparation (Calvi et al. in preparation.)
5.1 Introduction
The distribution of many galaxy properties, including color, morphology and star forma-
tion rate (SFR), is bimodal, reflecting the existence of two broad types of galaxies: red,
old, quiescent early-type galaxies and dust-reddened or blue, late-type disk galaxies with
ongoing star formation. This bimodality is related to the variations in the cold gas content,
which lead to different levels of star formation and eventually to quenching. Whether the
reasons for galaxies getting quenched are internal or external is of critical importance.
The correlation found between SFR and the total M∗ (main sequence, MS, Brinchmann
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et al., 2004; Noeske et al., 2007; Elbaz et al., 2007; Daddi et al., 2007) has been interpreted
as the result of the balancing of inflows of cosmological gas and outflows due to the feedback
(Bouche´ et al., 2010; Lilly et al., 2013), thus being sensitive to any physical mechanism
affecting the amount of gas available for star formation. The star formation quenching
seems to be stronger in clusters, which have a higher fraction of early-types and a lower
fraction of late-type galaxies than the field (e.g., Dressler, 1980; Poggianti et al., 1999;
Bai et al., 2009), suggesting that they are extremely effective in cutting off the galaxy’s
ability to form stars.
Examples of external processes acting in high-density regions, extensively described
in Chapter 1, include ram-pressure stripping (Gunn and Gott, 1972), high speed galaxy
encounters (galaxy harassment; Moore et al., 1996), galaxy-galaxy mergers (Mihos and
Hernquist, 1994), and removal of the warm and hot halo gas (strangulation; Larson et al.,
1980; Balogh et al., 2000).
The most direct way to isolate the effects of the environment is to study the trends
in the galaxy population mix in clusters, where most of the aforementioned processes are
strongly active, and compare them with the field. Furthermore, it is useful to analyze the
radial distribution of member galaxies and how their properties change within the clusters,
since the cluster-centric distance traces the cluster density profile and is an approximate
time-scale for the star formation quenching (Gao et al., 2004).
While so far the SFR-M∗ relation has been largely investigated in the field, only few
studies focused on clusters. Using local galaxy field samples, Peng et al. (2010) and
Wijesinghe et al. (2012) showed that the local density mostly changes the fraction of
passive galaxies but has little effect on the SFR-M∗ relation. Focusing on one cluster at
the time, also Tyler et al. (2013) and Tyler et al. (2014) failed to identify any difference
in the SFR distribution of cluster and field galaxies and did not detect any population of
galaxies departing from the MS. This implies that the quenching of star formation is a
relatively fast transition. On the other hand, von der Linden et al. (2010) (z < 0.1) and
Haines et al. (2013) (0.15 < z < 0.3) found evidence that galaxies in clusters have lower
SFRs than galaxies of similar mass in the field. A population of galaxies with reduced
SFR at given mass was discovered in clusters by Patel et al. (2009) at z ∼ 0.8 and Vulcani
et al. (2010) at 0.4 < z < 0.8.
What is still missing is a detailed study of the local cluster population in a statistically
meaningful sample.
Moreover, a complete picture can be depicted comparing the galaxy population in
local clusters to that of groups, binary systems and single galaxies. This analysis allows
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the study of the properties and the evolution of galaxies in the widest possible range of
environments in the local Universe.
I adopt a Salpeter (1955) initial mass function in the mass range 0.15-120 M⊙. The
cosmological constants assumed are Ωm = 0.3, ΩΛ = 0.7 and H0 = 70 km s
−1 Mpc−1.
5.2 Galaxy sample
To characterize the population mix of galaxies in different local and global environments, I
take advantage of two data sets, one drawn from the OmegaWINGS survey and the other
from the PM2GC catalog.
Given the different mass completeness limit of the two surveys, when the two samples
are used together I considered only galaxies with stellar masses above the PM2GC mass
limit.
The SFRs, star formation histories (SFHs), M∗, luminosity- and mass-weighted ages
(LWA and MWA, respectively) were derived for both data sets by fitting the spectra with
the spectrophotometric model described in section 4.1. As already discussed in 4.1.1, emis-
sion lines can be measured down to a limit of 2 A˚, while any emission measurement below
this threshold is considered unreliable. This sets a lower detection limit that translates
into a specific star formation rate limit of 10−12.5yr−1. To be conservative, I considered as
star forming only galaxies with sSFR > 10−12yr−1, and I have verified that moving the
threshold does not severely affect our results.
5.2.1 The cluster sample
For the OmegaWINGS sample, I selected member galaxies belonging to a subsample
of 31 clusters (see sec.2.2) with spectroscopic completeness higher than 50% (including
OmegaWINGS clusters observed until January 2015 and the WINGS clusters above the
requested completeness). I adopted a mass-limited sample considering only galaxies with
masses above the limit defined in sec 4.2.2 of 109.8M⊙. This choice ensure completeness,
that is, include all galaxies more massive than the limit, with no bias on color or mor-
phological type. Hence, this is the best way to properly characterize galaxy masses and
related properties. A field control sample is extracted from the non-member galaxies in
the redshift range 0.02 < z < 0.09. In clusters, I excluded the BCGs and considered all
galaxies within 2R200. According to the analysis of Guglielmo et al. (2015) and Marziani
et al. (2016) the AGN contribution can be neglected. I combined the data from all the
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clusters together, to have better statistics and characterize average properties.
The final sample consists of 5065 cluster galaxies and 743 field galaxies (respectively
9242 and 1347 galaxies, once weighted for incompleteness).
5.3 Results
5.3.1 The SFR-M∗ relation in clusters and field
The main panel of Figure 5.1 shows the SFR-M∗ relation for all SF galaxies in the different
environments; the right and top panels show the SFR and M∗ distributions, above the mass
completeness limit, weighted for incompleteness and normalized to the total.
Figure 5.1: Main panel: SFR-M∗ relation for cluster (black triangles) and field (magenta circles)
galaxies. The blue solid lines indicate the best fit of the field with 1.5σ error, the red solid (dashed)
line the log sSFR = −12.5(−12) limit. The blue vertical dashed line indicates the mass complete-
ness limit. Typical error-bars on SFR and M∗ are indicated in the bottom-right corner. Upper
panel: cluster (black) and field (magenta) mass distributions. Right panel: cluster and field SFR
distributions above the mass completeness limit. Histograms are normalized to total and weighted
for incompleteness.
.
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Above M∗ >109.8 M⊙, the relation for the field can be fitted, accounting for incom-
pleteness, by the equation
log(SFR) = 0.70× log(M∗/M⊙)− 6.93 (5.1)
with a scatter σ ∼ 0.35 dex. This relation agrees with other MSs at similar redshifts (e.g.
Salim et al., 2007; Elbaz et al., 2007) confirming the reliability of our field.
A change of the SFR-M∗ relation with the environment is well visible. Even though
galaxies in clusters can be as actively star-forming as galaxies in the field, a population
with reduced SFRs is evident in the former, while it is much less noticeable in the latter.
To quantify the difference between the different SFR distributions, I performed a
Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test that tells whether I can disprove the null hypothesis that
two data sets are drawn from the same parent distribution. The test rejects the null hy-
pothesis with a probability PKS > 99.9% for the SFR weighted distributions and, at a
lower level, also for the two weighted mass distributions. To exclude that the differences in
the SFR distributions are driven by different mass distributions, we performed 100 Monte
Carlo simulations extracting randomly a subsample of SF galaxies with the same mass
distribution of the field from the cluster sample. The KS test disproves at a significant
level the null hypothesis in 100% of the cases.
Hereafter, I further distinguish between purely star-forming (PSF) and transition
galaxies, the former being within 1.5σ from the field fit, the latter lying below -1.5σ. With
this cut, transition galaxies represent ∼ 24% (7%) of the SF cluster (field) population and
9% (4%) of the full cluster (field) sample.
To have a closer view of the stellar mass dependence of the SFR, Figure 5.2 shows
the SSFR−M∗ relation for star forming galaxies in clusters. Field galaxies are shown as
reference. Indeed, the SSFR is a measure of how the ongoing star formation contributes
to the mass growth for galaxies of different masses. Clusters and field galaxies follow a
similar trend, with decreasing median SSFR at increasing mass, indicating that the mass
growth rate at given stellar mass is lower for higher mass. The transition population is still
well visible. These galaxies are building-up their mass at a lower rate than main sequence
galaxies, as expected given the results discussed above for the SFR.
A further analysis of the SFR and SSFR distributions can be done looking at the SFR
and SSFR normalized histograms for cluster and field star-forming galaxies in different
stellar mass bins (Fig. 5.3). The population of cluster galaxies with reduced SFR/SSFR
with respect to the field can be seen across the entire mass range, as confirmed also by a
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Figure 5.2: Main panel: SSFR-M∗ relation for cluster (black triangles) and field (magenta circles)
galaxies. The blue solid lines indicate the best fit of the field with 1.5σ error, the red solid (dashed)
line the log sSFR = −12.5(−12) limit. The blue vertical dashed line indicates the mass com-
pleteness limit. Upper panel: cluster (black) and field (magenta) mass distributions. Right panel:
cluster and field SFR distributions above the mass completeness limit. Histograms are normalized
to total and weighted for incompleteness.
KS test, which firmly rejects the null hypothesis for all the stellar mass bins considered
(PKS=0.0,0.0 and 10
−3 going from the least towards the most massive galaxies, for both
SFR and SSFR).
5.3.2 Radial trends
It is now interesting to investigate the spatial distribution of transition galaxies within
the clusters (0< R/R200 <2) and their impact on the SFR-M∗ and SSFR-M∗ relation.
Figures 5.4 and 5.5 show star-forming galaxies in 6 different bins of projected cluster-
centric distance; the field is reported for reference. The median SFRs and SSFRs of
all SF galaxies, weighted for incompleteness, have been calculated in 4 mass bins. The
quoted uncertainties on the medians are estimated as 1.253σ/
√
N , where σ is the standard
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Figure 5.3: Histograms of the distributions for cluster (black) and field (magenta) star-forming
galaxies above the mass completeness limit in stellar mass bins for logSFR (left) and logSSFR
(right).
deviation about the median and N is the number of galaxies (Rider, 1960).
Transition galaxies are mainly found within 0.6R200, where they represent more than
30% of all SF cluster galaxies and are able to significantly lower the median SFR-M∗
relation. In these inner regions PSF galaxies are also lacking. The frequency of transition
galaxies decreases with increasing distance until they almost disappear outside R200.
I stress that for R/R200 > 1.2, that corresponds to the radius covered by most of the
clusters, the small sample statistics prevents us from drawing solid conclusions, although
results do not change if only the 11 clusters that reach 2R200 are considered.
Both mass and environment play an important role in driving galaxy evolution. The
median mass is independent on distance, for PSF, transition and passive galaxies sepa-
rately (plot not shown), indicating that there is no strong mass segregation. This result
suggests that mass and position within the clusters are not strictly related and might play
a different role in galaxy quenching.
I can therefore try to separate the two contributions and understand how the impact
of the environment depends on the mass of the galaxy. The upper panel of Fig. 5.6 shows
the incidence of each sub-population as a function of cluster-centric distance within two
mass bins, while the lower panel shows the incidence of each sub-population as a function
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Figure 5.4: SFR-M∗ relation above the mass completeness limit in 6 bins of cluster-centric distance,
as indicated in the labels. Points and colors are as in Fig. 5.1; big triangles indicate transition
galaxies. Blue (field) and red (clusters) big symbols are the medians of SF galaxies weighted for
incompleteness in different mass bins; error-bars represent the uncertainty on the median. The
blue slanting line shows the limit dividing PSF and transition galaxies. Typical error-bars on SFR
and M∗ are shown in the bottom-right of each panel.
of mass in two distance bins. Both the mass and radius separation values (respectively
M∗ = 1010.5M⊙ and R/R200 = 0.6) used to divide the sample are chosen to have similar
numbers of galaxies in each bin. The transition to PSF galaxy ratio (top) strongly depends
on distance, being ∼0.6 at M∗ > 1010.5M⊙ and 0.8 at 109.8 < M∗ < 1010.5M⊙ within
0.3R200, and rapidly decreases going outward. The fraction of transition galaxies to the
total (bottom) also decreases with distance, but is almost constant with mass, in agreement
e.g. with Weinmann et al. (2011); Vulcani et al. (2015).
Passive and PSF galaxy fractions strongly depend on both distance and mass. Pas-
sive galaxies are the dominant population at all masses inside R200 and decrease going
outwards, mirrored by PSF galaxies, in agreement with previous studies (e.g. Weinmann
et al., 2006; Vulcani et al., 2011). Opposite trends are detected in the field, where PSF
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Figure 5.5: SSFR-M∗ relation above the mass completeness limit in 6 bins of cluster-centric dis-
tance, as indicated in the labels. Points and colors as in Fig. 5.5
galaxies represent ∼70% of all galaxies at low masses and 50% at higher masses, while
passive galaxies are ∼ 25% at low masses and are nearly as common as PSF galaxies at
higher masses. In clusters, trends with mass are less pronounced within 0.6R/R200, where
both PSF and passive fractions are almost constant, but well visible at larger distances,
where they resemble what is observed in the field.
Overall, environmental effects seem to dominate within 0.6R200: the variation of the
relative number of transition and PSF galaxies with distance is the main responsible of
the decrease of the median SFR and of the change of the SFR-M∗ relation seen in Fig.
5.1.
5.3.3 Galaxy properties and SFHs
It is interesting to analyze whether transition galaxies have different properties from the
PSF galaxies.
Figure 5.7 shows how the LWA, MWA and (B-V) color change as a function of the
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Figure 5.6: Galaxy fractions. Ratio of transition to PSF galaxies (top panels) and ratio of PSF,
passive and transition galaxies to the total (bottom panels) as a function of R/R200 in 2 bins of
mass (left) and as a function of M∗ in 2 bins of cluster-centric distance (right). Points with error
bars represent cluster fractions, solid and dotted lines represent field fractions and errors. Errors
are binomial (Gehrels, 1986).
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position on the SFR-M∗ plane for cluster member galaxies. Moving from left to right and
top to bottom, galaxies show redder colors and are progressively older, with the transition
population showing the largest values. The median LWA varies from ∼5 Gyr for transition
galaxies to ∼2 Gyr for PSF galaxies, comparable with the field values for all SF galaxies.
The same trend is found also for the MWA, but with a less marked gradient.
Figure 5.7: SFR-M∗ relation for cluster galaxies. The slanted solid blue line shows the limit dividing
PSF and transition galaxies. Color-coded are the luminosity weighted age (upper left panel), the
mass weighted age (upper right panel) and (B-V) color (lower panel).
I also inspected the SFHs of the different galaxy populations, to trace the evolutionary
path of transition galaxies. The spectral analysis allowed us to derive an estimate of
the SFRs at 12 different cosmic times (see section 4.1). However, there is an intrinsic
degeneracy in the typical features of spectra of similar age, and this degeneracy increases
for older stellar population spectra. There is, hence, an intrinsic limit to the precision of
this method in determining the age of the stellar populations that compose a spectrum.
The choice of the time interval in which SFRs estimates can be considered reliable accounts
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for this aspect, and the initial 12 ages of the set of SSP spectra, i.e. the time intervals over
which the SFR is assumed to be constant, were further binned into four intervals with
< t >= 3.9, 9.6, 12, 12.5 Gyr and ∆t = 6.9, 4.6, 4.4, 0.6 Gyr (see Guglielmo et al., 2015).
Recall that the current SFR, used to separate galaxies, is taken to be the average during
the last 20 Myr, thus is slightly different from the first bin of the SFHs.
To avoid the influence of the different mass distributions, I performed 100 Monte Carlo
simulations. I randomly extracted a subsample of galaxies with the same mass distribution
of PSF galaxies from the passive and transition samples and computed the mean SFR for
each population, in the 4 age intervals. Errors on mean values have been computed as
bootstrap standard deviations. Results are shown in Fig. 5.8.
Overall, the SFH decline gets steeper going from PSF to transition and passive galaxies.
Consistently with the analysis of the LWAs, transition galaxies are clearly an evolved
population with respect to PSF galaxies, having their SFR suppressed a long time ago
(2-5 Gyr). A more accurate estimation of the quenching timescales is not possible due
to the intrinsic capabilities of any spectrophotometric code to disentangle effects in such
great detail.
Figure 5.8: Mean SFR as a function of cosmic time for PSF galaxies (blue) and a sample of
transition (green) and passive (red) galaxies mass-matched to the PSF population. Errors on the
mean values are obtained using a bootstrap resampling.
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5.4 Cluster properties
So far I have studied how the fraction and properties of the star forming population
vary within clusters and I considered the clustercentric distance as a proxy for the local
environment. A natural step forward is looking at the dependence on cluster properties
exploiting the large range of σcl and LX covered by the OmegaWINGS cluster sample.
Figure 5.9 shows the incidence of transition galaxies within the whole cluster population
(bottom panels) and with respect to the PSF population (upper panels) as a function of
cluster X-ray luminosity (left) and velocity dispersion (right). To mark the average trends
group the cluster sample was grouped into five bins of σ and LX with approximately the
same number of objects; the results are shown as red points.
A mild increase of both fractions with σcl and LX is visible. A Spearman correlation
test, which assesses how well the relationship between two variables can be described
using a monotonic function, gives coefficients of 0.18-0.31 and 0.26-0.28 for NTR/N and
NTR/NPSF respectively, with p-values greater than 0.10 thus no significant correlation is
found.
To further check the significance of this correlation, I selected galaxies belonging to clusters
in the higher and lower tails of the σcl and LX distributions and compared the relative
SFR-M∗ relations (see figure 5.10).
No significant change is detectable in the median SFR-M∗ relations, marked by blue
and red big dots for the low LX/σcl and high LX/σcl samples respectively.
Moreover, the KS test on the weighted SFR distributions does not find any difference
between these populations, supporting the null hypothesis that these samples are drawn
from the same parent population (p-values of 0.46 and 0.06 for the LX and σ SFR distri-
butions). These results suggest that the star formation rate is insensitive to the mass of
the structure in which the galaxy is embedded, in agreement with the findings of Lewis
et al. (2002) who analyzed a sample of clusters in the 2dF survey with 0.05 < z < 0.1.
Vulcani et al. (2015), investigating the green valley population of galaxies in the PM2GC
sample, also found no dependence on the host halo mass.
5.5 Discussion
If SF galaxies are affected by environmental mechanisms when they move from the field
to groups or clusters, we should see a signature of this transformation that depends on
the timescale over which it occurs.
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Figure 5.9: Fraction of transition galaxies as a function of the cluster X-ray luminosity (left) and
velocity dispersion (right). Black points represent individual clusters, red points give the fractions
in 5 equally populated bins. Lower panels: weighted fraction of transition galaxies among the whole
population. Upper panels: weighted fraction of transition galaxies among the PSF population.
Errors are binomial. Solid line: mean; dashed line: least square fit.
Figure 5.10: Main panel: SFR-M∗ relation above the mass completeness limit for cluster galaxies
within the highest/lowest bin of X-ray luminosity (left) and σ (right). Galaxies with logLX < 44.0
[erg/s] or σ < 680 [km/s] are plotted as green squares while galaxies with logLX > 44.52 [erg/s] or
σ > 1000 [km/s] are plotted as black circles. Blue (lowest bin) and red (highest bin) big symbols are
the medians of SF galaxies weighted for incompleteness in different mass bins. Upper panel: mass
distributions. Right panel: SFR distributions. Histograms are normalized to total and weighted for
incompleteness.
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Comparing the SFR-M∗ relation of SF galaxies in clusters and in the field and looking
at variations as a function of the cluster-centric distance allow us to put constraints on
both the range of environments where star formation is quenched and the average timescale
over which it happens.
Rapid quenching processes would leave the SFR-M∗ relation unperturbed with respect
to the field, moving SF galaxies directly to the red sequence. On the contrary, slow
quenching would increase the number of galaxies with reduced SFRs resulting in a different
SFR-M∗ relation. I found a population of low SF galaxies, which is rare in the field,
suggesting that for these galaxies the transition from SF to passive occurs on a sufficiently
long timescale to let us see them in the process of being quenched. We stress that our
analysis cannot identify galaxies quenching on short timescales, that would move quickly
from the SF MS to being passive. I showed that this slow process is confined to galaxies
within R200 and that only within 0.6R200 this causes the median SFR-M∗ relation to detach
from the observed field MS. Moreover, galaxy fractions in the inner regions (R < 0.6R200),
are found to be nearly constant with stellar mass.
The analysis of the SFHs, together with the variation of the properties of galaxies
in the SFR-M∗ plane, support this scenario: transition galaxies have older LWAs and
redder colors than MS galaxies and show reduced mean SFRs at least in the last 2−5Gyr.
Stellar mass seems to play a minor role, with the observed trends displaying a much weaker
dependence on M∗ than on distance.
I cannot exclude that some transition galaxies are passive galaxies returning to the SF
population due to accretion of gas-rich satellites or exchange of material during merging,
but this channel seems improbable because of the many processes acting to remove gas or
suppress the gas reservoir in clusters (see e.g. Bahe´ and McCarthy, 2015).
The results presented here agree with the conclusions of Vulcani et al. (2010) and
Haines et al. (2013) at z = 0.1 − 0.3, who found that the SFRs of SF galaxies decline
towards the cluster core from the values observed in the field. Also numerical simulations
(e.g. Haines et al., 2015; Taranu et al., 2014; Oman et al., 2013) support the slow quenching
scenario, finding kinematic segregation between normally star forming galaxies and those
with reduced SFRs.
This analysis, together with the work of Patel et al. (2009) and Vulcani et al. (2010),
who depicted a population of galaxies with reduced SFRs, at 0.4 < z ≤ 0.8, suggest that
this transition population exists both at low and intermediate redshift clusters.
I conclude that, even if cluster galaxies can be as star-forming as field galaxies, there
are significant differences in their SFR distributions. Clusters not only have a pre-existing
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larger population of passive galaxies, but also show a tail of low star-forming galaxies
that is rare in the field. This evidence is predicted for strangulation models, in which the
diffuse gas halo is rapidly stripped at the passage through the intracluster medium leaving
available to the galaxy only its reservoir of molecular gas to form stars (e.g., Bekki et al.,
2002), but other physical processes such as ram pressure stripping cannot be excluded.
Indeed, Boselli et al. (2016) recently showed that these results could also be explained in
a scenario in which most of the gas is stripped on a short timescale (< 0.2 Gyr) at the
first passage of the galaxy at the pericenter but the remaining reservoir could sustain a
moderate star formation activity for longer times (1-3 Gyr) until full quenching is reached.
Moreover, the long time scales associated with strangulation are also comparable to ∼ two
crossing of a cluster (3-4 Gyr), a time sufficiently long to allow ram pressure stripping to
reach its maximum for three times (see Boselli et al., 2014).
An other crucial effect that needs to be accounted is pre-processing (Dressler, 2004).
Since a large fraction of cluster galaxies is accreted via small groups (McGee et al., 2009;
De Lucia, 2011), the perturbing mechanisms can start to shape galaxy evolution well
before the galaxy is within the massive cluster.
5.6 Summary
The star formation quenching depends on environment, but a full understanding of what
mechanisms drive it is still missing. Exploiting a sample of galaxies with masses M∗ >
109.8M⊙, drawn from the WIde-field Nearby Galaxy-cluster Survey (WINGS) and its re-
cent extension OmegaWINGS, I investigated the star formation rate as a function of stellar
mass in galaxy clusters at 0.04 < z < 0.07. I used non-member galaxies at 0.02<z<0.09
as field control sample. The main results can be summarized as follows:
• There is a general agreement between the SFR-M∗ relation of field and cluster galax-
ies, but a population of cluster galaxies with reduced SFRs, which is rare in the field,
has been detected.
• These transition galaxies are mainly found within the cluster virial radius (R200) but
they impact on the SFR-M∗ relation only within 0.6R200. The ratio of transition to
PSF galaxies strongly depends on environment, being larger than 0.6 within 0.3R200
and rapidly decreasing with distance, while it is almost flat with M∗. No trend with
the cluster velocity dispersion and X-ray luminosity have been detected.
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• As galaxies move downward from the SFR-M∗ main sequence, they become redder
and present older luminosity and mass weighted ages.
These trends, together with the analysis of the star formation histories, suggest that
transition galaxies have had a reduced SFR for the past 2-5 Gyr. These results are
consistent with the hypothesis that the interaction of galaxies with the intracluster medium
via strangulation causes a gradual shut down of star formation, giving birth to an evolved
population of galaxies in transition from being star forming to becoming passive. However,
other physical processes might also be responsible, such as for example ram pressure
stripping that could be less efficient on certain orbits and remove only part of the gas in
the disk.
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Post starburst galaxies in different
environments
In this Chapter, I exploit the combination of the WINGS and OmegaWINGS projects
to study the properties of ∼ 10000 cluster member galaxies in an homogeneous sample at
0.04 < z < 0.07. I investigate the occurrence and properties of post starburst galaxies in
32 clusters and compare them to those of passive and star forming galaxies. Trends are
investigated as a function of both clustercentric distance and global cluster properties, i.e.
cluster velocity dispersion and X-ray luminosity. Aim of this analysis is to shed light on
the processes acting on these galaxies and the time scale needed to transform from one
type to the other. Including also the PM2GC data sample, divided into groups, binaries
and single galaxies, I study the dependence of the PSB fraction on the halo mass of the
system.
The following study is presented in Paccagnella et al. 2016 (submitted) and Paccagnella
et al. in prep.
6.1 Introduction
Valuable insights to understand how the star forming population turns passive can be
obtained by studying galaxies that appear to have intermediate properties and may be
in the act of transitioning between the two main galaxy populations. This transition can
occur on different time scales depending on the main process inducing the transformations
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(Wetzel et al., 2013; Mok et al., 2013; Schawinski et al., 2014; Wheeler et al., 2014; Vulcani
et al., 2015; Paccagnella et al., 2016). However, a clear picture describing the reasons why
galaxies turn into passive following different paths and the properties of these galaxies is
still missing.
Dressler and Gunn (1982), investigating cluster galaxies at intermediate redshifts,
found a large number of spectra showing strong Balmer absorption lines and no emis-
sion and called them post-starburst galaxies. These features are typical of galaxies in
which star formation had ended abruptly within the last 1-1.5 Gyr and therefore should
have been affected by some of the aforementioned processes.
Since then, extensive spectrophotometric modeling (Couch and Sharples, 1987; New-
berry et al., 1990; Poggianti and Barbaro, 1996; Abraham et al., 1996; Poggianti and
Barbaro, 1997; Bekki et al., 2001; Poggianti, 2004) has found that the presence of strong
hydrogen lines in absorption and the concomitant absence of emission lines, indicating no
ongoing star formation, can be explained roughly decomposing the spectra into a com-
bination of K giant star (or early type galaxy) spectrum and an A star spectrum. In
general, A type stars - i.e. new born stars formed within the last 1 Gyr whose spectra are
characterized by strong Balmer absorption lines - dominate the light of a galaxy about
0.5 Gyr after star formation stopped and leave their signature on the spectra visible for
1-1.5 Gyr. In contrast, O and B stars - more massive stars that die very quickly and
emit the energetic photons able to ionize the gas that produce the emission lines - have
no or very little contribution. This spectral combination, which explains the origin of the
name ”k+a” often used to describe post-starburst galaxies, can appear as a result of a
star-bursting episode observed shortly after the star formation has rapidly stopped (for
those galaxies with the strongest Balmer lines), or as a consequence of normal star for-
mation that has been abruptly ended. Moreover, since A type stars have precisely known
lifetimes, the evolution of this population can be used as a quenching clock.
The reason why post-starburst galaxies underwent an episode of star formation that
was abruptly stopped is still matter of debate; any of the mentioned quenching mechanisms
acting on a short time scale could make star formation cease, without or without a previous
burst, producing a k+a spectrum. Important hints for solving this matter come from the
study of the galaxy environments as different quenching mechanisms play different roles
in different environments.
Galaxy mergers could be the dominant mechanism in the low-z field, where recent
studies found a small but non negligible fraction of post starburst galaxies (Bekki et al.,
2001; Quintero et al., 2004; Blake et al., 2004; Goto, 2005; Hogg et al., 2006; Mahajan,
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2013), but they are less effective in clusters, due to the high velocity dispersions.
The origin of k+a galaxies in clusters is more probably related to the interaction of
the infalling population with the hot and dense intra cluster medium (ICM). Indeed, as
suggested by Dressler and Gunn (1982); Couch and Sharples (1987); Dressler and Gunn
(1992); Poggianti et al. (1999); Poggianti (2004); Tran et al. (2003, 2004, 2007); Pog-
gianti et al. (2009), the interaction of a gas rich galaxy with the hot high-pressure ICM
via ram-pressure stripping might trigger a starburst and then clear the disk of neutral
gas stopping star formation. The most striking evidence for this is perhaps in the Coma
cluster, where the position of young post-starburst galaxies is strongly correlated with
strong X-ray temperature gradients (Poggianti, 2004). While this picture is corroborated
by observations of high and intermediate redshift clusters (Poggianti et al., 1999; Muzzin
et al., 2014), in the local Universe several works (e.g. Blake et al., 2004; Goto, 2005)
found that the majority (in number) of post starburst galaxies are outside of clusters and
therefore argued that cluster specific processes are not likely to be the dominant source of
fast quenching. Nonetheless, the few studies that investigated the fraction and properties
of the local post-starburst cluster population (e.g. Caldwell and Rose, 1997; Poggianti,
2004; Fritz et al., 2014) found evidence of truncated star formation in a significant frac-
tion of cluster members. A complete census of post-starburst galaxies in clusters and a
homogeneous comparison with the field population is however still lacking, because of the
paucity of the cluster samples studied and the different selection criteria adopted in these
studies that do not allow fair intra-sample comparisons. In addition, local post starburst
galaxies are often selected without constraints on the Hα line. This could be due to the
choice of a selection criterium comparable to the one used at high redshift, where generally
the spectral coverage does not allow to reach the Hα emission. As shown by Goto et al.
(2003) and Blake et al. (2004), such selections suffer from high contamination from star
forming galaxies.
6.2 The spectral classification
Focus of this chapter is to characterize the properties of galaxies showing different features
on their spectra, therefore I relied on the measure of the EWs provided by SINOPSIS. I
converted the observed EWs in rest frame values, simply dividing the measurements by
(1+z). As tested by Fritz et al. (2007) and section 4.1.1, based on the analysis of low S/N
spectra, a 2A˚ limit was chosen for the oxygen forbidden lines: values above this threshold
were considered unreliable for the EW of both [OII] and [OIII].
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Based on the spectral classification originally proposed by Dressler et al. (1999) and
Poggianti et al. (1999) and more recently described by Fritz et al. (2014), I subdivided
the sample into three classes, according to the rest frame EWs of [OII] and Hδ, which are
good indicators of current and recent star formation, respectively. When the [OII] is not
detected, the equivalent width of [OIII] and Hβ are used instead. Differently from Fritz
et al. (2014), this spectral classification exploits also the information on the Hα line: all
spectra showing Hα in emission are directly classified as emission line galaxies, regardless
of the other lines. According to Goto et al. (2003) a post-starburst sample selected ignoring
this line could suffer from ≈ 50% of contamination from Hα emitting galaxies. In this way
we obtain a more robust classification, ensuring that there is no current star formation,
in both the passive and post-starburst samples. The detailed description and the physical
interpretation of this classification is discussed by Poggianti et al. (1999, 2009) and Fritz
et al. (2014).
Briefly, spectra with any of the aforementioned emission lines belong to galaxies in
which the star formation is currently contributing to the formation of the galaxy, and will
thereafter be called emission line galaxies (EML).
Spectra with no emission lines, including Hα, are divided on the basis of on the strength
of Hδ: k spectra, normally found in passively evolving elliptical galaxies, resembling those
of K-type stars, with weak Hδ in absorption (Hδ <3 A˚), and k + a and a + k spectra,
displaying a combination of signatures typical of both K and A-type stars with strong Hδ
in absorption (respectively 3 < Hδ < 8A˚ and Hδ > 8A˚). The former (k-type) will be
thereafter called passive galaxies (PAS), the latter (both k + a and a+ k) post starburst
galaxies (PSB).
Among the PSBs, the strength of Hδ is indicative of the initial condition associated
with the main quenching event. Indeed an Hδ > 6 A˚ can be explained only if a burst
of star formation involving high mass fractions (10-20%) happened prior to the sudden
quenching and galaxies showing this feature are caught in an early phase of transition
(Goto, 2004). In contrast, spectra with a moderate Hδ line could be both the result of the
truncation of star formation in a normal star forming galaxy (thus no burst is required)
or a late stage of evolution of the proper post-starburst galaxies. Broadly speaking, while
all PSB galaxies with strong Hδ will later turn into PSBs with moderate Hδ, the opposite
is not true. Therefore, I will sometimes discuss also the strong PSB (Hδ > 6 A˚, hereafter
sPSB) separately.
The automatic classification has been visually confirmed. Upon inspection, I noticed
that in a number of cases the code had mis-identified emission lines (oxygen forbidden
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Table 6.1: Weighted spectral numbers and fractions
Galaxy type PAS PSB sPSB EML
N % N % N % N %
Clusters 8162 (4235) 55.7±0.4 1057 (560) 7.2±0.2 154 (80) 1.1±0.3 5441 (3029) 37.0±0.4
Field 415 (225) 19.7±0.8 28 (15) 1.3±0.2 7 (3) 0.3±0.1 1667 (923) 79.0±0.9
Table 6.2: Weighted Number (raw numbers in brackets) and percentage of the different spectral
types for the magnitude-limited sample weighted for spectroscopic incompleteness and consider-
ing only galaxies inside 1.2R200. The field sample, extracted from non-member galaxies in the
WINGS+OmegaWINGS sample, has no radial limits. The proportion of PAS (k), PSB (k+a/a+k),
strong PSB (PSB with EW(Hδ >=6) and EML galaxies are listed along with binomial errors.
lines and Hβ), measuring noise rather than real emission. The [OII] emission line, by
coincidence, is located in a critical region of our spectra, being in the shortest wavelength
regime covered by the spectrograph that often result quite noisy (see Smith et al., 2004).
Moreover, I found that, in most cases, the Hβ and [OIII] emissions were mis-identified in
spectra showing only one emission line. I visually inspected all the spectra where only one
emission line was detected and, if necessary, changed the galaxy spectral type. Further-
more, I checked all the k + a and a + k candidates and excluded those with undetected
emission line spectra, and I remeasured the Hδ EW for those galaxies with an automatic
measure higher than 5 A˚ or with a comparable uncertainty.
6.3 Data Sample
One of the main goals of this chapter is to investigate the occurrence of PSB galaxies as a
function of clustercentric distance; in particular I want to investigate the role of the cluster
environment also beyond the virial radius. I therefore restrict this analysis to the clusters
covered also by the OmegaWINGS observations. Among these, only the 32 clusters with
a global spectroscopic completeness higher than ≈ 50% are used.
Galaxies belonging to the final sample have a V magnitude brighter than 20 and a
reliable measurement of EWs.
The AGN contribution was neglected. As pointed out by Alatalo et al. (2016), this
could bias the results in the sense that if all emission-line spectra are excluded from the
PSB sample, those galaxies in which emission lines are not linked to the star forma-
tion process, rather being excited by the AGN mechanism, are automatically excluded.
Nonetheless, Guglielmo et al. (2015), analyzing a mass limited sample extracted from the
original WINGS survey, estimated that the AGN contribution in the star forming galaxy
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Figure 6.1: Rest frame composite spectrum of the post-starburst cluster sample. The inset shows a
zoom in of the spectral region around Hδ.
population is approximately 1.6% and I estimated that this fraction will not remarkably
change in the adopted sample. Thus, including these objects in the emission line galaxy
population should not considerably affect the results. A more detailed analysis of emission
line galaxies and their classification as star forming galaxies, transition objects and active
galactic nuclei is presented, only for the WINGS sample, in Marziani et al. (2016).
The main sample consists of cluster members within 1.2R200 from the BCG, a distance
that is reached by almost all the selected clusters (90%). I excluded galaxies at larger
distances (the maximum radial coverage is approximately 2 R200 for member galaxies)
because all these belong to clusters with very low velocity dispersion, so they might be a
biased population non representative of the general trends. I also excluded BCGs, which
have been shown not to be representative of the general cluster population (e.g. von der
Linden et al., 2007; Fasano et al., 2010, and references therein).
Non-cluster-member galaxies with 0.035 < z < 0.08 constitute our field control sample,
used for reference. To avoid the introduction of possible systematics due to different
criteria used to select galaxies, this field sample has been preferred to the PM2GC general
field sample (see Chapter 3).
The final sample consists of 7824 cluster galaxies and 1163 field galaxies (respectively
14660 and 2110 galaxies, once weighted for incompleteness, see Cava et al., 2009, for
a detailed explanation). The number of EML, PAS and PSB galaxies in the different
environments is given in Table 6.2 and discussed below.
The cluster sample will be compared to the PM2GC data set presented in Chapter 3,
restricting the analysis to galaxies brighter than the absolute magnitude limit of MB =
−18.7.
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6.4 Results
In this section I present the results of the analysis on the cluster sample. I will first
investigate the occurrence and the galaxy properties of the different spectral types (e.g.
stellar masses, magnitudes, colors and morphologies), then I will investigate trends as a
function of both clustercentric distance and the level of substructures in clusters. I will
also focus on the position of the galaxies in a phase-space diagram and characterize the
role of global cluster properties, i.e. cluster velocity dispersion and X-ray luminosity,
in driving trends. Aim of our analysis is to shed light on the processes that induce a
truncation of the star formation on short time scales and give rise to the existence of the
PSB galaxies. Given our interest in this population, in Fig. 6.1 I show the composite
spectrum of our PSBs, to visualize the main features of this population. The composite
spectrum is obtained by summing the spectra of all the PSB galaxies in the cluster sample,
after normalizing each spectrum by its mean value. The measured rest frame EW(Hδ) is
greater than 4 A˚, the other Balmer lines are well visible and no emission is detected.
6.4.1 Properties of the different galaxy populations
Table 6.2 presents the incidence of the different spectral types in clusters and in the
field. The galaxy population in clusters is dominated by PAS galaxies, which represent
55.7±0.4% of all galaxies, while EML galaxies are 37.0±0.4% of all members. In the field,
the contribution of the PAS and EML populations is reversed: nearly 80% of field galaxies
show sign of ongoing star formation, while less than 20% are PAS. The fraction of PSB
galaxies is significantly higher in clusters than in the field: 7.2±0.2% vs 1.3±0.2%. Note
that our field sample might actually be biased towards galaxies belonging to filaments or
structures falling into the main cluster that are difficult to separate. Furthermore, there
are only 15 PSBs in the field, therefore the statistics in this environment is too poor to
draw definitive conclusions. A more complete analysis of PSB galaxies as a function of the
global environment, including galaxies in groups, binary systems and also single galaxies,
will be presented in Section 6.6.
The relevance of the PSB cluster population is even more striking considering the
fraction relative to the active population, which contains galaxies that are (EML) or have
been (PSB) star-forming within the last 2 Gyr. The PSB to active fraction gives the
“quenching efficiency” (see Poggianti et al., 2009) that is the efficiency in truncating the
star formation in star-forming galaxies. PSB galaxies represent 16.3±0.5% of the cluster
active population, in agreement also with the high redshift fractions derived by Poggianti
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Figure 6.2: Number of cluster (solid) and field (dashed) galaxies in the three main spectral types
as a function of stellar mass (left panel) and absolute V magnitude (right panel). Dark green
histograms in the middle panels show the sPSB subsample. Arrows indicate the median value for
each type. Errors are poissonian (Gehrels, 1986).
et al. (2009), while they make up for less than 2% in the field. Hence, clusters are far
more efficient than the field in shutting off star formation in galaxies on a very short time
scale.
Stellar mass and absolute V magnitude weighted distributions of galaxies of the differ-
ent spectral types are presented in Fig. 6.2. The spectral classification, going from PAS
to PSB, to EML galaxies, turns out to be, in both environments, a sequence of decreasing
mean galaxy mass and increasing mean V magnitude. EML galaxies dominate the low
mass/low luminosity tails of the distributions, while the contribution of the PAS popu-
lation becomes more important going toward higher masses and luminosities. In order
to test if the mass and magnitude distributions of the three populations are significantly
different, I performed a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. The results, comparing the distribu-
tions of PSBs to PASs and EMLs galaxies and PASs to EMLs, allow us to reject the null
hypothesis that these populations are drawn from the same sample (P-values of the order
of 0.0).
This picture fits the downsizing scenario (Cowie et al., 1996), in which star formation
at higher redshifts was more active in more massive/luminous galaxies that are the first
to turn into passive. The distribution of the properties of PSB galaxies are intermediate
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between those of the PAS and EML populations. This is even clearer looking at the median
values of the distributions for cluster galaxies indicated by the black arrows in Fig. 6.2
(the median masses are 9.78±0.01, 9.98±0.02 and 10.23±0.1, the median magnitudes are
−18.64±0.02, −18.52±0.04, and −19.09±0.02 for EMLs, PSBs and PASs, respectively)
Field median values agree, within the standard errors, with the cluster ones indicating
no strong environmental dependencies.
The absolute magnitude distribution of PSBs has its maximum around MV = −18.5,
with a deficit among the brightest galaxies (MV < −20.5) with respect to both the EML
and PAS populations. These characteristics were already visible in the sample described
in Fritz et al. (2014) and are similar to those of the post-starburst population in the Coma
cluster (Poggianti, 2004). In the cluster sample, 14±1% of the PSB galaxies are classified
as sPSB; in the field, only 3/15 PSB galaxies are sPSB, making any conclusion statistically
meaningless.
sPSB galaxies (dark green histograms in Fig. 6.2) span a narrower range of both
absolute magnitude (MV > −19) and stellar mass (logM∗ <10.5) missing the high mass
tail and luminosity. Other studies of PSB galaxies in the local universe (Mahajan, 2013;
Wong et al., 2012) even found that the whole PSB population is restricted to the low-
mass end of the stellar mass distribution. At these epochs most of the star formation
is happening in low mass galaxies which are quenched during accretion into clusters (see
also the phase space analysis in sect.6.4.5). Moreover, this suggests that only the least
massive/luminous PSB galaxies undergo a phase of sPSB, and confirms the hypothesis
that while all the sPSB galaxies will age and evolve into moderate PSB galaxies, not all
PSBs have experienced the sPSB phase.
Figure 6.3 shows the absolute rest-frame color-magnitude diagram ((B − V ) vs V )
for cluster galaxies of the different spectral classes. I recall that absolute magnitudes and
rest-frame colors are given by the spectrophotometric model convolving the filters response
curves with the spectrum . To subdivide galaxies into red and blue, I considered the color-
magnitude red sequence of each WINGS cluster given in Valentinuzzi et al. (2011). I used
the average value of the slope across all clusters and fix the quote 1σ below the average
red sequence. Galaxies whose color lie above
(B − V )rf = −0.045× V − 0.035
(black heavy line in Fig. 6.3) were assigned to the red sequence, the rest to the blue cloud.
As expected, most PAS galaxies present red colors (73.3±0.5%), while EML galaxies
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Figure 6.3: Rest-frame (B − V )-V relation for cluster galaxies of the different spectral types. Red-
solid and blue-dashed contours: number densities of PAS and EML galaxies, respectively. Green
dots: PSB; black dots: sPSB. The black line represents the selection limit we adopt to select red
and blue galaxies.
are preferably bluer (75.2±0.6%). Also the majority of PSB and sPSB galaxies have red
colors (73±1% and 59±4%, respectively), but span almost the entire color range, with a
non negligible fraction of blue galaxies. This finding supports the idea that fast quenching
of star formation immediately brings the galaxies to the red sequence, but also that a
pure color-based selection is unable to uniquely distinguish between passive, star forming
and galaxies that recently interrupted their star formation. Therefore a detailed spectral
analysis is necessary to recognize the different galaxy sub-populations.
According to the picture described before, one would expect that sPSB galaxies have
colors bluer than the rest of the PSB population (see, e.g., Poggianti, 2004). Figure 6.3
shows that this seems not to be the case in our sample. Even if blue galaxies are slightly
more abundant within the sPSB population than within the whole PSB sample, still the
majority of sPSB galaxies have red colors. One way to explain these results is to consider
that, at low redshift, most of the stars in galaxies are old, and, as soon as the star formation
is switched off, the galaxy becomes quickly red as the old stars dominated the integrated
light. An alternative explanation could be the presence of dust. As already discussed in
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Table 6.3: Weighted morphological percentages of PSB galaxies
E S0 LT
% % %
PSB 28±1 45±2 27±1
sPSB 17±3 41±4 42±4
Table 6.4: Morphological percentages for the PSB and sPSB samples weighted for spectroscopic
incompleteness. Errors are binomial.
Poggianti et al. (1999), the assumption that the progenitors of PSB galaxies are dusty
starburst objects entails that dust reddening might affect also the post-starburst class.
I tested this hypothesis by exploiting the average extinction values given by SINOPSIS
and no trend with the EW of Hδ was found. This result might suggests that either sPSB
galaxies are not more obscured than PSBs, or that the real EW values in absence of dust
obscuration should be higher and that our EW estimates have to be considered as lower
limits.
6.4.2 Morphologies
As mentioned in sec.4.2.1, a morphological classification is available for all PSB galaxies in
our sample. The analysis of the morphological types can help to improve our understanding
of the typical properties of this population.
Table 6.4 presents the percentage of galaxies of different morphological types for the
whole PSB sample. 45±2% of the galaxies are classified as S0s, while the remaining
sample is evenly divided between ellipticals (28±1%) and late-types (27±1%). Figure 6.4
illustrates the stellar mass distribution of the different morphological types.
Focusing on sPSB galaxies I found that while the fraction of S0s does not change within
the errors (41±4%), that of late types and elliptical does: the former represent 42±4% of
the total population, the latter 17±3%.
Several reasons might be at the origin of such different morphological distribution
between the two samples.
The larger fraction of late-types among sPSB galaxies than among PSBs agrees with
the hypothesis that these are younger objects in which the original disk structure has
not yet been changed. Together with mass and luminosity distribution of sPSB galaxies
(Fig. 6.2), this morphological mix could also indicate that the process responsible for
the strong burst needed to create the observed spectral features is more effective on less
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Figure 6.4: Mass distribution of PSB galaxies with different morphological type. Magenta, red and
black histograms shows respectively the elliptical, S0 and spiral subsamples. Errors are poissonian.
massive galaxies with an high fraction of gas at the moment of infalling. As an alternative,
invoking only ram pressure stripping as the main process responsible for the production of
both PSB and sPSB galaxies, the observed morphologies could simply reflect the properties
of the infalling population. At low redshifts, the amount of gas necessary to produce a
burst of star formation as a consequence of the interaction of the galaxy, via ram pressure
stripping, with the ICM, is mostly located in low-mass late-type systems while more
massive galaxies are mostly early-types and gas deficient.
Similarly to the analysis of galaxy colors, the analysis of the morphologies shows that
the majority of PSB galaxies cannot be recognized when using just a morphological clas-
sification, but a detailed spectral analysis is necessary.
6.4.3 Spatial distribution of the different spectral types
In the previous sections, I have shown that low-z clusters host a much larger fraction
of post-starburst galaxies than the field, pointing towards a cluster-specific origin of the
majority of this class of objects. To differentiate among possible quenching processes
that can suddenly truncate the star formation in clusters I further investigated the radial
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distribution of the different spectral classes, given that the clustercentric distance is a
good tracer of the cluster density profile and is related with the time since infall into the
cluster (Goto, 2004). Moreover, since the cluster crossing time is of the order of R200/σcl
(i.e. 2.5 Gyr), the clustercentric distance is also an approximate timescale sensitive to
processes occurring on times ≤ Gyr. Processes that quench star formation gradually,
such as strangulation, would induce radial gradients while processes acting on short time
scales, e.g. ram pressure stripping, are more likely to cause distinctive signatures at the
radii where they are most effective.
The bottom panel of Fig. 6.5 shows the incidence of each galaxy population (PAS,
EML, PSB) as a function of clustercentric projected distance, in units of R/R200.
As already mentioned, this analysis is limited to 1.2R200 not to bias our results to-
wards clusters with low values of velocity dispersion. In agreement with previous results,
(Weinmann et al., 2006; von der Linden et al., 2010; Vulcani et al., 2015) I found a pro-
nounced relation between distance from the cluster center and the composition of the
Figure 6.5: Ratio of post-starburst to active galaxies (top panels) and ratio of post-starburst, passive
and emission line galaxies to the total (bottom panels) as a function of R/R200. Points with error
bars represent cluster fractions, dashed lines give the trends of the respective fractions in two bins
of velocity dispersion σ (σ < 840km/s -short dashed lines- and σ > 840km/s -long dashed lines).
Errors are binomial (Gehrels, 1986).
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Figure 6.6: Morphological fractions for the whole PSB sample as a function of the clustercentric
distance. Black squares refer to spiral galaxies, red crosses to S0s, magenta circles to ellipticals.
The dashed lines mark the total fractions listed in table 6.4. Errors are defined as binomial errors.
galaxy population. PAS galaxies dominate the inner regions (∼70% at R < 0.4R200), and
their fraction decreases going outward of a factor of ∼2.5. In contrast, the fraction of
EML galaxies is ∼ 60% at large clustercentric distances and rapidly declines towards the
cluster center of a factor of 4. Despite their relatively small incidence, also the fraction of
PSB galaxies depends on clustercentric distance, and their trend follows that of PAS: in
the cluster cores PSBs are ∼2.5 as numerous as PSBs in the outskirts.
The upper panel of Fig. 6.5 shows the quenching efficiency (PSB/(PSB+EML)) as a
function of the clustercentric distance. In the cluster cores, the ratio is ∼ 35%, indicating
that even in these regions EMLs dominate the active population. The fraction strongly
decreases from the cluster center to 0.6R200, of a factor of 3, while it is almost constant
in the outer regions (R/R200 > 0.7). Also the incidence of sPSBs (black dots in the upper
panel of Fig.6.5) among the active population increases toward the center, even if with a
less steep trend.
These results might arise due to the different proportions in the population mix as
a function of the global environment, i.e. different cluster halo mass. I therefore con-
sidered (see Fig. 6.5) two different cluster velocity dispersion bins, respectively with
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σ < 840 kms−1 (short dashed line) and σ > 840 kms−1 (long dashed line) and found that
the trends persist, being more pronounced in the high cluster mass bin.1 A more detailed
analysis of the dependence of the post-starburst fraction on the cluster global properties
will be discussed in sect.6.4.6.
Considering the PSBs of different morphological types, I found that, overall, the inci-
dence of ellipitcals, S0s and late-types does not change with clustercentric distance (Fig.
6.6), suggesting that there is no morphological segregation for PSBs.
6.4.4 Substructures
Clusters are generally characterized by the presence of substructures (Ramella et al.,
2007; Biviano et al., 2002), which implies that merging between clusters and groups is
a rather common physical process of cluster formation. This merging process has been
found to affect greatly star formation histories of member galaxies and to eventually
induce secondary starbursts (see Cohen et al., 2014; Bekki, 1999; Bekki et al., 2010). The
coincidence of the position of the strongest k+a galaxies and the X-ray substructures in
Coma found by Poggianti (2004) strengthens this scenario.
To check whether the presence of substructures alters the star formation in cluster
galaxies, I computed the fractions of the PSB galaxies belonging to these systems. I used
the catalogs of the OmegaWINGS substructures presented by Biviano et al. (in prep.),
who define substructures and assign member galaxies to potential substructures exploiting
the velocity distributions of galaxies in the cluster local density peaks.
30.4±0.4% of the member galaxies belong to substructures and, among these, 6.1±0.4%
are PSB galaxies and 0.9±0.2% are sPSBs. The percentage of the PSBs is slightly lower
than the value found for the same population when considering the entire galaxy sample
(7.2±0.2%).
The same conclusion holds for the fraction of PSB and sPSB galaxies with respect to the
active population. Thus, this type of analysis does not reveal a strong PSB enhancement
in substructures.
I also investigated the fraction of PSB, PAS and EML galaxies in clusters characterized
by different levels of relaxation. I used the parameter SUB defined in Biviano et al. (in
prep.) that depends, among other things, on the fraction of member galaxies belonging
to substructures, and consider three types of clusters: relaxed (SUB = 0), partly relaxed
1The value 840 km/s was chosen to approximately divide the galaxy sample in 2 equally populated
bins.
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(SUB = 1) and unrelaxed (SUB > 1). In agreement with e.g. Cohen et al. (2015)
and Biviano et al. (1997), I found a higher/lower fraction of EML/PAS galaxies in less
relaxed clusters than in more-relaxed ones (0.34±0.01/0.58±0.01; 0.41±0.01/0.522±0.01
and 0.44±0.01/0.50±0.01 for SUB=0, SUB=1 and SUB> 1, respectively). Even more in-
terestingly, the fraction of PSB galaxies also depends on the dynamical state of the cluster,
following the trend of the PAS population: the PSB/PSB+EML fractions are 0.18±0.01,
0.14±0.01 and 0.12±0.01 for SUB=0, 1 and > 1, respectively. This is the opposite of what
might be expected, if merging clusters were the most favorable environment for PSB pro-
duction. Part of this trend might be due to the existence of the correlation between PSB
fraction and LX (Fig.6.9), as the average X-ray luminosity decreases going from more re-
laxed to less relaxed clusters (2.8, 2.7 and 1.3 ×1044 ergs−1 for SUB=0, 1, > 1). Moreover,
the most unrelaxed clusters are in a sense clusters still in the formation process, in which
the galaxy populations are still very similar to the unprocessed population of galaxies in
the merging groups/clusters, therefore are still very rich of star-forming galaxies that have
not experienced a massive cluster environment yet.
6.4.5 Phase space analysis
Many recent papers (Biviano et al., 2002; Haines et al., 2013; Oman et al., 2013; Muzzin
et al., 2014; Jaffe´ et al., 2016) have shown that galaxy populations with different dynamical
Figure 6.7: Observed stacked phase space diagram for cluster members. Clustercentric distances
are in units of R200 and the absolute value of the line-of-sight velocities with respect to the cluster
recessional velocities are normalized by the velocity dispersion of the cluster. PSB galaxies are
represented by green points, sPSB galaxies by black points. They are over-plotted to PAS galaxies
(left panel, red contours) and to EML galaxies (right panel, blue contours).
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histories are well separated in the so-called phase space, which constrains the spatial posi-
tion of a galaxy in the clusters, in units of R200, and its peculiar velocity, ∆v, normalized
by the velocity dispersion of the cluster σ. Moreover, the theoretical phase space diagram
derived from cosmological simulations retains information of the epoch of accretion of a
galaxy, that can therefore be estimated based on the location of the galaxy in the diagram
(Haines et al., 2015). The same is unfortunately not possible with observations, given the
large uncertainties that induce the different populations to overlap on the plane. However,
it is still possible to retrieve important clues about the dynamical histories of the different
galaxy populations in clusters (see Mahajan et al., 2011; Oman et al., 2013; Muzzin et al.,
2014; Herna´ndez-Ferna´ndez et al., 2014; Haines et al., 2015; Jaffe´ et al., 2015, 2016). In-
deed, the overall distribution of galaxies in the phase space strongly depends on the infall
times: galaxies that where accreted earlier (i.e. virialized galaxies) typically occupy a
triangular-shaped region while the recently accreted or infalling population permeates all
projected velocities and radii. Combining this evidence with the well-established correla-
tion between galaxy quiescence and environment, PAS galaxies are expected to form the
majority of the virialized population while EML and PSB galaxies should belong to the
infall or recently accreted sample.
Figure 6.7 shows the projected phase space obtained combining all clusters together for
the different subpopulations separately. As expected, PAS galaxies are typically found in
a triangular-shaped virialized region, which corresponds to the low velocity-low distance
area, while EML galaxies are more spread in both radius and velocity. The PSB popula-
tion, as already discussed, preferentially lies at small clustercentric distances (R< 0.6R200),
exhibiting anyway a non negligible spread in velocity. Their distribution is quite similar to
the distribution of k+a’s in high-z clusters found by Muzzin et al. (2014) who, comparing
the observed phase-space diagram with simulations, concluded that the location of k+a
galaxies can be interpreted with a rapid quenching timescale (0.1-0.5Gyr) happening at
preferentially 0.5 R200.
A 2D K-S test on Fig. 6.7 rejects the hypothesis that both PSB and EML and, with
a slightly less significance, PSB and PAS galaxies are drawn from the same distribution
(p-values respectively of 0.0 and 0.07), suggesting indeed that these populations are in
different stages of their virialization process. The sPSB population can be better distin-
guished in terms of velocity rather than clustercentric distance: following the general radial
trend of PSB galaxies, these galaxies have slightly higher velocities (median velocities of
0.67±0.02 km/s and 0.87±0.07 km/s for the PSB and sPSB population, respectively).
To better quantify the differences between the populations, following the procedure
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Figure 6.8: Velocity dispersion profiles (σLOS(r)/σ) of each galaxy population; colors refer to the
different populations as described in the labels and as in Fig. 6.5. Errors are jackknife standard
deviations (Efron, 1982).
adopted by Haines et al. (2015) for 75 simulated clusters at z= 0.0, Fig. 6.8 shows the
mean normalized line of sight (LOS) velocity dispersion of each sub-population (σLOS/σ)
in six bins of projected radial distance. The errors are obtained using the classical jackknife
technique (Efron, 1982). Due to the low number statistics, the sPSB sample is divided
only in three bins spanning the same radial range.
The different velocity dispersion profiles can be explained according to the dynamical
evolution and accretion history of the galaxy populations.
PAS and EML galaxies are well separated, the former having low LOS-velocity dis-
persion at all radii with respect to the latter that displays, especially in the cluster core,
higher values of σ. These trends are best reproduced by the virialized population, which
was accreted at early epochs (z > 0.4), and by the most recently accreted and backsplash
populations, respectively.
The profile of the PSB population follows the one traced by the PAS/virialized pop-
ulation, while sPSBs have remarkably larger velocity dispersions thus belonging to the
more recently accreted population.
These findings fit well the scenario in which the strength of the EW(Hδ) sets a time
line with higher values indicating a more recent quenching event. If the sPSBs are the
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consequence of a starburst prior to a sudden quenching, the violent/sudden event that
triggers the burst seems to happen on first infall; moderate PSBs could originate in the
same way but are observed longer time after quenching (Poggianti et al., 2009).
6.4.6 Dependence of the spectral type fractions on cluster properties
So far I have shown how the fractions of the different subpopulations change as a function
of the spatial location, both physical and dynamical, within the clusters.
I now examine if and how the fraction of PSB galaxies depends on the global properties
of the clusters, such as velocity dispersion and X-ray luminosity, both proxy for the system
total mass. It is still unclear whether cluster mass affects the amount of observed star
formation. For example, several studies at high and intermediate redshifts (e.g. Finn et al.,
2005; Poggianti et al., 2006) find an inverse correlation between star formation and cluster
mass, while no such correlation is found in the nearby cluster population (e.g. Poggianti
et al., 2006; Popesso et al., 2007).
All our clusters contain galaxies belonging to all the three main spectral classes, but
the population mix in each cluster is quite different. To assess if these differences arise
from a dependence on the cluster halo mass, for each cluster I computed the PSB fraction,
weighted for completeness, among all galaxies and among the active population. For this
analysis, I restricted the data to an absolute magnitude limited sample. This should
prevent the introduction of possible systematics related to the selection criteria of the
cluster sample. Member galaxies brighter than MV = −17.4 were selected. This is the
absolute magnitude corresponding to the V = 20 apparent magnitude limit of the most
distant cluster.
The results are shown in Fig. 6.9 where the individual systems, indicated as black
points, are shown as a function of velocity dispersion (left) and X-ray luminosity (right).
To mark the average trend I grouped the cluster sample into five bins of σ and LX
with approximately the same number of objects and show the results as red points. Both
fractions (PSB/all and PSB/active galaxies) increase with the mass of the system, more
significantly when we consider the X-ray luminosity rather than the velocity dispersion.
A Spearman correlation test confirms all the trends at 99% level. This result is in line
with the finding of Poggianti et al. (2009) for clusters in the EDisCS sample at z ∼ 0.5,
even if the strength of the correlations for our sample is lower (the Spearman test yields a
99.1% and 99.7% probability of a correlation with the velocity dispersion of their PSB/all
and PSB/active fractions, respectively). On the contrary, it is at odds with the analysis
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Figure 6.9: Fraction of post-starburst galaxies as a function of the cluster X-ray luminosity (left)
and velocity dispersion (right). Black points represent individual clusters, red points give the frac-
tions in 5 equally populated bins. Lower panels: weighted fraction of post-starburst galaxies among
the whole population. Upper panels:weighted fraction of post-starburst galaxies among the active
population. Errors are binomial. Solid black line: mean; black dashed line: least square fit.
performed by Fritz et al. (2014) on the restricted WINGS sample that did not see any
correlation with neither the velocity dispersion nor the X-ray luminosity. Discrepancies
could be due to several reasons, such as the different selection criteria for post-starburst
galaxies (they did not use the information on the Hα line), the different cut in magnitude,
the higher completeness and the larger area covered by our sample.
6.5 A comparison between PSBs and galaxies in transition
Exploiting the capabilities of the combined WINGS and OmegaWINGS samples, in this
chapter I have investigated the properties and the spatial distribution of galaxies that are
currently star-forming, that have recently interrupted their star formation and that are
already passive in clusters at 0.04 < z < 0.07. The main focus has been on PSB galaxies,
to shed light on the processes that induce galaxies to undergo this particular phase during
their life.
PSB galaxies are characterized by intermediate physical properties with respect to
the EML and PAS galaxies, and are thought to be in a transition phase between these
two populations: both their median stellar mass and magnitudes are in between the values
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found for the other two populations. As expected given the fact that they have no ongoing
star formation, PSB galaxies present colors similar to the PAS galaxies, even though at
faint magnitudes they can also be as blue as the EML galaxies.
Almost half of the PSBs galaxies have been classified as S0s, while the incidence of
elliptical and late-type galaxies depends on the strength of the measured Hδ: considering
all PSBs, the fraction of ellipticals and late-types is similar, considering only the sPSB,
late-type galaxies dominate the population.
The fraction of PSB galaxies decreases with increasing distance, suggesting that in the
core of the clusters some mechanisms are inducing galaxy transitions. The same fraction
also depends on the cluster properties and it steadily increases with increasing Lx and σ.
Moreover, PSBs do not concentrate as much in the low clustercentric distance-low ve-
locity locus of the phase-space as virialized galaxies do. This, together with the fact that
their velocity dispersion is quite intermediate between that of PAS and EML galaxies,
especially for the sPSB galaxies, could lead to the interpretation that PSBs are a combi-
nation of galaxies with a mix of times-since infall (backsplash + virialized). Ideally, one
should define the virial, infall and backsplash classes following the orbits of the particles
using cosmological simulation. This task is beyond the scope of this work but will be
addressed in forthcoming papers.
6.5.1 Slow and fast quenching mechanisms in clusters
As found by a large number of works (Couch & Sharples 1987, Poggianti & Barbaro
1996, Poggianti et al. (1999), Tran et al. (2007), and Muzzin et al. (2014)), PSB galaxies
have to be generated by a fast acting mechanism (≤ 108 yr), while the k+a signature is
observable approximately for 1-1.5 Gyr. As already discussed in Sec.6.1, spectra showing
strong Balmer absorption lines and no emission are the result of a combination of an old
stellar population above which A-type stars signatures are well visible. These stars, formed
within the last Gyr, dominate the light of a galaxy where a recent star formation activity
has ended abruptly and are visible for 1-1.5 Gyr (e.g. Poggianti, 2004, and references
therein). Even though this is a quite efficient channel to transform galaxies from star
forming to passive, it is definitely not the only one. For example, Patel et al. (2009);
Vulcani et al. (2010) have found a population of galaxies in transition on long time scales
(few Gyr) both in the local universe and at higher redshift (z < 1). Adopting a different
approach, following the infall and orbits of galaxies in the vicinity of the 75 most massive
clusters in the Millennium cosmological simulation, also Haines et al. (2015) support a
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Figure 6.10: Radial distribution of transition galaxies (black) as defined by Paccagnella et al. (2016)
and of PSB galaxies (green), in two bins of stellar mass. Errors are binomial.
slow quenching scenario, with a timescale of the order of 0.7-2 Gyr.
Seeking for objects in transition from being star forming to becoming passive, in the
previous chapter, analyzing the SFR-M∗ relation of local cluster galaxies in a mass-limited
sample extracted from the WINGS+OmegaWINGS sample, I defined a sample of transi-
tion galaxies, whose star formation histories and properties suggest that they have had a
reduced SFR for the past 2-5 Gyr. At least above the mass completeness limit, the fraction
of transition galaxies strongly depends on environment, being almost negligible outside the
virial radius and rising towards the center, making up for almost 30% of all star forming
galaxies inside 0.6R200. These findings, together with the estimated quenching time scale,
are consistent with the hypothesis that the interaction of galaxies with the intracluster
medium via strangulation causes a gradual shut down of star formation, although also
other mechanisms cannot be ruled out.
I am now in the position of directly comparing the slow quenching channel with the
much faster one required to observe the typical post-starburst signatures. To do so, I
consider only galaxies with stellar mass larger than the mass completeness limit of 109.8M⊙.
346 PSB galaxies (650 once weighted for completeness) enter the sample, of which only
32 (56) are sPSB. Above this limit, PSBs constitute 7.3±0.3% of the total population and
all the environmental dependencies found for the whole sample persist. For comparison, I
recall that above the same limit and the same clustercentric distance, 408 (780) galaxies
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have been classified as in transition, and they constitute 9.0±0.3% of the entire population.
By definition, being transition galaxies selected from the star forming population, there is
no object entering both samples.
Therefore transition galaxies are only slightly more numerous than PSB galaxies.
Starting from the logical assumption that both populations have their progenitors among
star-forming galaxies, and assuming that the transition phase lasts for about twice the
time (of the order of >2 Gyr) of the PSB visibility (∼1 Gyr), I conclude that the short
timescale star-formation “quenching” channel contributes at least two times more than
the long timescale one to the growth of the passive population.
Figure 6.10 investigates in detail where these two populations are found within the
clusters. It shows the number of transition and PSB galaxies to the total number of
galaxies, as a function of clustercentric distance. As done in sect. 5.3.2, two different mass
bins are considered here, to also look for trends with stellar mass. For logM∗ < 10.5, PSB
and transition galaxies present a similar anticorrelation between the fraction of PSB and
transition objects and distance, even though PSB galaxies show a slightly flatter trend,
being less numerous than transition galaxies in the core of the clusters and slightly more
numerous outside the virial radius.
For logM∗ > 10.5, at large clustercentric distances, both populations present trends
similar to those at lower masses, but in the cluster cores they present a drop in number.
Such drop occurs only in the very cluster cores for transition galaxies, at R < 0.5R200 for
PSBs. Overall, it might be primarily due to the fact that in the cluster cores massive galax-
ies are already mostly passive, therefore the reservoir for transitioning galaxies is poorer
than at lower masses. In addition, the different behavior seen for the two populations
could be due to the visibility time-scales of the two populations, with PSBs disappearing
faster than transition galaxies on the way to the cluster core.
As mentioned in sect.4.2.1, galaxies drawn from the WINGS sample (approximately
all those located within 0.6 R200), have been morphologically classified. I can therefore
compare the morphologies of PSB and transition galaxies in the core of the clusters, to look
for signs of a link between galaxy morphology and time scale of quenching. I considered
the mass limited samples. Overall, among PSB galaxies, 40±2% are ellipticals, 44±2%
are S0s and the remaining 16±2% are late-type galaxies. Transition galaxies have a much
more numerous population of S0s, with a remarkable 56±2% at the expense of elliptical
galaxies, accounting only for the 28±2%, while 16±2% are late-types.
No strong trends of the morphological mix with distance have been detected, as can
be seen in figure 6.11. However, I stress that here only galaxies in the core of the clusters
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Figure 6.11: Morphological fractions for the mass limited sample of PSB (left) and transition
galaxies (right) within 0.5 R/R200. Black squares refer to spiral galaxies, red crosses to S0s,
magenta circles to ellipticals. The dashed lines mark the total fractions. Errors are defined as
binomial errors.
were considered, and no attempt to extrapolate trends at larger distances, where the
morphological mix might be different, has been made. Moreover, this analysis is performed
above the mass completeness limit of 109.8M⊙ and this cut excludes the vast majority
of sPSB galaxies from our sample. This population has been found to have a distinct
morphology from the whole population of PSB galaxies (see section 6.4.1).
Studies regarding slow and fast quenching should necessarily follow different approaches.
As far as the post-starburst population is concerned, due to the high precision clocks im-
posed by lack of emission lines and by the A-type stars lifetime, there is a general agreement
on the time-scales involved (see Quintero et al., 2004; Poggianti, 2004; Poggianti et al.,
2009; Muzzin et al., 2014; Vulcani et al., 2015, etc.) and, based on these, ram pressure
stripping has been proposed as main responsible mechanism. On the other hand, an hy-
pothesis on the physical processes causing the slow quenching of a galaxy has to be made
to estimate the time scales involved. Several authors have tried to estimate the quenching
timescales of satellite galaxies through different approaches. Wetzel et al. (2013) proposed
a mass dependent ”delay-then-rapid” scenario in which star formation is quenched rapidly
but only after a delay of 2-4 Gyr after infall. As an alternative Taranu et al. (2013) pre-
sented models where quenching occurs within a smaller radius, approximately 0.5R200,
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followed by an exponential decline of star formation over 3-3.5 Gyr.
6.5.2 Specific processes responsible for the objects in transitions in clus-
ters
I found the majority of transition and PSB galaxies within the virial radius. From these
results it seems clear that any of the proposed physical mechanisms (i.e. starvation or ram
pressure stripping), which alter the star formation of infalling galaxies, is stronger in the
central regions of the clusters, where the density and the temperature of the ICM (as well
as the velocity of galaxies) reach their maxima. By comparing the cluster crossing times
and the A-stars lifetime, we could also imagine an evolutionary sequence in which some of
the PSBs (the low massive ones, as discussed in sect. 6.4.1) descend from sPSB galaxies,
i.e. the ram pressure starts being effective at larger distances, generating the population of
sPSB, while at smaller cluster-centric distances we only see the PSB galaxies. However, the
comparison of the radial trends of the fractions of PSBs and transition galaxies does not
allow to definitely ascertain whether the two populations have a different origin. Indeed,
both could be due to ram pressure stripping, which efficiency and strength depend, among
other things, on the orbit and on the orientation of the galaxy with respect to the ICM
(Abadi et al., 1999).
If the ram pressure induces a sudden shut down of the star formation, the resulting
quenched population is expected to have PSB features, maintaining the original struc-
tural properties, since nothing apart from gas loss would disturb its morphology. On the
contrary, if the effect of the ram pressure is more gentle and the suppression of the star for-
mation is slower, the resulting population is expected to have the features of the galaxies
in transition presented in Chapter 5. However, the same population could originate also
via strangulation, consistent with a gradual quenching corresponding to a time scale of 2
Gyr or more. Indeed, strangulation is expected to have the effect of removing the outer
galaxy gas halo and prevent further infall of gas into the disk. On timescales of a few Gyr,
the star formation would thus exhaust the available gas, quenching the star formation
activity. Boselli et al. (2006) found that strangulation is unable to explain the structural
properties of spiral galaxies in clusters, favoring the ram pressure stripping scenario.
In addition to ram pressure stripping and strangulation, other mechanisms might play
a role, even though they most likely take place at larger distances form the cluster center.
As discussed for example by Treu et al. (2003) and reviewed by Boselli and Gavazzi
(2006), quenching from gravitational interaction between galaxies (i.e. galaxy-galaxy in-
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teractions, harassment) occurs preferentially outside the virial radius and at all radii, re-
spectively, given the high velocity dispersions in the cluster cores that remarkably reduce
the probability of pair interactions. Moreover, these kind of interactions act on the stellar
component, producing selective morphological transformations that we do not observe in
the transition or PSB populations.
I emphasize that this does not mean that galaxy-galaxy interactions have no effect at
all on cluster galaxies. These processes might eventually become important, but generally
after the gas has been removed by other processes.
6.6 PSB galaxies: from single galaxies to clusters
So far I focused on PSB galaxies in clusters, investigating their properties and spatial
distribution. Moreover, I showed that the fraction of PSB galaxies slowly increases with the
mass of the cluster and is significantly lower within the field environment, suggesting that
any physical mechanism causing the PSB signature should correlate with the halo mass of
the system in which the galaxy is embedded. Nevertheless, as already said, the field sample
extracted from the OmegaWINGS survey (see sec. 6.3) is small (only 15 PSB galaxies)
and could be contaminated by galaxies belonging to filaments or secondary structures
falling into the main clusters. A detailed study of the PSB population considering the
whole range of environments, going from single galaxies to groups and clusters can be
done considering also the PM2GC galaxy sample (see chapter 3). This is an absolute
magnitude limited sample, including only galaxies brighter thanMB = −18.7. To compare
the different data sets, I applied the same magnitude cut of the PM2GC also to the
OmegaWINGS sample. In OmegaWINGS this leaves 2805 member galaxies (5130 once
weighted for spectroscopic incompleteness). The fractions of PSB, PAS and PSF galaxies
in the different environments are listed in table 6.6.
The fraction of PAS/EML galaxies increases/decreases going from single galaxies to
binaries, groups and clusters. The fraction of PSB galaxies grows from the poorest (only
1% in single galaxies) to the richest environments (4.5% in clusters).
In Section 3.3.3 I found that groups with a low fraction of interlopers can be distin-
guished based on their location onto the logM∗ − σ space. Distinguishing between high
and low contaminated groups is important because interlopers, i.e. field galaxies selected
as group members, could significantly alter the galaxy fractions. For this reason I se-
lected only real groups and recalculated the percentages of the different spectral types.
As expected, removing the contamination introduced by possible field galaxies lowers the
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Table 6.5: Weighted spectral numbers and fractions in different environments
Environment PAS PSB EML
N % N % N %
Clusters 3125 (1660) 60.9±0.6 229 (119) 4.5±0.3 1776 (1026) 34.6±0.6
Groups (all) 373 36±1 31 3.0±0.6 629 61±1
Real groups 280 42±2 25 3.7±0.7 364 54±2
Binaries 111 23±2 10 2.0±0.6 365 75±1
Single galaxy 168 15±1 12 1.1±0.4 943 84±1
General field 652 25±1 53 2.0±0.3 1937 73±1
Table 6.6: Weighted Number (raw numbers in brackets for clusters) and percentage of the different
spectral types for the absolute magnitude-limited samples (MB < −18.7). The proportion of PAS
(k), PSB (k+a/a+k) and EML galaxies are listed along with binomial errors. The fractions for the
general field population that includes galaxies in the whole PM2GC sample are also listed.
fraction of EML galaxies (from 61±1% to 54±2%) and increases the fraction of PAS
galaxies (from 36±1% to 42±2%). The percentage of PSB galaxies also increases, going
from 3.0±0.6% to 3.7±0.7%. Anyway, considering only these groups, the halo mass range
narrows, removing almost all groups with Mhalo < 10
12.2 M⊙.
It is now possible to study the PSB population as a function of the mass of the dark
matter halo. Concerning the PM2GC sample, as extensively described in section 3.3.4,
halo masses were computed thanks to the total stellar mass-to halo relation derived from
the Millennium Simulation.
For the cluster sample, the halo mass has been estimated from the σcl, by means of the
virial theorem, following Poggianti et al. (2006) (sec.2.2.2). For this analysis I adopted
the cosmology of the Millennium Simulation (H0 = 73kms
−1Mpc−1, Ωm = 0.25 and
ΩΛ = 0.75). This means that the halo masses derived from eq.2.2 and listed in table 2.3
for the OmegaWINGS sample were recalculated accounting for the proper cosmology.
Considering the different environments together, namely single galaxies, binaries, groups
and clusters, the halo mass range covered goes from 1011 M⊙ to approximately 1015 M⊙.
Figure 6.12 shows the PSB fraction with respect to the whole galaxy population
(PAS+EML+PSB) as a function of the halo mass. A clear trend emerges: the frac-
tion of PSB galaxies increases with the halo mass. If only real groups are considered,
this trend is even more pronounced. Not only the incidence of PSB galaxies becomes
more important going from single galaxies to clusters, but also the quenching efficiency
(NPSB/NPSB+EML) significantly increases, as is shown in figure 6.13.
These results are in agreement with Poggianti et al. (2009) who performed a spectral
analysis of galaxies in clusters, groups, poor groups and the field at z = 0.4−0.8 based on
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Figure 6.12: Fraction of PSB galaxies as a function of the halo mass for the absolute magnitude
limited sample including OmegaWINGS cluster and the PM2GC sample. Black dots represent the
cluster data; green(black) dots represent the PSB fractions in groups(real groups only). The red
empty square and the blue cross at LogMhalo =11.8 and 11 respectively show the value for binaries
and single galaxies. Errors are binomial.
the ESO Distant Cluster Survey. They found that the incidence of k+ a galaxies at those
redshifts depends strongly on environment: PSB’s reside preferentially in clusters and,
unexpectedly, in a subset of the groups that have a low fraction of [OII] emitters. In these
environments, 20-30% of the recently star-forming galaxies have had their star formation
activity recently truncated. In contrast, there are proportionally fewer k+a galaxies in the
field, the poor groups and groups with a high [OII] fraction. Also Dressler et al. (2013),
examining the full range of environments sampled in the IMACS Cluster Building Survey
at 0.31 < z < 0.54, found that PSB galaxies strongly favor denser environments and their
incidence increases going from the field to groups and clusters (see their figure 19(a)).
At lower redshifts, Gavazzi et al. (2010), studying the PSB population within the Coma
supercluster confirm this rising trend: the PSB fraction is found to significantly increase
as a function of the local density, going from the cosmic web to groups and finally the
cluster center.
The picture emerging from these works and from our analysis is that any physical
mechanism responsible for the truncation of star formation on time-scales as short as or
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Figure 6.13: Fraction of PSB galaxies with respect to the active population (EML+PSB) as a
function of the halo mass for the absolute magnitude limited sample including OmegaWINGS cluster
and the PM2GC sample. Symbols and colors as in figure 6.12. Errors are binomial.
shorter than ∼100 Myr, that is the quenching timescale required to give origin to the PSB
signature in a galaxy spectrum, must depend in some way on the global environment. The
observed trend with halo mass for the cluster PSB population can be easily explained if the
truncation is due to the interaction with the intracluster medium. As already discussed
and extensively modeled (see for example Boselli et al. 2008) ram pressure stripping could
be the driving mechanism. Concerning group PSBs, the strong observed correlations with
halo mass could be explained as the natural sequence of intergalactic medium (IGM),
with more massive systems having a denser IGM. When smaller systems as binaries or
even single galaxies are included in the global picture, other processes might need to
be considered. In these environments, the most obvious candidate mechanisms are close
galaxy interactions or mergers. A merger could, at least temporarily, exhaust in a short
time the available gas and thus give rise to a PSB spectrum. Several works support this
scenario, from both the theoretical and observational point of view (Bekki et al., 2001;
Goto, 2005; Blake et al., 2004, and references therein). Quite interestingly, theoretical
simulations indicate that the PSB spectrum marks a late stage of the merging event,
when the merging companion is no longer identifiable as the morphological signatures of
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the merging.
Unfortunately, the PSB spectrum does not allow to distinguish between different mech-
anisms, establishing, as I said, only the time scale for the truncation of the star formation.
Thus, any physical process that is able to abruptly shut down star formation needs to be
considered.
6.7 Summary
In this chapter I have resorted to an observed magnitude limited sample of galaxies in clus-
ters drawn from the WINGS and OmegaWINGS surveys to investigate the occurrence and
the properties of galaxies of different types in 32 clusters at 0.04 < z < 0.07. I classified
the galaxies according to the different features detected in their spectra (presence/absence
of [OII], Hδ and Hα) into passive (PAS), post starburst (PSB) and emission line (EML)
galaxies. We have compared stellar population properties and location within the clus-
ters of the different spectral types to obtain valuable insights on the physical processes
responsible for the star formation quenching.
The main results can be summarized as follows.
• For V < 20, PAS represent 55.7 ± 0.4% of the cluster population within 1.2 virial
radii, EML represent 37.0 ± 0.4% and PSBs 7.3 ± 0.2%, 15% of which show strong
Hδ in absorption (> 6A˚, sPSB), indication of either a very recent quenching and/or
a strong burst before quenching.
• PSBs have stellar masses, magnitudes, colors and morphologies intermediate between
PAS and EML galaxies, typical of a population in transition from being star forming
to passive. Interestingly, 45% of PSBs have S0 morphology, 28±1% are ellipticals and
27±1% are late types. Considering only sPSBs, the incidence of late-types increases
to 42± 4% with a corresponding drops of ellipticals, which are only 17± 3%.
• The incidence of PSBs increases from the cluster outskirts toward the cluster center
and from the least toward the most luminous and massive clusters, defined in terms
of LX and velocity dispersion.
• The dynamical state of the clusters partially influences the incidence of PSBs. While
the presence of substructures does not enhance the fraction of PSBs, the level of
relaxation does: the fraction of PSBs is higher in relaxed clusters. At least part of
this trend is due to the correlation between PSB fraction and LX .
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• The phase space analysis and the velocity dispersion profiles suggest that PSBs
represent a combination of galaxies with different accretion histories. Moreover, the
PSBs with the strongest Hδ are consistent with being recently accreted.
• Exploiting an absolute magnitude limited sample that includes also the PM2GC
catalog (MB < −18.7), I showed that the incidence of PSB galaxies increases as a
function of halo mass, going from single galaxies, to binaries, groups and clusters.
PSBs are thought to be galaxies generated by fast acting mechanisms (quenching
timescale ≤ 108 yr) and this phase is expected to be observable approximately for 1-
1.5 Gyr (e.g. Poggianti, 2004; Muzzin et al., 2014). This analysis suggests that as a
galaxy is accreted onto a cluster, at first its properties are not strongly affected, but when
it approaches the virialized region of the cluster, processes like ram pressure stripping
or other interactions induce either a burst of the star formation with a subsequent fast
quenching, or simply a fast quenching. As the shut off of the star formation occurs,
the galaxy changes the features in its spectrum, but variations in color and morphology
require longer time scales, therefore PSBs appear with a wide range of these properties.
It is important to stress that the majority of those galaxies that are truncated on a
short timescale cannot be recognized based on color or color+morphology, but only by
performing a detailed spectral analysis.
The fraction of PSBs is similar to the fraction of galaxies in transition on longer
timescales, as defined in the previous chapter, while the PSB visibility timescale is less
than half that of the transitioning population. This suggests that the short timescale
quenching channel contributes twice more than the long timescale process to the growth
of the passive population. Hence, processes like ram pressure stripping appear to be more
efficient than strangulation in affecting star formation in clusters.
In other environments, the fraction of PSB galaxies and the processes responsible for its
existence might be considerably different. In agreement with Vulcani et al. (2015), I found
an enhanced fraction of PSB galaxies in groups compared to isolated and binary systems.
A complete characterization of the physical processes in these environments should include
the interaction of galaxies with the intergalactic medium and the gravitational interactions
between galaxies, that are expected to be more efficient in lower density regions.
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Conclusions and Future work
The work presented in this thesis has been aimed at obtaining a better understanding of the
processes that affect galaxies that reside in clusters. In particular I have investigated the
effects of environment on the star formation activity within galaxies in the local Universe
(z < 0.1). I have studied the suppression of star formation in cluster galaxies at two
different stages of their evolution. On one hand, I have focused on cluster galaxies while
they are still forming stars, but are already going through a process, or multiple processes,
that affect the rate at which they form stars. On the other hand, I have analyzed galaxies
just after their star formation has been strongly suppressed, and explored the different
mechanisms that drove the transformation from actively star-forming to passive. In the
following I summarize the main results.
Chapter 2 is dedicated to the presentation of the cluster sample, built matching the
WINGS and OmegaWINGS galaxy catalogs. I summarized the main characteristic of
WINGS and focused on the description of the new OmegaWINGS survey: I described
the procedure used to measure redshifts, the computation of the velocity dispersions and
membership assignments. The final catalog consists of 60 clusters in the redshift range
0.04 < z < 0.07 and includes 11144 member galaxies with V > 20.
To complete the description of the data sample, in Chapter 3 I presented the PM2GC
catalog. Galaxies are selected according to their B rest frame magnitude (MB < −18.7)
and assigned to groups, binary or single systems thanks to a Friend of Friend algorithm.
Exploiting a mock galaxy catalog built from semi analytic models run on the Millennium
Simulation, I derived a simple method to distinguish high and low contaminated groups
and obtained two functional formulations to compute halo masses from observable quan-
tities: the stellar mass to halo relation, that links the halo mass to the stellar mass of the
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most massive galaxy in the system, and the total stellar mass to halo relation.
In Chapter 4 I discussed the methods adopted to compute the properties of the
galaxy samples studied in the following analysis. The spectrophotometric code SINOPSIS
has been used to derive properties as stellar masses, star formation rate, star formation
histories, luminosity and mass weighted ages and to measure equivalent widths. I also
presented the MORPHOT tool used to get the morphological classification from B and V
images.
Exploiting the capabilities of the WINGS and OmegaWINGS samples, in Chapter 5
I dealt with the relation between the star formation activity, galaxy stellar mass and en-
vironment exploiting a mass limited sample of galaxies extracted from the cluster samples
with 0.04 < z < 0.07 (see Chapter 2). I used non-member galaxies at 0.02<z<0.09 as
field control sample. Overall, I found agreement between the SFR-M∗ relation in the two
environments but I detected a population of cluster galaxies with reduced SFRs that is
rare in the field. I thus divided star forming galaxies into purely star forming (PSF) and
transition galaxies depending on the position on the SFR-M∗ plane.
Investigating the spatial distribution of this transition population within the clusters
(0 < R/R200 < 2), I found that they are mainly located within the cluster virial radius
(R200) while they are able to modify the median SFR-M∗ relation only within 0.6R200. I
also showed that the ratio of transition to PSF strongly depends on environment, being
larger than 0.6 within 0.3R200 and rapidly decreasing with distance, while it is almost flat
with M∗.
These trends, together with the analysis of the star formation histories and of the
properties of galaxies, suggest that transition galaxies have had a reduced SFR for the
past 2-5 Gyr. These results are consistent with the hypothesis that the interaction of
galaxies with the ICM via strangulation causes a gradual shut down of star formation,
giving birth to an evolved population of galaxies in transition from being star forming to
becoming passive. However, other physical processes might also be responsible, such as for
example ram pressure stripping that could be less efficient on certain orbits and remove
only part of the gas in the disk.
InChapter 6 I investigated the occurrence and properties of galaxies of different types,
classified according to the different features detected in their spectra (presence/absence
of [OII], Hδ and Hα), resorting to an observed magnitude limited sample in clusters
drawn from the WINGS and OmegaWINGS surveys. The main focus has been on post
starburst (PSB) galaxies, to shed light on the processes that induce galaxies to undergo
this particular phase during their life.
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For V < 20, the PSB fraction is 7.3±0.2%, 15% of which show strong Hδ (EW(Hδ) > 6
A˚) in absorption (strong PSB, sPBS), indication of a burst before very recent quenching.
PSBs have properties intermediate between passive (PAS) and emission line (EML) galax-
ies, typical of a population that have recently turned passive. The analysis of the morpho-
logical fractions also revealed some interesting features concerning sPSB galaxies, with an
enhanced fraction of late types with respect to the whole PSB population. Their incidence
decreases with clustercentric distance, suggesting that in the cluster cores some mecha-
nisms are inducing galaxy transitions. Their frequency also depends on cluster properties,
being slightly higher in more luminous/more massive clusters. Also the dynamical state of
the clusters partially influences the incidence of PSBs, which is higher in relaxed clusters.
The phase space analysis and the velocity dispersion profiles suggest that PSBs represent
a combination of galaxies with different accretion histories and sPSB are consistent with
being recently accreted.
The dependence on the cluster global properties suggest that any physical mechanism
causing the PSB signature should correlate with the halo mass of the system in which the
galaxy is embedded. To further inspect this, I studied the PSB population as a function
of the mass of the dark matter halo including also the galaxy sample extracted from the
PM2GC database and described in Chapter 3. In order to compare the different data
sets, this magnitude limit was applied also to the WINGS+OmegaWINGS sample. I
characterized the global environment by means of the halo mass: concerning the PM2GC,
halo masses were computed thanks to the total stellar mass-to halo relation, while for the
cluster sample it has been estimated from the cluster velocity dispersion.
The fraction of PSB galaxies and the quenching efficiency (the ratio of PSBs to the
active population, defined to include PSB galaxies and galaxies of all emission-line types)
increase with halo mass, that goes from 1012 to approximately 1015M⊙.
The emerging picture is that, in the different environments, the PSB signatures in
the galaxy spectra might be due to different physical mechanisms, which all produce
a truncation of star formation on time-scales of the order of ∼ 108 yr. In clusters, ram
pressure stripping is most likely the dominant process, while in groups the observed strong
correlations with halo mass could originate from other processes. The origin of PSB
galaxies in smaller halos is probably related to the perturbation induced by close galaxy
interactions or mergers.
The two galaxy populations analyzed in this work represent two possible pathways to
transform a healthy star forming galaxy into one of the many passive galaxies populat-
ing clusters in the local Universe. The time scales involved anyway are quite different:
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transition galaxies require a gradual quenching of star formation over a long time scale,
t> 2Gyr, while the visibility timescale for PSBs is less than a half, t∼1Gyr, and the
quenching timescale to produce such spectral signature is an order of magnitude shorter.
Two main physical processes have been proposed to explain the origin of these galaxies:
strangulation and ram pressure stripping. I concluded this analysis performing a compar-
ison between PSB and transition galaxies. I found that the fraction of PSBs is similar to
the fraction of transition galaxies, and that both these population preferentially lie within
the virial radius, with quite similar radial trends. These results suggest that the short
timescale quenching channel contributes twice more than the long timescale process to
the growth of the passive population. Hence, processes like ram pressure stripping appear
to be more efficient than strangulation in affecting star formation in clusters.
From this analysis two different scenarios can be depicted in which star formation can
either be suddenly shut down and give origin to the PSB population, or more gently and
progressively depressed (by strangulation, or by the same ram-pressure stripping), and
produce the outliers in the SFR-mass relation.
In addition to ram pressure stripping and strangulation, other mechanisms might play
a role, even though they should take place also at larger distances form the cluster center.
Moreover, these kind of interactions act on the stellar component, producing selective mor-
phological transformations that were not observed in the transition or PSB populations.
I emphasize that this does not mean that galaxy-galaxy interactions have no effect at
all on cluster galaxies. These processes might eventually become important, but generally
after the gas has been removed by other processes.
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7.1 Future works
A lot of work has already been devoted to the study of star formation in cluster galaxies
and the transformation of galaxies from star forming to passive, producing many significant
results. However, several open questions emerged and in the future I plan to extend the
work done in this Thesis to answer some of them.
So far I investigated the impact of environment measured as clustercentric distance
and halo mass. In order to reach a better understanding of the environmental dependence
of galaxy properties it is now necessary to combine these results with others where the
environment is parametrized in terms of local density estimates, together with a theoret-
ical understanding of what could influence the star formation activity and morphological
transformations in galaxies. For these reasons I plan to exploit the local density catalogs
of the OmegaWINGS targets that will be available in the next few months (Vulcani et al.
in preparation).
In addition, I aim to characterize in detail the PSB galaxies in the PM2GC sample,
identifying galaxies that show disturbed morphologies indicative of recent merging. This
would allow to confirm the origin of this population in low-density environments. Con-
cerning the cluster sample, a comparison with the X-ray residuals and temperature maps
would also be useful to properly characterize the interaction of galaxies with the ICM.
All the environmental quenching mechanisms considered in this Thesis are sensitive to
the path taken by the galaxies through the cluster. Strangulation is strongest near the
cluster center. Ram pressure stripping varies with the local density of hot cluster gas and
the relative velocity of the galaxy, both of which vary radially in the cluster. Mergers are
more probable in the outskirts of clusters. Harassment is most effective during high speed
encounters, which occur near the cluster core. Thus, another interesting step forward will
be a detailed study of the orbital history of the different types of galaxies, comparing our
results with simulations.
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